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Abstract
LBIC is a technique for scanning the local quantum efficiency of solar cells. This kind of 
measurements needs a highly specialized, and time critical controlling software. In 1996 the client, 
professor Markus Rinio, constructed an LBIC system, and wrote the controlling software as a 
Turbo-Pascal 7.0 application, running under the MS-DOS 6.22 operating system. By now (2018) 
both the software and several hardware components are in dire need to be modernized. This thesis 
thoroughly describes several important aspects of this work, and the considerations needed for a 
successful result. This includes both very foundational choices about the software architecture, the 
choice of suitable operating system, the threading model, and the adaptation to new hardware with 
vastly different behavior. The project also included a new hardware module for position reports and 
instrument triggering, as well as several adaptations to transform the DOS-based LBIC software 
into a pleasant modern GUI application.
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1. Introduction
In the current situation the global demand of energy is constantly growing. The number of humans 
in the world steadily increases, and so do also their use of electricity: Electric lightning and 
household equipment, IT-systems and automation, electric vehicles, etc., are getting more and more 
important and popular all over the world. On the other hand the need of lessening the climate 
affecting emissions is absolutely crucial due to the threat of accelerated global warming. This makes
lternative energy sources like solar energy to be the most important technologies imaginable! In 
order to turn solar cells into a viable large scale energy source, continued research is needed, and 
thus also the tools to perform such research.

LBIC, which stands for Light Beam Induced Current is such a research tool, and is frequently used 
to measure solar cells to—even literally speaking—get a good picture of their efficiency. In 1996 
the client, professor Markus Rinio, constructed and built a high resolution LBIC system, which 
successfully has been used since then to make numerous measurements of multi-crystalline solar 
cells. 

This is an advanced measurement system whose controlling software is written in Turbo-Pascal 7.0,
and that is running under the MS DOS 6.22 operating system. As with all computer controlled 
systems, it will in the end need a modernization. This both in order to be serviced—many of its 
hardware components are since long gone out of production—and to be easier to work with, and to 
integrate in the contemporary IT-systems. By now (2018) both the software and several hardware 
components are in dire need of modernization.

The LBIC scanner works rather rapidly, and it is into the smallest detail controlled by the LBIC host
computer. In other words this computer works in a real-time way, where every millisecond is 
critical! 

In the old days when DOS-computers were common, many systems incorporated them to control 
their hardware in a very time-critical manner. This was fully possible, due to the properties of the 
MS DOS operating system to allow for direct hardware control, and also never to interfere with the 
application in an unpredictable way.

Using operating systems like MS DOS is not a viable alternative anymore, so the whole software 
must be reworked to run under a modern operating system, and this is maybe the most challenging 
aspect of the whole project.

The LBIC host computer itself, together with most of its components, especially the stepper motor 
controller ISA extension card, are also critically old and must be replaced by contemporary 
equipment.

This thesis describes the most critical aspects of the modernization of this LBIC system, which by 
no means was easy or strait forward, but instead took more than two years to perform! Some of the 
results will also be described, as well as a discussion about this kind of modernization projects.

This thesis is organized as follows:
Chapter 2 gives a short and comprehensible background of silicon solar cells and their physics, as 
well as a short introduction to the LBIC measurement technique.  

In chapter 3 the original LBIC system is thoroughly described, including its parts and their 
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properties, when they are expected to affect the modernization. 

Chapter 4 describes the new conditions that are at hand, and the consequences they are expected to 
have on the development work. Here is also discussed the properties of stepper motors and their 
controllers, the basics about (rotary) incremental encoders, and how the properties of modern 
operating systems will affect the project. The dead reckoning approach and its problems are 
discussed in detail, and finally the adopted approach with the encoder position feedback is 
described.

Chapter 5 deals with the interesting parts of the actual software modernization , and is thus the 
central chapter of this thesis. In chapter 6 the actual outcome of the project is described, and some 
scientific comparisons made. 

The chapter 7 is devoted to an overall discussion around the project, and what lessons could be 
learned form it, as well as a lot of the problems that arose. These three chapters may be of value to 
those who embark on starting similar projects.

The last chapter, 8, gives a brief overview of the future work that could be interesting for this 
project.

We hope that this document will be beneficial to you if you are reconstructing controlling software 
running under MS DOS or a similar operating system, and are written in the Pascal programming 
language.
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2. Background of Silicon Solar Cells and the LBIC 
Measurement Technique.

Here we will provide the reader with the necessary background information, both about silicon solar
cells, the metrics used for measuring and describing them, and of the LBIC measurement technique.
Let us first briefly mention the primus motor of it all, the Sun itself.

2.1. The Sun—our nearest star, and a good energy source
The Sun—our nearest star—is a totally inexhaustible source of energy from our point of view. Its 
useful energy is delivered to us in the form of light. I.e., of very shortwave electromagnetic 
radiation covering the whole visual spectrum, and also extending somewhat outside of it, in the 
infrared and ultraviolet regions. Electromagnetic radiation at such wavelengths is best understood as
photons—particles of light—that each carries with themselves a certain minuscule amount of 
energy, closely determined by their wavelengths. As can be seen in the section below, about silicon 
solar cells, some of these photons will produce electricity by exiting electrons in the cell, allowing 
them to be set in motion, and thereby creating an electric current. Because of this, we are interested 
in the energies1 that the photons of the sun have when hitting the Earth. 

If we regard the surface of the sun to be a black body, then Wien's displacement law2,

λmax=
b
T

will give us the wavelength λmax where the radiation is most intense. As the temperature of the 
surface of the sun is approximately 5500 °C (5778 K), this wavelength will be 500 nm. By the 
Planck-Einstein relation3:

E=h∗υ=
h∗c
λ

we can get the energy E of the photons given their wavelength λ. If we calculate the photon 
energies for the visual spectrum, and for that of the maximal radiation of the sun, we will get that 
the visual range that goes from deep red (~700 nm) to violet (~390 nm) will provide photons with 
energies from 1.77eV for (deep red) and up to 3.18eV (for violet). The sun has its peak radiation at 
500 nm, whose photons will have energies of approximately 2.48 eV.

It should also be mentioned that the Sun is a rather constant energy source. It is expected to keep 
shining for at least 4 billion more years, and in that time its strength is predicted to increase slightly,
rather than to decrease. Its energy production varies to a very little degree—by far less than a single 
percent4[1]—and from an energy production perspective this is totally negligible.

1 We prefer to count photon energies in the unit eV (electron-volts) as this will benefit our explanation of solar cells.

2 The constant b, known as Wien's displacement constant, is equal to 2.8977729(17)×10−3 K m.

3 v is the frequency and  the constant h is the Planck constant and equals 6.62607004 × 10-34 m2 kg / s

4 Visually estimated from a Space Weather Service diagram published by Bureau of Meterology, Australian 
Government  [1]
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The photons from the Sun can directly produce electricity for us, by freeing the electrons inside the 
solar cells and allowing them to move in a certain direction. The result is a direct electric current 
(DC) that then easily can be collected from the solar cell terminals.

As the light is a stream of photons whose energies, and numbers per area unit, both are well known, 
we can easily get a value of the solar cell efficiency. This is done by comparing the amount of 
photons hitting it, and their corresponding energies, with the electric energy that the cell delivers to 
us. This is the very heart of the LBIC technology and it will be further described in chapter 2.4.

2.2. Silicon Solar Cells
A short background on photo-voltaic cells, with focus on the crystalline silicon solar cells.

2.2.1. History

While the photo-electrical effect had been known since the 19:th century (1839, A. E. Becquerel, 
and 1887, H. Hertz), and other kinds of solar cells had already been demonstrated, it was first in the 
middle of the 20:th century that the p-n junction silicon solar cells was invented. Russel S. Ohl filed
a patent [2] for a solar cell with p-n junction in 1941, and in 1954 Bell Labs presented [3] the first 
practically usable solar cells. Already four years later, 1958, they were flown in space for the first 
time, powering the second American space satellite—the “Vanguard 1” [4].

The solar cells with the best efficiency for its price has since long been the silicon solar cells [5]. 
These can be further distinguished as mono-crystalline and multi-crystalline cells. Whereas mono-
crystalline cells gives a higher efficiency, the multi-crystalline cells are far cheaper to produce and 
for bulk electricity production they are therefore the most economical option. 

2.2.2. Contemporary situation

It seems now (2018) that the critical point is reached where the price of electricity produced by 
silicon solar cell is fully comparable to electricity from other commonly used energy sources. There
are many different actors and analytics that have come forth with vastly different figures of the 
price per kilowatt-hour PV-electricity, but to give a few examples5 the following deserves to be 
noted:

• The first indicative of a break-even maybe was an article titled “Solar Energy Is Ready. The 
U.S. Isn't” by Ken Wells in the Bloomberg Businessweek in October 2012 6[6].

• In the year 2015, First Solar agreed to supply solar power at 3.87 cents/kWh levelized price 
from its 100 MW Playa Solar 2 project [7].

• In August 2016, Chile announced a new record low contract price to provide solar power for
$29.10 per megawatt-hour. [8]

5 The list entries below are cited from a Wikipedia page on cost of electricity [5]. 

6 Ken Wells (October 25, 2012), "Solar Energy Is Ready. The U.S. Isn't", Bloomberg Businessweek. The Bloomberg 
Businessweek website, businessweek.com, doesn’t seem to feature a free version of this article anymore but it was 
also published on SFGate  [6] where it still is available.
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• Bloomberg New Energy Finance assigns solar and wind to now be the cheapest power 
source [9].

As silicon solar cells are a very clean and inexhaustible energy source, they must now be considered
as the most interesting alternative of all currently existing ones.

2.2.3.  The inner physics of silicon solar cells

Without delving too deeply into the physics of solar cells, we could benefit from knowing the basics
of their inner mechanisms: 

The bulk material of our solar cells are made up of silicon atoms, organized in a crystal lattice. In a 
silicon crystal lattice the majority of the silicon atoms do not have any free electrons (unlike in 
metals) that can conduct electricity. Instead, nearly all the outer electrons are locked “down” in the 
valence energy band, where they have a lower energy than in the conduction band. 

What the Sun does, when it shines on the solar cell, is that the photons that hit—and are absorbed 
by—the cell will give off their energies to those locked electrons. By this they will be excited (freed
from the bonds to their silicon atom) and will jump the energy gap between the valence band and 
the conduction band (the “band-gap”). See the illustration 1 below.

It should also be mentioned that the photons must have at least a certain lowest energy to be able to 
knock the electrons up to the conduction band. The energy difference between the valence band and
the conduction band is special to each different material, and this is the “band-gap” of that material, 
most often given in the unit eV. For crystalline silicon this band-gap is about 1.12 eV.

This means that photons of a longer wavelength than about 1100 nm will not produce any electricity
in the cell, but will only be converted to heat! Luckily this wavelength is far down in the infrared 
part of the spectrum and most of the photons from the sun has energies well over this limit, so most 
of the sunlight will be useful, exiting electrons in the silicon solar cell.

By a clever scheme where the front side of the solar cell is heavily N-doped, while the rest of the 
bulk silicon is slightly P-doped, we can create an electrical field that sets these exited electrons in 
motion. When the electrons are excited and free to move, they will thus be drawn up to the heavily 
doped n-layer and well there they could reach the fingers and busbars—the external connectors of 
the cell—and continue further out into our electrical circuit. This is how silicon solar cells work, 
and how they create a useful electrical current.
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2.2.4.  The energy production inside silicon solar cells

Because the energy production is strongly linked to the number of photons that penetrate the cell, 
we prefer to talk about quantum efficiency QE as a measure of solar cell efficiency. To begin with 
we will discuss the external quantum efficiency—EQE—that could be calculated by the following 
formula:

EQE=
I SC∗h∗c

P∗e∗λ

Here ISC is the (short circuit) electrical current, h is the Planck constant, λ the wavelength, P the 
light power, c is the speed of light, and e the electron charge. The EQE, which is now dimesionless, 
will turn out to be a decimal number, only slightly less than 1.0 if the cell is a good specimen. It can
of course easily be turned into a percentages figure by multiplying it with 100, and interpreted as 
such, thereby being a very useful metric of solar cells.

A silicon solar cell produce electrical current by each photon that penetrates it, and releases its 
energy within, but not by the photons that are reflected off the surface of the cell. There is thus a 
reason to distinguish between EQE and IQE, where IQE stands for Internal Quantum Efficiency:

IQE=
EQE
1−Rλ

where Rλ is the solar cell samples reflection coefficient for that particular wavelength of light.

Illustration 1: A cross-section of a silicon solar cell. The photon (yellow/red 
wavy line) strikes one of the electrons (white ball marked w. minus sign) in the 
bulk material, and this electron then migrates until it is finally drawn up to the n-
doped top layer (emitter) and reach a connecting finger (Ag). After having done 
work in our electrical circuit, the electron will re-enter the cell through the rear 
contact. Courtesy: M. Rinio, KaU.
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The output electric (short circuit) current ISC produced by a silicon solar cell is directly proportional 
to the number of photons that hit it per time unit—one electron per photon—and the electron 
charge, and we must subtract the losses due to shunting and recombination:

I SC=ne∗e−J sh−Jrc

Here ne is the number of generated electrons per second and e is the electron charge. The Jsh is the 
current lost to shunts, and Jrc the current lost to recombinations in the material.

The (open circuit) voltage is much harder to calculate and its equations are clearly beyond the scope
of the solar cell physics background of this thesis. We should however mention that it is limited 
upwards by the band-gap of silicon, 1,12V. In fact, it turns up to be quite lower—around 0.6 volts 
per cell.

As the silicon solar cell in practice is a diode, it's characteristics are clearly nonlinear, and we will 
find that there is a certain voltage and current that will give us the maximum output power. In the 
following diagram, illustration 2, a typical I/V-curve is sketched out  (using data from an advanced 
semiconductor simulation of a typical crystalline silicon PV cell), and the point of maximum output 
power is clearly marked. 

In practice, when solar cells are used for energy production, one always strives to use them as close 
to the “maximum power point” as possible, that is where the product of the current and the voltage 
is at max, and most output electrical power will be delivered. Today this is accomplished by using 
electronic circuits that regulate the loading of the solar cells.

Illustration 2: A typical IV-curve of an ideal crystalline silicon 
solar cell. The maximum power point is approximatively 
sketched out. Data for this curve is obtained via a semiconductor
simulation. (Simulation data is courtesy of Rickard Hansson, 
2018).
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When doing normal LBIC measurements however, it is foremost the short circuit current that is of 
interest7.  For the purpose of measuring the short circuit current, low input impedance 
transimpedance amplifiers are used when doing the measurements, see chap. 3.1.

2.2.5.  Defects and impurities

In order for the cell to work well, the electrons must stay up in the conduction band long enough (in
the order of 10:s of micro-seconds) until they can reach the cell terminals, exit the cell, and enter 
our external circuit. However, there are many ways that the excited electrons (those that have been 
pushed up to the conduction band) could fall down again without creating any useful electric 
current. The scientific word for such “downfalls” is “recombination” and we will henceforth talk 
about electron recombination. Of course, we want to avoid electron recombinations as much as 
possible, and so we must identify the reasons for those recombinations, and find ways to produce 
our solar cells without the impurities and defects that will cause them.

Here is a short list of defects that could be detrimental for the efficiency of our solar cells:

• Bulk impurities in the silicon, such as for example iron (Fe) that will cause recombination 
even in such a small fraction as a few PPB (parts per billion, 1/109)

• Impurities like for example oxygen atoms, that gather at grain boundaries.

• Dislocations in the silicon crystal lattice, that in themselves can cause recombination, and 
also can gather impurities.

• Shunts that carries the produced electricity back to the other side of the cell, thereby 
effectively short circuits the cell, or at least parts of it.

• Precipitations of impure silicon. 

As we can now see, in order to tackle such problems and questions we need to get a good picture of 
the IQE, and how it maps over the surface of the solar cell. This is done by the LBIC technique 
which we will describe in closer detail in the next section.

7 Very advanced measurement techniques could make use of other I/V work-points too, but not this LBIC system, 
and it is thus far beyond the scope of this thesis.
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2.3.  The LBIC measurement technology
LBIC stands for Light Beam Induced Current, and is a technique where we can measure the EQE 
and IQE of each point of the solar cell, thereby mapping it in great detail. A closely related 
technique named OBIC8 is in frequent use [10] in the semiconductor industry to find various defects
in integrated circuits.

It is rather hard to pinpoint any specific inventor of the LBIC technique, but J.I. Hanoka[11], J. 
Marek [12], and C. Donolato [13] all have made important contribution to the field in the late 70s 
and early 80s. The LBIC system described in this thesis was originally constructed and built by 
Professor Markus Rinio in 1996, as the main part of his diploma thesis [14].

2.3.1.  Fundamental principles of LBIC

The LBIC technique works as follows:
If we only illuminate a tiny spot of the solar cell, and keep the rest in total darkness, we will get a 
small but measurable current. As we know the power of the light that we use, and as we measure the
reflected light as well, we could now easily calculate both the EQE and then the IQE for just that 
spot. This way we can map up the whole solar cell, scanning it from edge to edge for thousands of 
scan lines, and for each scan line take thousands of measurements, see illustration 3 below for an 
example of the final result.

2.3.2.  Optical considerations and the resolution 

The light source for the spot is a small diode laser that can be well focused on the sample. The 
scanning movement is achieved by stepper motors attached to ball screws which are moving the 
sample table in the X-, and Y-directions, and in the Z-direction to obtain focus and correct spot 
width. The LBIC host computer is controlling those stepper motors by issuing commands to a 
stepper motor controller. (More about these stepper motors and controllers in chap. 4.3.)

The maximum resolution of this technique is determined by a multitude of parameters, but 
fundamentally it is limited by the wavelength of the light used, and the aperture of the focusing 
optics. This is called the (angular) resolution of the optics system, and the Rayleigh criterion tells 
that the limit for the resolution is reached when diffraction maxima and minima meet up. With light 
in the near infrared area—for example 830 nm—and an aperture of the optics of let say around 5, 
we could in theory achieve a resolution of as low as a 5 µm (micrometers), this given by the 
formula:

d L=
1.220∗f ∗λ

D

Where f is the focal length of the optics, λ our light wavelength, and D the operational aperture of 
the optics: This gives dL which is the size of the smallest feature we could see.

While we eventually might wish for resolutions down to single atoms, we will however find that 

8 Optical Beam Induced Current
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other properties—like for example electron diffusion9 in the silicon wafer—will limit our resolution
even more than the optics and the wavelength. Thus, an optical resolution of a few µm will be more 
than enough, and suit our purposes fairly well.

2.3.3.  Weak signals and the lock-in measurement technique

In practice, we cannot use too high a laser power per area unit of the solar cell, this because of the 
physics of the solar cells, so when performing very high resolution scanning (i.e., very small light 
spot diameters), we will have to attenuate the light down to a single µW or even less. The current 
we then will get from the solar cell will be well below the noise threshold of a normal current 
measuring equipment!

To tackle the problem of such low signals we are instead forced to use a special measurement 
technique called lock-in amplification10. In short this technique involves modulating the light source
(the laser diode) with a reference signal, and then using the same reference signal when measuring 
the resultant current from the sample cell. Thereby we will move the signal in the frequency 
domain: Away from the noisy area of the very low frequencies, and up to a frequency with much 
less noise. For reasons that stems from the inner physics of the silicon solar cells, the frequency of 
the reference signal cannot be too high but must stay within a few kHz. A frequency of 640 Hz has 
been used since the construction of this LBIC system.

With the light source attenuated, and the frequency limited, our resultant signal-to-noise ratio is 
then determined by the amount of time that we are willing to give each measurement, while 
integrating the product of the measured signal and the reference signal. Normally these periods are 
between a single millisecond and up to one hundred milliseconds. This determines closely how long
time it will take to scan a whole solar cell, and it could be mentioned that scanning a dozen of areas 
at high resolution could take several days!

This whole lock-in technique is taken care of by the lock-in amplifiers, and the LBIC software can 
control the various measurement parameters (sensitivity, integration times etc.) by issuing 
commands to those amplifiers over the GPIB (IEEE-488) communication bus11. The system 
encompasses four lock-in amplifiers, one for each of the following signal sources:

1. The EQE current from the solar cell sample.

2. The directly reflected light from the sample (the upper reflection detector).

3. The diffusively reflected light from the sample (the lower reflection detector).

4. The power of the light source.

9 At light wavelengths long enough to penetrate the strongly N-doped top layer and enter the bulk of the cell, the 
electrons will experience a rather lengthy (several 10:s of µm) random walk before they will get up through the pn-
junction and then exit the cell. This is called electron diffusion, and it will limit the resolution of the LBIC images 
of the bulk of the cell.

10 For a comprehensive study of lock-in amplifiers please read chap. 3.8 of Kraftmakhers “Experiments and 
Demonstrations in Physics” [15]. For an overview of the subject see Wikipedia on “Lock-in_amplifier”: [16]

11 GPIB stands for General Purpose Interface Bus, and is a parallel digital bus originally developed by Hewlett-
Packard in the late 60:s to interconnect various measurement equipment. Two standards now define this bus:
ANSI/IEEE Std 488.1-1987 [17], and IEEE Std 488.2-1992 [18].
For an overview of the subject see Wikipedia on “IEEE-488”: [19]
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2.3.4.  A computer to control and administrate the LBIC measurements

The LBIC host computer will collect all the measurements from the lock-in amplifiers after each 
scan-line, using the same GPIB bus. The LBIC software will then calculate the EQE and IQE of 
each point, and assemble all the points into a 2-dimensional map over the sample that was 
measured. These maps can easily be given a color scale to clearly show how the IQE varies in 
different regions of the sample. In a later phase of the research, these maps are then compared to 
other investigations—like for example etching and microscopy12, EBIC13, or XBIC14—of the same 
sample, this to cast light over the reasons for the lower IQE in certain areas of the solar cells. 

12 For example dislocations can be clearly visualized down to sub micrometer resolution by first polishing the sample,
and then etching it with hydrofluoric acid.

13 EBIC stands for Electron Beam Induced Current, and is done in a scanning electron microscope.

14 XBIC stands for X-ray Beam Induced Current, and as the wavelength of the radiation is much shorter, the 
resolution can be higher. This is a very expensive and unusual measurement technique.

Illustration 3: A typical LBIC map, here with the EQE given in µA instead of 
percentages, which normally is preferred. The black lines are contact busbars 
and fingers which effectively shades the PV-layer from the light. The grain 
boundaries are clearly visible and an experienced LBIC operator can use this 
picture to choose subareas to scan in much higher resolution. (This map was 
provided by Markus Rinio, and could be found in his diploma thesis from 
1996. [14])
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3.  The Existing LBIC system
Here follows a description of the existing (old) LBIC system, constructed and programmed by 
Professor Markus Rinio in 1995-1996.

3.1.  Overview
The existing LBIC system is composed of: 

• A vacuum fixation sample table with contact probes for three different samples

• Stepper motors, and mechanics to move the sample table.

• A stepper motor controller, built into the host computer as an ISA bus extension card.

• A modulated laser and its optic system:

◦ A laser driver that allows the laser to be modulated by the reference signal from the 
lock-in amplifiers.

◦ A near-infrared (826 nm) diode laser.

◦ An attenuator capable of more than 3 orders of magnitude attenuation.

◦ A focusing lens system, aka. “fiber collimator”.

◦ A beam-splitter to divide the incoming light between the power reference detector and 
the sample and to guide the reflected light back to the upper reflection detector

◦ Optical fiber cables to connect the laser to the attenuator and then further to the lens.

• Photo detectors for reflections and power reference15.

• Current to voltage converting pre-amplifiers, aka. “transimpedance amplifiers”16. 

• Measurement instruments in the form of 4 lock-in amplifiers.

• A host computer running the LBIC software, to control the equipment and gather the 
measurement data.

• Some additional, more peripheral equipment, like for example a vacuum pump to fixate the 
samples.

This seems to be a rather normal configuration of a high resolution LBIC system. The entire system 
is depicted in the schematic illustration 4, and as a photograph in illustration 5.

15 In the case of the laser power detector it consists of a Hamamatsu precision photo diode, while the reflection 
detectors both are multi-crystalline silicon solar cells themselves, although cut to appropriate dimensions. The 
lower reflection detector also features a hole (c:a 5 mm) for the beam to reach the sample.

16 These are effectively “current to voltage converters”. For a comprehensive study on transimpedance amplifiers we 
refer to “The Art of Electronics” by Horowitz&Hill [20]. For a brief introduction, see Wikipedia on 
“Transimpedance amplifier”: [21] 
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Illustration 4: A schematic view of the existing LBIC system. Lock-in amplifier #1 produces a 
reference signal that is used both to modulate the laser, and also fed back to all the lock-in 
amplifiers, including #1 that gets it internally. The light is eventually attenuated and then fed to a
lens system (“fiber collimator”) that will focus it on a spot on the Solar Cell sample. By means of
the Beam-splitter, the primary light is also partly directed to a detector to closely determine the 
laser power. The light that is directly reflected by the sample will be directed to the upper 
reflection detector by means of the same beam-splitter, while the diffusely reflected light will 
directly illuminate the lower reflection detector, that is mounted upside down. The solar cell 
sample is directly connected to one of the current-to-voltage detectors (transimpedance 
amplifier), and likewise are also the other three detectors mentioned above.  The lock-in 
amplifiers can now measure all these four signals and send their data back to the LBIC host 
computer via the GPIB bus. The LBIC host computer also controls the stepper motor that moves 
the sample back and forth while scanning the sample line by line. This is done with the internal 
stepper motor controller card (not drawn). The solid light-blue arrows from the stepper motors to
the sample table represents linear mechanical force, exerted by the ball-screws (not drawn) that 
are attached to the motor shafts.
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Illustration 6: The stepper motorized XYZ-stage 
before mounting of sample table and optics. The
new LBIC system also features an XYZ-stage 
like this as its mechanical base, although the 
new LBIC has a bigger model with larger stroke
in the all the axises. (From the diploma thesis of 
Markus Rinio, 1996. [14])

Illustration 5: The existing LBIC system, complete with the sample table, laser system (in 
white box), the laser-driver and the transimpedance amplifiers (small black boxes w 
cables in the foreground), and to the right the four Lock-in amplifiers and the controlling 
LBIC host computer. Courtesy: M. Rinio 2018.
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3.2.  Hardware and Equipment
Here we describe more superficially the existing hardware, system-ware, and equipment used in the 
existing setup.

3.2.1.  Computer hardware

As an LBIC host computer the current setup is using an ordinary personal computer—a HP Vectra, 
series 4—comprising an Intel Pentium-I CPU (133MHz), 16 Mb RAM memory, and a 1.28 Gb hard
disk drive. Graphics resolutions up to 1280x1024 are said to be supported. A resolution of 
1024x768 is used for the high resolution graphics of the original LBIC software. The original LBIC 
computer lacks a normal Internet connection, so in order to transfer the measurement data to other 
computers, an Iomega Zip 100/250 drive has been used.

3.2.2.  Operating system

The current LBIC host computer is using the Microsoft MS DOS 6.22 as the operating system, 
under which the LBIC software is running. As the reader probably already know, the old MS DOS 
operating system is more of an advanced boot-loader than a real OS, and when the LBIC software 
starts, it gets complete control over the whole system. As can be seen in the chapter about the 
Stepper motor controller, the LBIC software really takes full advantage of this supreme system 
control.

3.2.3.  Programming Language

The LBIC software was from the start written in the Pascal programming language, using Borland 
Turbo Pascal 7.0, and the “Turbo Professional” user interface and utilities library. Only a minute 
part was in assembly code, this to handle some graphics mode detection, and that can now easily be 
disposed of. The vendor of the GPIB controller card had issued a Pascal unit as a wrapper for the 
various calls, so the communication with the Lock-in Amplifiers (and a Digital Multimeter for 
calibration) could easily be written in Pascal too. To command and communicate with the stepper 
motor controller driver, various values and addresses are set to the CPU registers, and an interrupt is
raised. The LBIC software is thus oblivious to the programming language of the software drivers of 
the stepper motor controller.

3.2.4.  Stepper motor controller

To move the sample back and forth, the sample table is attached to an XYZ-coordinate device that 
is driven in the X-, Y- and Z-axises by three stepper motors connected to ball-screws. These stepper 
motors are powered by a stepper motor controller that is installed as an ISA-bus extension card in 
the LBIC host computer. This motor controller is originally an MPK-3, from the German ISEL 
company. The LBIC host computer is in direct control of this card, and can issue commands to it, 
and query its status and the motor positions by means of interrupt calls. The answers come as fast as
the card and its driver routines can deliver them, and—as it is an internal ISA bus card—that means 
that is a question of microseconds. In fact the software pulls the interrupt to ask for current motor 
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positions about 10,000 times per second. This way the computer has close to real time awareness of 
the motor positions17.

3.2.5.  Lock-in Amplifiers, and GPIB controller card.

The tiny signals from the solar cell sample and reflection detectors are measured by very sensitive 
measurement amplifiers using the lock-in technique to isolate then from the noise which normally is
much greater than the signal. The well known high quality DSP-based SR830 Lock-in amplifier 
from Stanford Research Systems are used for this purpose, and in order to obtain a correct power 
references, and values for reflected light, three additional lock-in amplifiers are used. These lock-in 
amplifiers are controlled directly by the LBIC host computer via the GPIB bus, and the LBIC host 
can thereby adjust the measurement parameters, send the TRIG signals, and collect the measured 
values.

3.2.6.  Additional equipment, not critical w.r.t. the LBIC software

Besides the already mentioned hardware, some extra equipment is needed in order to obtain a 
complete and working LBIC measurement system:

• A laser driver that can be modulated by the reference signal from the controlling Lock-in 
amplifier. 

• A laser and its optical system that makes it possible to attenuate the power in a range of 
approx. 3 orders of magnitude, and focus it on the solar cell sample. 

• A beam-splitter consisting of a half-reflecting mirror: It firstly directs some of the laser light 
onto a power reference photo cell, and allow the other part of the beam to reach the sample. 
Then afterwards it also directs the light reflected by the sample solar cell onto another photo 
cell.

• 3 reference photo cells to measure the incoming laser light power, the directly reflected light
and also the dispersed light from the sample.

• 4 transimpedance amplifiers to act as current to voltage converters and pre-amplifiers before
the signals finally are measured by the lock-in amplifiers.

• An X-Y-Z coordinate device, powered with stepper motors, that can move the sample table 
back and forth while scanning, and also allows the sample to be adjusted some millimeters 
in height thereby correctly focusing the laser on the sample, and obtaining the desired 
illuminated spot diameter.

• A sample table with an array of tiny holes, and a vacuum pump connected to it through 
hoses and manual valves. This firmly holds the sample very tight to the sample table, and 
thus completely flat and horizontal to the laser beam. 

Except for that rotary encoders have been physically attached to the stepper motor shafts, non of 
these devices have been affected by any changes to the software or computer hardware. Neither 
have they influenced the new software in any important way. 

17 The host controller issues trigger signals to the measurement amplifiers at certain motor positions.
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3.2.7.  Comments on the LBIC software with regard to this hardware

While the LBIC software is described more in detail in chapter 3.3 and throughout the chapters 4 
and 5, this is an appropriate place to make comments of some of its properties.

As can be understood from the facts that the LBIC software directly controls both the stepper motor
controller and the measurement amplifiers, issuing TRIG commands at very precise moments while 
the sample is moving under the laser, the LBIC software is required to act in real time! In order to 
issue the TRIG commands at correct positions, there must not be any delay more than only a few 
hundreds of microseconds. (This based on the fact that the speed of scanning is such that trigger 
pulses are issued with 4000 µs intervals, and then an uncertainty of more than a few percent will 
become visible.) This was fairly easy to obtain with the old LBIC system as it is executed under the 
MS DOS 6.22 operating system, and as it also has the stepper motor controller as an ISA bus 
extension card, thereby making it possible to query that card for positions approximately 10,000 
times a second.

This real time ability, and its close cooperation with the motor controller and the lock-in amplifiers 
are possibly the most important properties of the old LBIC software, and the ones that has posed the
greatest problems when porting it to a modern preemptive operating system. 

3.3.  The Existing LBIC software, drivers etc
Here we will give a more detailed view of the original LBIC software, the libraries used, and its 
closest software neighbors: The drivers for the hardware ISA-bus extension cards, and the Pascal 
wrapper for the GPIB communication card.

3.3.1.  Introduction and UI/Gui-framework library

When started the program performs some initializations including the reading of an initialization 
file named LBIC.INI. (see Appendix D for more info about that file). On exit this ini-file is saved 
again, with the relevant persistent information saved in it.

Even when working in MS DOS, a certain amount of user interface, with drop-down menus and 
also mouse support, can be obtained. For these purposes the old LBIC software used  the now 
almost totally forgotten TurboProfessional utility library (version 5.21) originally from the 
TurboPower Software company (Colorado Springs). There is hardly any documentation of this 
library left, but the API could be extracted from a couple of its help files that has been found.

As can be seen from the illustrations 7 – 10 below, the system is menu-based, and the operator can 
issue commands by choosing from the main menu. This can be done either by the cursor keys of the
keyboard or by an attached 2-buttoned mouse.

As with most menu-driven software the operator selects tasks, which are then performed before the 
program returns to the menu again. The differences in task length can be very large in the LBIC 
system: Some tasks are performed momentarily, while the task of LBIC scanning can take days and 
even weeks to perform. There is also an option to perform DOS commands while leaving the LBIC 
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program in the background18.

In a complete measurement system like the LBIC software, a multitude of different actions need to 
be supported:

• Simple actions like setting and changing different modes and states, like bidirectional 
scanning, English texts on maps etc.

• Simple movements of the sample table: To load/unload samples, movements to certain often
visited positions, and so on.

• Focus-determining actions like setting points for focus-probing, perform auto-focus, beam-
profiling, or setting a certain spot-width, and for manually getting a grip of accurate 
focusing through repeatedly performing lines-cans at different adjacent Z-heights.

• Handling of measurement regions, including the feature of picking such regions from the 
map of an earlier performed measurement. 

• Measurement of signal-to-noise ratio and sensitivity requirements.

• And—last but not least—actually performing LBIC measurements.

18 This function uses the ExecDos function found in the TurboProfessional library.
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3.3.2.  Drivers and libraries for stepper motor controller, and GPIB

The stepper motor controller of the original LBIC system is an ISA-bus extension card from 
IselAutomation KG (Germany), and has the model nr.: “isel-Microstep-Karte MPK-3”. It is a 3-axis
stepper motor controller with integrated power modules, and up to 128 micro-step capability, of 
which the 20 micro-step mode is used. This hardware is since long totally obsoleted, and a 
replacement card could be next to impossible to find if the existing one should break.

Illustration 9: In high resolution graphical mode
(1024x768), here performing a beam profiling.

Illustration 10: In high resolution graphical 
mode, here performing an LBIC scanning of a 
region.

Illustration 7: DOS UI, The main menu. From 
here all the different tasks can be selected.

Illustration 8: The front page with oversight 
information about regions, samples, settings, 
and table positions.
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The driver routines for the Isel card was constructed in such a way that the user stored certain codes
and values in the CPU register and then raised a software interrupt to communicate with the card, 
i.e., sending commands and retrieving positions, status, and other information. This was done with 
minimal latencies, in the order of microseconds.

All this is totally unique for a DOS-based systems, and it must be replaced all together: Both the 
hardware and the interrupt driven API. The programming strategy on the other hand—where 
positions must be acquired almost in real time—must be thoroughly rethought in a clever way.

The GPIB bus controller is an old ISA-bus card from Capital Equipment (or maybe a clone thereof),
and its drivers have an API totally different from the nowadays predominant National Instrument 
API. It was shipped with drivers (object files) and a wrapping Pascal unit, see appendix H, and so 
using it was quite straightforward, at least from a Pascal/C-programming point of view. Neither the 
GPIB card vendor, nor the API is at hand anymore, so the LBIC software has to be adapted to 
another GPIB programming API. 

3.3.3. The original DOS-based LBIC software in general

The original LBIC software is single-threaded, and for it to allow for user intervention throughout 
the different actions and operations, lots of calls for probing “keyPressed”, and reading the 
keyboard are present in the code: Whenever the motors are running for some transport distance, the 
software stands waiting for them to finish, or for the user to intervene (by pressing the [ESC] key). 

In scanning operations, the program loops continuously, asking the stepper controller card for the 
current position of the motors, and it then issues TRIG commands to the lock-in amplifiers each 
time a new sampling position is reached. Even here the keyboard is constantly probed for user 
intervention.

Also in other kind of actions, like area recognition etc., the keyPressed is constantly probed, to let 
the user interrupt the action by pressing the [ESC] key.

There is in fact also mouse support, which is used for some actions , and for the menu system . It is 
rather sparsely used however, and apart from the TurboProfessional drop-down menus and file-
choosers, it is limited to a few actions when selecting sub-regions from a previous scan, and 
selecting area of interest when line-scanning.

3.3.4. The original DOS-based LBIC software in time critical scanning

When scanning, whether it is full LBIC scanning or the so called line-scan scanning, or one of the 
focus or beam-profile measurements, the program performs the following steps:

• Initializing the Lock-in amplifiers so that they are ready to collect data on each TRIG19 
command.

• Sends the first TRIG command via the GPIB bus to the lock-in amplifiers.

• Commands the stepper motor controller to make a movement (almost always only in one 
axis)

19 In fact, the intrinsic GPIB bus command byte “GET” is used instead, as it then is possible to send triggering 
commands to all of the four lock-in amplifiers at once.
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• enters an outer loop to perform all the planned measurement points:

◦ enters an inner loop where it queries the stepper motor controller for the current position 
of the motors, and continues to do so until the expected point is reached

◦ sends a TRIG command to the lock-in amplifiers

◦ updates a counter of the number of measurement points made

◦ depending on the task, it might also ask the GPIB controller for any SRQ from the 
instruments and do other housekeeping for example moving a cursor on the screen.

• When the outer loop is ready (i.e. all points on the scanline is measured) it calls a routine to 
acquire the data from the LIAs and performs other tasks appropriate for the situation.

What is most important here seen from a real-time perspective is the inner loop:

The time to calculate a new position is negligible, even for the original LBIC host computer 
(Pentium-I / 133MHz), and after the loop is finished, the time to command a GET call over the 
GPIB bus is small and constant. The key to trig the LIAs at the correct moment is that positions are 
acquired very fast from the stepper motor controller.

The rest of the housekeeping stuff in the outer loop may not take more than maximum 3 ms in order
to obtain an ability to scan with a time-constant of 1 ms.20 This is not a problem with the old LBIC, 
as these housekeeping tasks are not overwhelming, and as the operating system MS DOS will not 
interfere but let the program continue undisturbed.

3.3.5. The (Turbo)Pascal programming language and the state of the 
original LBIC software

As the LBIC software is a very advanced scientific system, lots of user interaction is expected, and 
lots of code for the user interaction is present throughout the software. This makes it very 
voluminous and a line counting gave the number of code lines to be 24942 for the whole LBIC 
software21.

The Pascal programming language has since the beginning supported the usage of internal (nested) 
functions and procedures. This was seen as a feature in the early days of computing, but 
unfortunately it invites to a programming style where lots of subroutines cannot be reused by other 
parts of the code. (An internal function or procedure cannot be called without its surrounding 
stackframe.) It also invites to creating really big procedures and functions, sometimes comprising 
several thousands of lines of code.

It's not an overstatement to describe Turbo-Pascal as a super-hit throughout the 1980's and well into 
the 90's, but object orientation was never its strongest side. It was first introduced in TP version 5.5,

20 There exists also a measurement time factor of 4, so when the LIAs are set to a time constant of 1 ms, the speed is 
calculated in such a way that it must not take less than 4 ms to travel the path between two adjacent measurement 
positions. Furthermore, according to the client no time constants shorter that one millisecond are important for the 
project.

21 There is no really good line-counter in Lazarus, so the “wc -l” bash command has been used for this counting, This 
means that the line count includes both blanc lines, comments and code parts left out by macros, however it does 
not include the now deprecated unit Disloc.pas.
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and then gradually enhanced. Migrating to OO-style programming was always an option to the 
programmer, but there were never any restrictions put on the user to force migration to writing OO-
style code. A mixture of traditional procedural coding and OO-style coding has been fully tolerated. 

The LBIC software was never written with any object orientation in mind, although it already has 4 
distinct record types that would have lent itself fairly good for this. 

3.3.6.  The data structures of the LBIC software

The record types that was introduced from the beginning are the following:

• ProbeType22 
Holds various facts about the whole sample, as for example its sizes and offset position on 
the measurement table.

• MessBereichType23 
Holds all the facts about new sample regions that are about to be scanned.

• InfoRecord 
Holds facts about ready-made measurements (maps) that are loaded and shown as “false-
color” maps.

• LockInParam
Holds some parameters adhering to the lock-in amplifiers.

Originally there were three sample-holders on the measurement vacuum table, and the ProbeType 
record type is used to declare an array of three such records.

There are never usage for more than four lock-in amplifiers so the array of records of the 
LockInParam record type only comprises four cells.

The InfoRecord was originally used in several now obsoleted functions24, but still finds its use in 
the “showMap” function that allows viewing a measurement as a false-colored map.

There is a bigger array25 of the type “MessBereichType” to store the parameters for all 
measurements to be made.  The MessBereichType record type holds member variables for all the 
parameters that are necessary for performing an LBIC scan of a region, like Probe-contact, sample 
dimensions, measurement start and end-points, etc.

The “MessBereiche” regions to be scanned (cells in the MessBereich[]-array) can be created from 
the following sources:

• The whole sample can be defined as a measurement region. Any of the three sample-holders 
could be chosen, and it will then inherit some of the parameters from the sample, as for 

22 “Probe” is the German word for “sample”.

23 “Messbereich” is German and literally means “measurement preparation”, but should rather be interpreted as 
“measurement region” in this case.

24 The client has since written other software for various operations on ready made LBIC measurement maps, and that
software has taken over and refined the data analysis tasks previously performed with the LBIC software.

25 It was originally restricted to max 77 cells due to restrictions of DOS memory, but this limit has since been adjusted
upwards – temporarily to 191.
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example its name, coordinates, and thickness. The (spatial) resolution and the filename are 
the two most prominent new parameters to add.

• The user can define a region manually by entering the X- and Y-coordinates, thickness, 
filename, and resolution.

• The ShowMap function can be used to pick out new regions from an existing map (typically 
an overview of the whole sample). All coordinates as well as sample-holder/sample-name 
will be inherited and only the resolution and filename need to be added.

• The regions to be measured are stored in the lbic.ini file and will be retained when the LBIC
software is restarted next time, should it be needed to temporarily shut down the system.

• The regions could also be saved to, and later re-read from, a special regions file with the file 
extension “.rge”. These are ordinary text files, so they could also be manually edited, if that 
should be an easier way to define the samples.
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3.3.7.  The LBIC scanning results and their files

When an LBIC measurement (scanning) is started, all in all 12 result files are created. These are in 
fact 6 pairs of files: 1 definition file as a text file with all meta-data about the measurement, and one
binary datafile with a smaller header and then the matrix of measurements, all in the form of 32 bit 
IEEE-754 floating-point numbers (standardization document: [22]). The extensions for the header 
files are “.ADD” and for the data files “.SMD”. More about these files in Appendix C.

These result files will have certain specified letters as the last letter of the file-name prefix (before 
the extension) that shows their types in a measurement:

• A “c” indicates LBIC files, i.e., EQE measurements.

• A “t” indicates upper (specular) reflection measurement and.

• A “p” indicates lower (diffused) side reflection measurement.

• An “l” indicates measurement of the incoming laser power,

Besides these 4 fundamental files (each one emanating foremost26 from one of the lock-in 
amplifiers), two additional files of processed data are also saved:

• An “r” indicates total reflection. (simply the sum of the upper and lower reflection. See 
illustration 11.)

• A “k” indicates reflection corrected LBIC, i.e., the IQE.

As an LBIC scanning produces far too much data for a DOS computer to keep in RAM memory, the
results are continuously written to the result files. This happens after each scan-line. This also 
means that an LBIC scanning can be interrupted without that more than one scan-line of data is lost.
This feature has been utilized in the form of a special function to resume an interrupted LBIC 
scanning.

26 Corrections with respect to the laser power are always done before registering any of the other values.
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Illustration 11: A typical LBIC reflection map of a whole silicon solar cell 
wafer. Two files are used to show such a map: Let say the maps name is 
“B1C2297”, then these files would be named  B1C2297r.ADD and 
B1C2297r.SMD (This map was provided by Markus Rinio, and could be found 
in his diploma thesis from 1996. [14])
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4.  The new hardware, and system-ware to adapt to 
Here will be listed the new conditions that was encountered when turning to state-of-the-art modern
computers and operating systems, and contemporary stepper motor controllers. The problems they 
brought will also be mentioned. In addition, we will discuss stepper motors and their controllers, as 
well as incremental encoders, and how they are read. The foundational strategies to handle the 
timing problems, and the problems of dead reckoning will be discussed, as well as the strategy with 
the encoders on the motor shafts, and an encoder reading and instrument triggering hardware box. 
At the end of the chapter the chosen solution will be described, and a schematic picture of the 
resulting new LBIC system presented.

4.1.  What new hardware, system-ware, and GUI should it fit
For each difference it will be mentioned the problems that was foreseen in an early stage, and the 
possible solutions that was considered from the start. There will also be references to the final 
solutions that were finally adopted.

4.1.1.  The new Pascal compiler – FPC/Lazarus instead of TurboPascal

The old MS-DOS (16-bit) Turbo-Pascal 7 compiler cannot be used so a new appropriate compiler 
must be found. The alternatives seem to be the FPC/Lazarus, or the Gnu Pascal Compiler (GPC), or
—if the operating system should be MS Windows—the Delphi suit might be usable. In any case, the
compiler must support code written in Turbo-Pascal or else all the code must be modified or 
rewritten. Furthermore, there must be a widget-set for writing GUI-applications, and the compiler 
must support that the old LBIC software can have a new GUI-shell that is part of the application. If 
the GUI shell cannot be part of the application, there must instead be constructed several 
communication channels for user commands and parameters, and the information requests and 
resulting data from the old LBIC software.

4.1.2.  The new OS: using Linux instead of MS-DOS.

This change is maybe the biggest change of all, save for the different motor controller. While MS-
DOS is more of an advanced boot-loader than an operating system, and gladly lets the application 
program take over the whole hardware, Linux is a strict preemptive multitasking operating system 
with abstracted hardware and restricted direct hardware access. MS Windows is nowadays also 
quite similar in this sense. Such an OS will suddenly take the control of the hardware, and leave the 
application sleeping (for an unspecified number of milliseconds) if the OS decides this the best 
thing to do. 

Luckily the Linux operating system has a multitude of scheduling policies, and also a possibility to 
be patched (and then recompiled) with a certain patch that makes it a nearly real-time OS. This 
patch is called PREEMPT_RT 27, and is described closer in chap. 4.4.4. Finally, the Linux 
distribution Debian 8.6—patched with PREEMPT_RT, and featuring X-Windows and the GTK2+ 

27 PREEMPT_RT is a set of modifications that makes the Linux operating system much more responsive and turns it 
into a “near real-time” OS—i.e., only hardware interrupts (mainly graphics card drivers)  will limit its response and 
ability to let an application run uninterrupted. 
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widget-set—was chosen as the operating system to be used.

4.1.3.  The new stepper motor controller

As mentioned above, the current motor controller card has to be replaced with a totally different 
stepper motor controller. The controller that is at hand for this project is a separate unit that 
communicates with the computer via a serial (RS-232) interface, at the speed of 19.2 kbps.

It is manufactured by the Isel Automation company (Germany), and has the model designation 
iMC-P-3. It is a 3-axis programmable and controllable stepper motor controller, with integrated 
motor power drivers, and supports micro-stepping down to a 1/128 step. 

As it communicates via an RS-232 it is not able to report the current motor positions fast enough for
the LBIC software, that needs very timely position reporting to be able to trig the measurement 
amplifiers at the correct positions.

The adopted solution was in the end to create an advanced stateful adaptation layer between the old 
LBIC software and the stepper motor controller, and also to add an encoder-box that is reading 
encoders on the motors to get accurate positions with negligible latency.

4.1.4.  New GPIB controller card with a new API.

The old GPIB controller card (ISA bus extension card) has since long gone out of production. Not 
much is known about the manufacturer more than that it seems to have been sold by some American
firm named “Capital Equipment Corporation”28. The API was completely different from the 
nowadays ubiquitous National Instruments API. The latter is used as the new GPIB card is from 
National Instruments, and the only known driver packages for Linux also supply this API to its 
client applications. 

A new modern GPIB controller card (with PCIe bus) from National Instruments, and the Linux-
GPIB driver kit was adopted for this purpose.

4.1.5.  New versions of the lock-in amplifiers.

Although the SR830 model of LIA still seems to be in production, there have since come new 
models with better specifications. When the new lock-in amplifiers of model SR860 was ordered, 
they were said to be equal to the old ones. At closer scrutiny of their instruction set however, rather 
big differences surfaced, and they will have to be handled in a clever way, so that the software can 
use both kinds of LIAs. The old hardware setup will still be used as both the LIAs and the 
mechanics and optics are still up to date, and represents a substantial investment29.  

28 Capital Equipment Corporation: This company is since long defunct or bought up by some other companies—
maybe National Instruments. Apart from being mentioned in November 2000 on electronicsweb.com 
(https://www.electronicsweb.com/doc/capital-equipment-corporation-0001) not much can be found about the 
current fate of this company.

29 The total value of the existing usable LBIC hard could be estimated to at least US$16,000, as the SR830:s normally
costs around US$ 4000 each as used/refurbished equipment.
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4.1.6.  Double laser and optics system

The new LBIC system should be equipped with double laser and optics, and also have relays to 
switch between them. This, and the fact that the same LBIC software will be used also for the old 
system once it is refurbished with new stepper motor controller and rotary encoders, will force the 
equipment-related constants to be moved to a config file instead. (The question of rewriting the 
whole software to naturally accommodate multiple laser systems is not part of this project, but a 
working solution has since been made, to allow the user to switch between the two laser systems 
without recompiling, or even restarting the LBIC application.)

4.1.7.  Relays to switch between the different sample holders, and 
between the two laser systems.

This problem hasn't arisen yet30, as the relays are not put in place. It does not at all seem to be any 
major problem, and will probably be solved by connecting them to the existing encoder-box, and 
program the latter with some more commands that can be issued by the LBIC software. The 
expected workload to get it working seems to be rather small. 

30 The question of introducing—or rather re-introducing—the sample-switching relay system is not part of this thesis, 
but will eventually be part of the project before it is considered as finished.
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4.2.  Stepper motors and the means of controlling them
A brief introduction on stepper motors and controllers, and micro-stepping, and descriptions of the 
problems that was encountered with the new stepper motor controller that was procured to this 
project.

4.2.1.  Stepper motors  

A stepper motor is a permanent magnetized brush-less synchronous electric motor with two phases, 
and thus two windings. Although it must at least have four poles and thus four distinct positions per 
revolution, the number of steps are in reality far more—from 24 and up to 800, with 200 as a 
normal case. A stepper motor is constructed in such a way that it performs one rotational step at a 
time, depending on the change in the pattern of the electric currents driven through the windings, 
and in which direction these currents are flowing.

For full stepping, the scheme of currents through the windings A and B could be described as in the 
following table:

Position Winding Current 
direction

0 A forward

1 B forward

2 A backward

3 B backward

Table 1.

To move one step forward, the position should change to the next higher, or to 0 if it previously was
in position 3. E.g., to take one step forward standing in position 1, stop the current through winding 
B, and instead drive current backwards through winding A.

By simultaneously driving current through both the windings, one can get the rotor to position itself
somewhere in between two full steps. This is called half-stepping if the current through A and B are 
equally big, and micro-stepping if the currents differ. 

As the term imply, half-stepping places the rotor right in the middle between two poles. When 
performing micro-stepping however, the angular position of the rotor between two adjacent poles 
will not necessarily be proportional to the quotient of the winding current! This stems from the fact 
that the rotor will also feel the magnetic force from the permanently magnetized metal poles. We 
will refer to this force as the “cogging force”, and it will give the motor a quite nonlinear motion 
characteristics. It will also heavily contribute to the vibrations caused by the motor.

In order to alleviate the problems due to these nonlinearities, the original software had a special 
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procedure IselMoveAbslinear() that thoroughly calculated the expected error and compensated for 
it. Due to the idiosyncrasies of the new controller, this could not possibly be used anymore, but 
another functionality named “sneakUp2pos” has been adopted instead, see chap 5.3.4.

In theory a stepper motor driver could be constructed in such a way as to limit or totally cancel out 
the cogging force, this by carefully calculate the winding currents to counter it. Most common 
stepper motor controllers however has not got this feature, and it would still require some careful 
tuning to match the actual motor connected, as different types of stepper motors have different 
characteristics in this sense.

4.2.2.  Stepper motor drivers and controllers

Stepper motors cannot run by themselves while applying DC or even AC current, but they need 
specialized stepper motor drivers and controllers, that perform the above scheme of changing the 
currents through the windings A and B. 

In direction from the motor and back to the computer, the following modules could be recognized:

The driver (aka. power module) is the circuit that handles the power sent to the motor and regulates 
the current through the motor windings. We will not delve deep into these here, but limit ourself to 
mention that the driver senses the current through each winding and most often uses a PWM circuit 
to regulate and maintain the current that should be applied for each moment. The driver is often 
controlled via a directional signal (digital: forward or back) and a pulse-train: One pulse for each 
(micro)step31. 

The direction bit, and the pulses to step are created and sent from the controller itself. This 
controller must at least calculate the acceleration ramps, so that the motor could accelerate and 
brake at allowed rates. To calculate such acceleration ramps the controller has to be supplied with 
the total distance to travel, and the desired speed of the movement. This information is in our case 
supplied by the LBIC host computer.

Both the original, and the new stepper motor controller have got further advanced features, like for 
example to perform movements in the XY-plane and also in the XYZ-space, and even very 
complicated circular movements, etc. In the LBIC software all scanning only occurs either in the X 
or in the Y axis, but never nonlinearly, and only in one case diagonally, so neither of those features 
will be discussed here.

Both the original, and the new stepper motor controller have the ability to accept whole movement 
commands. That means that the movement distance in X, Y, and Z dimension, as well as the speed, 
and the acceleration to apply will be present to the controller when the command is given32. The 
controller can thus calculate the whole movement—including any acceleration and deceleration 
ramps—and perform the whole movement by itself without further interventions from the host 
computer.

31 This means that the driver has a certain limited amount of internal logics, to keep track of the actual phase of the 
movement, in full-step or micro-step. Many drivers allow the user to set the number of micro-steps to be used, 
either as fixed values through a set of micro-switches or dynamically from the controller.

32 The old controller demanded that a new speed value was sent as an initiating command—before the movement 
command that also carried the distances in X,Y, and Z as parameters—this if not the previous speed value should 
apply. That was a consequence of the rather primitive and inflexible interrupt based API of its software driver.
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4.2.3.  The problems with the new stepper motor controller 

The stepper motor controller that was procured to this project takes its commands via a serial (RS-
232) connection of 19.2 kbps speed. The same connection is used to communicate back to the host 
PC, acknowledging performed commands, and answering queries about the motor positions and the 
status of the controller. This very slow communication severely limits its possibilities to give timely
position-reports back to the host computer.

When the stepper motor controller was delivered, the author started to get acquainted with it as 
thoroughly as possible. This was not an easy task to begin with as the controller was supposed to 
always be managed via the suppliers own proprietary software application, and hence was rather 
poorly documented. The command language turned out to be rather odd and picky to the syntax. For
some reason, no speed under 20 (micro)steps per second would be tolerated as a valid speed, but 
would instead result in an error signal in return, and that no movement would be performed. It also 
turned out to be impossible to get positions reported back to the host computer while the motors 
were running:

While the controller indeed seems to have a minuscule command queue of one extra command (this
is undocumented) it will however not perform any other actions before the current command is 
ready and acknowledged back to the host. This means that not even a position request will be 
serviced before any movement is ready! This allows for simpler controller logics, and also a simpler
syntax with shorter acknowledgement messages, but the drawbacks are obvious in this case.

Even worse, when the speeds and accelerations was measured, it turned out that the controller 
wasn't at all faithful to the commands: At lower speeds, the difference was minimal, but at 
maximum speed (40.000 (µ)steps/second) the discrepancy turned out to be a staggering 30% lower 
than commanded! This seems quite inexplicable, not least as the motors were tested without any 
load, or even without any connected ball-screws, couplings, or other equipment that could have 
caused elevated rotational inertia. The author cannot believe other than that it must be some form of
software bug in the controllers internal firmware. The supplier of the equipment couldn't contribute 
with any help on this issue.

The speed of the motors could be very precisely measured33 by the means of a simple stroboscope, 
that was set to shine on a patterned disc, and getting its input pulses from the computers parallel 
port, or a precision function generator, see illustrations 29 and 30 in appendix K. (A bit later a set of
rotary encoders was acquired and an Arduino Mega was programmed to read them. In that way a 
very detailed measurement of the speeds could be performed, see illustration 31 in appendix K.) To 
calibrate these speed measurements, a very accurate digital function generator was also used. This 
calibration fully confirmed all the measurements done. A first34 plot of obtained speeds as a function
of commanded speeds were done, see illustration 12 below.

33 It was later realized through some relatively simple calculation that this setup should be able to measure the motor 
speeds with an accuracy of 10 PPM, if the operator cared to give the measurement some minutes to run.

34 Later a very detailed plot was made, that showed that the function of the obtained speed takes the form of a 
staircase, see appendix K
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Given this odd behavior from the stepper motor controller, it was realized that a dead reckoning 
approach was unfeasible and a decision was made to instead pursue the plan B, with encoders on 
the motors.

Illustration 12: The first measurement of the motor speeds. The real speed is 
mapped as a plot of commanded speed. The measurement was done with the 
encoder connected to an Arduino Mega, who interpreted the encoder, counted the
steps and sent information back to the measurement computer. The PC ran an 
ad-hoc testing program written in C and compiled by gcc (by the author). The 
initialization of the controller was strictly 2-axis, and all of the commands sent to
the controller only set motion to one of the motors, keeping the other one 
perfectly still.
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4.3.  Different foundational strategies to handle the timing 
problems

As the new OS under which the LBIC software should run is a modern preemptive multitasking OS,
and as the new motor controller lacks any possibility to accurately and timely supply positioning 
information back to the controlling PC, the greatest considerations must be devoted to address the 
question of measurement timing.

In the beginning of this project the client presumed that—given the speed and strength of modern 
computers—it would be possible to use dead reckoning to counter the lack of timely position-
reporting from the controller. This means that the computer would use its internal high precision 
timers and calculate how far the motors should have moved. Thereby it would constantly have 
accurate knowledge of the motor positions, and be able to send trigging commands to the 
measurement amplifiers at the correct positions.

This was considered as “Plan A”

Should this fail, the main alternative is to employ an external unit to handle the trigging. That unit 
must then acquire position information in some way, compare these positions with the determined 
positions for the next measurement point, and then send (physical) trigging pulses to the 
measurement amplifiers when correct positions are reached35.

This approach also means that the host computer initially, at the beginning of each line to scan, 
must send information to this unit regarding the start position, the position intervals, and the total 
number of pulses. When the motors start to move the sample, the external unit could then trig the 
measurement amplifiers at all the correct positions without any further intervention from the host 
computer.

This could be regarded as the “Plan B”.

A third way would have been to create a real-time controller that both ran the stepper motors and 
sent trig pulses, or rather GPIB trig commands, to the lockin amplifiers. While having a micro-
controller to “speak GPIB” is rather easy, the whole solution—with a new microprocessor to 
program to handle much of the scanning procedure—would however have been a major 
undertaking, and this solution was considered as very undesirable. In the beginning of the project 
this was labeled as the “Plan C”, but it was then not pursued further. 

Purely theoretically one can also conceive yet another way of solving the problem, namely that to 
build a custom stepper motor controller PCIe card, in such a way that the computer really could get 
timely position information from it. That would however involve very difficult techniques, probably
including designing custom-made PCIe extension cards, and it would be far beyond the scope of 
this project. Such approaches have never been discussed.

As the goal of the project has been set also to transform the LBIC software to a decently user-
friendly GUI application, the alternatives of using some industrial computer must also be excluded.

In the following chapters we will discuss these two strategies, and some of their implications:

35 Both the old SR830 and the new SR860 have the ability to receive electrical pulses (at TTL levels), via a BNC 
contact on the rear side of the instruments, to trig a measurement.
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• Chap. 4.4 will be devoted to the “plan A”, dead reckoning of positions, and the implications 
on the motor controller, on the operating system, and also on the LBIC software.

• Chap. 4.5 will discuss physical feedback by rotary encoders and a micro-controller to read 
them and react to the resulting positions. It will incorporate a short description of (rotary) 
encoders.

4.4.  The problems of dead reckoning (The "Plan A")
Here will be discussed the different aspects of dead reckoning, and by some brief calculations the 
demands of the system will be obtained. Also, operating systems will be discussed in short as the 
main implication of dead reckoning is that timings in the system must be very accurate.

4.4.1.  Dead reckoning of a scanning device

Dead reckoning means to calculate the new position given a start position, a speed, and the time 
elapsed since the start. If a starting position x0 and the speed v is known, then for each moment in 
time the position x(t) can be calculated by:

x (t)=x0+v∗t

Evaluating the dead reckoning approach means evaluating the errors that could occur.

The errors here are due to error in speed verr and to error in time terr and—assuming no errors in the 
starting position—we could get the total error by:

xerr=xreal – x ideal=(v+verr)∗( t+t err)– v∗t

which will be reduced to

xerr=v∗t err + verr∗t + verr∗t err

If we presume that we can measure time with great accuracy—due to the good performance of the 
high resolution timers in a modern CPU—then we can set terr to 0, and we will be left with:

xerr=t∗verr

This gives us that the total error will be proportional to verr, and increase with the time that the 
movement occurs.

If the speed had been constant, the equipment could have been calibrated and corrected for the 
errors, but unfortunately this simple method cannot be used, because a “flying start” cannot be 
assumed. The stepper motor controller will not answer any query about positions once the motors 
have started running, and so we would have been forced to include the acceleration phase too (also 
called the start ramp of the motors).

To calculate the traveled distance x a set of expressions like the following will be needed:
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x={ x1=
a∗t 2

2
if t <t 1

x2=x1+v∗(t−t 1) if t 1<t< t2

x3=x2+
a∗( t−t2)

2

2
+( t−t2)∗(v−a(t−t 2)) if t >t 2

}
Here t1 is the special moment when the full speed v has been reached, and the acceleration ramp 
ends, and t2 the moment when the motor-controller are forced to start the deceleration ramp. Those 
moments must be pre-calculated. From this we must then solve again for t to obtain the exact 
timings when the amplifiers should be trigged. (The latter equations are not included here.)

These formulas however will be complicated beyond any comprehension given the gross errors in 
speed that were noticed when testing the controller: These speed errors will in turn obfuscate the 
acceleration phases, thereby giving us equations that are totally infeasible. Numerous efforts to 
come up with a formula for acceleration that would match the real one, (i.e., that would have made 
the stroboscope show that trigging would occur at the correct positions) were made, but to no avail.

An alternative to this would have been to avoid accelerating in the measurement area, instead 
starting a good distance before that where the scanning should begin, and setting an equal amount 
of position overshoot beyond the end point of the scanning. Then—if the motor controller at least 
shows a constant and reliable acceleration behavior—this could have been measured and 
compensated for. It was however not in the clients interest to do so, in order to avoid any 
overshooting beyond the scanning area, and also not to waste extra time on the acceleration phases 
and longer return movements.

So far we have considered only constant errors in (constant) speed, and errors in the time measured 
by the computer, both for which compensation eventually would have been possible. What 
complicates the situation beyond feasibility is that there also exist uncertainties about when the 
controller will start the movement. The factors that may influence such uncertainty are:

• The period from writing to–and flushing–the serial device, and up to that the serial 
transmission of that message starts36.

• Possible transmission delays due to RS-232 flow control.

• Possible timing uncertainties within the controller from the moment the command is 
received by the controller, and up to the moment when the acceleration actually starts.

After having gotten the results from the speed measurements however, the plan A—to pursue the 
dead reckoning approach—was abandoned, and instead the plan B—using encoders—was pursued. 
Because of this no detailed measurements of such timing serial bus errors were performed37.  

Other good reasons not to delve into detailed behavior and idiosyncrasies of a certain component 

36 It seems as if messages from, and to, devices like the serial port are queued up and handled by the Linux operating 
system, and that would infer that there could be a time jitter at least as big as the jiffy clock tick (4000 or 1000 µs). 
No investigation of these serial bus latency properties was however made, as this was realized far later in the 
project, when the encoder box was already functional and up and running.

37 These detailed measurements would probably not have been made as easily as the speed measurement, but instead 
would have had to involve some encoder and time measurement setup anyway, to capture the millisecond delays 
that are discussed.
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lies in the software design and maintenance:

• If the motor controller breaks and has to be replaced by another model, or by another 
specimen with slightly different firmware version, then the code for this dead reckoning 
maybe has to be partly or fully rewritten.

• The software itself would have been harder to maintain as it would have been much more 
complicated.

4.4.2.  Modern operating systems

Some of the foundational pillars of modern operating systems are:

• Preemptivness:  The operating system can interrupt a running application and let another 
process get the CPU for a while.

• Multitasking:  Many applications are running simultaneously, scheduled by the OS.

• Memory virtualization: Each process gets a memory universe by itself, and the pages it 
really uses are mapped to (other addresses in) the real physical memory, or on swap disks

• Hardware abstraction and protection from direct application access: An application cannot 
access most hardware directly, but has to call functions in the OS kernel.

• Application isolation: Two applications shall not be able to interfere with each other

While some of these virtues was introduced already in the 1960:s (for old mainframe computers) 
today almost all operating systems apply to them—even mobile units. All this is in stark contrast to 
MS DOS for which the LBIC software originally was developed: MS DOS has no preemption of 
any kind, and lets the application run unobstructed as long as it wants. Furthermore, no hardware 
abstraction is present and no protection, so the application can access whatever hardware and ports 
it wants, whenever it wants to do so.

This more or less excludes all the mainstream (PC) operating systems, like MS Windows, Mac-OS, 
Linux or x-BSD from being used in applications where hard real-time performance and millisecond 
precision is specified. 

4.4.3.  Operating systems with different real-time characteristics 

The term “hard real-time” means that any deadline must be met and anything else is regarded as a 
catastrophic failure. Such operating systems are mostly used in different kinds of embedded units, 
for example car brakes – where the need for such hard real-time is rather obvious. 

In contrast to hard real-time there also exists a term “soft real-time” that implies that deadlines are 
only “recommended” to be met38, and a term “firm real-time” that implies that a deadline may be 
missed, but that the result must be invalidated in such cases.

The LBIC system would need a hard real-time OS to meet its demands without further 
modifications. If given a so called firm real-time system, there would have to be added some 
software logic to invalidate scan-lines and redo them, should one of the deadlines for a 

38 The definition of soft real-time tells that deadlines can be missed, but that the quality of service will then degrade.
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measurement point have been missed. The client clearly opposed such a solution.

The closest to hard real-time that has been found during this project is an OS called RT-Linux, but 
that one seems to have multiple issues:

• The continuation of the project seems unclear 39. 

• The LBIC software must be run as a real-time process beside the OS [24], and thus will be 
very cumbersome to write or debug.

In soft real-time OS's, the most prominent solution now (2016-2018) seems to be to run Linux with 
a special patch called PREEMPT_RT, see next chapter.

4.4.4.  Patching the Linux kernel with PREEMPT_RT to get “near RTOS”

Without delving too deep into computing and the inner workings of the OS kernel it deserves to be 
said that one way of gaining better soft real-time properties is to have lots of kernel code written in 
such a way that the kernel also could be preempted, not only the user-space code . This way even 
many of the system calls, and the system tasks  otherwise related to the application, could be 
preempted.

To facilitate such preemptiveness in Linux, and without rewriting the whole Linux kernel, a patch 
named the PREEMPT_RT patch has been worked out40. 

Eventually these changes to the kernel will at some time enter the “mainline” Linux kernel, but it is 
fully possible for a bit more experienced users to patch the existing kernel with the 
“PREEMPT_RT” patch themselves, and then re-compile the Linux kernel. After a reconfiguration 
of GRUB, and a restart of the computer, it will then be running a semi real-time operating system.

4.4.5.  Investigations and conclusions about operating systems for LBIC

First, extensive tests were made to investigate the timeliness of an application running under MS 
Windows, and they did not fall out favorable. They showed sudden hiatuses of several milliseconds,
and even up to tens of milliseconds, where the OS for some reasons preempted the test application 
to perform other duties, and didn't return the control to the application in time for it to service the 
timer expirations (1ms). This would be totally intolerable in any kind of direct computer controlled 
LBIC scanning.

After some research and tests–foremost with MS-Windows, and Linux with, and without, the 
PREEMPT_RT patch, it was found that the latencies in a Linux distribution patched with the 
PREEMPT_RT would be sufficient for this task.

39 RT-linux former official website is taken over by a company called Wind River Systems [23] (which by the way is 
the same company that owns vxWorks).

40 REEMPT_RT is a set of modifications that makes the Linux operating system much more responsive and turns it 
into a “near real-time” OS—i.e., only hardware interrupts (mainly graphics card drivers)  will limit its response and 
ability to let an application run uninterrupted. For a more comprehensive study we recommend the following: 
An article in LWN by Paul McKenney [25], a lecture by Okanovic H., Cartwright J. [26], and a web-page from the 
linux foundation wiki [27] which together provide more in-depth knowledge. 
A brief introduction about PREEMPT_RT can be found on two Wikipedia pages: [28] [29].
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In theory a so called “firm real-time” could have been obtained by reading the computer systems 
high resolution timer, and if it then was found that a trigging signal probably was sent too late, that 
scan-line should be invalidated, and re-scanned. It would however have to involve quite a lot of 
rewriting of the core LBIC software routines, as well as new code for invalidations of already 
scanned lines, and the solution was not favored by the client.

4.5.  The physical position feedback solution (The "Plan B")
The idea with this approach is not to alter the controller itself—nor its normal open loop strategy of 
handling the stepper motors—but instead to use encoders to determine the positions of the motors, 
and thereby determining the exact moments to trig the measurement amplifiers. Here will be 
discussed the rotary incremental encoders, and how a micro-controller could be used to read them, 
and send physical trig pulses to the measurement amplifiers.

4.5.1.  Quadrature Rotary Encoders

A rotary encoder shall translate the angular position of an axle (for example a motor shaft) to a 
value that could be processed by some form of controller. A quadrature encoder (a.k.a. A/B(z)-
encoder) is a form of incremental encoder which reacts to a position change by changing one of 
their two channels A and B from 0 to 1 or vice versa. These channels are 90 degrees out of phase, so
any change in one of the two channels will clearly show in which direction the motion was made. 
See illustration 13. By keeping track of every one of those changes, a micro-controller could know 
the position of the axle to the very precision of the encoder itself, that is +/- half of the distance 
between two changes.

The rotary quadrature encoders used in this project has each 1000 cycles per revolution, which 
means 4000 changes per revolution, or less than a 10th of a degree. Given that the ball-screws—that 
translates the rotations to linear movements—have a pitch of 2500 µm per revolution, it means that 

Illustration 13: The pulse-trains and the output AB-word of an A/B 
incremental rotary encoder.
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there will be 0.625 µm of linear movement for each “encoder tick”, and the resolution of the system
will thus be 0.625 µm. This should be totally adequate for any kind of LBIC scanning, as the 
highest resolution that has been employed so far is 3.125 µm, and that one cannot expect any higher
resolution than about 2 µm even with blue light, due to the Rayleigh resolution theorem.

Incremental encoders put a demand on the controller to be able to react on every change on any of 
the two channels, and never miss—or misinterpret—any pulse. If one pulse are missed, the position 
will continue to be wrong throughout the rest of all the operations until the next positional 
reset/calibration is done.

Often such encoders also features a third channel, called “Z” or “I”, and it gives only one (short) 
pulse per revolution. It is used to get a zero reference so that the absolute position of the axle could 
be determined by a reference movement that passes the point where this channel gives its pulse. 
This feature has not been used in this project yet, as it has not been critical for the functionality.

4.5.2.  Arduino type module to read quadrature encoders – and a brief 
test of the Arduino Mega.

There exists a wide plethora of micro-controllers, and also of ready-made modules with micro-
controllers and microprocessors, together with necessary peripheral equipment. The Arduino 
platform is maybe the most widely known and used one today, and therefore one of the first to be 
considered once the need for a micro-controller has arisen. There are also several subtypes of 
Arduino, featuring different micro-controllers: Both 8-bit (Atmel-based) and (Arm CortexM-based) 
32-bit types.

In fact there also exist micro-controllers, and freestanding decoder circuits with built in quadrature 
decoders, but no suitable product could be identified at the time for the project, and as the task of 
doing such decoding in software seemed fully feasible—finding one was not prioritized or further 
pursued.

The micro-controller that would be needed for this project must be able to cope with at least two, 
and preferably three incremental quadrature rotary encoders (henceforth only named encoders), of 
which two of them could be expected to simultaneously run at up to 50000 changes per second.

Each change of any of the encoder channels will trig an interrupt at the processor, and thus the 
processor must be able to serve those interrupt requests (i.e. run that ISR), and still have some room
to run its main loop. This means that the ISR to respond to encoder ticks must take a bit less than 
10µs. The Arduino Mega for example has an 8 bit Atmel micro-controller, running at a clock 
frequency of 16MHz, and this means that if such an Arduino was to be employed, it must finish 
such an ISR in less than 160 clock cycles.

Without making any detailed analysis of each and every machine code instruction, a test was set up 
with an ArduinoMega, which was connected to one of the encoders. It was programmed in C++ as 
usual, but to speed things up, the ISR was written in the traditional way, rather than using the 
Arduinos “attachInterrupt()” function.

It was anticipated that the “switch-case on bit-pattern” approach should be both fast and give rise to 
rather clean and easy code, and thus this approach was used. The “switch-case on bit-pattern” is 
about to concatenate the previous encoder output to the current, and then apply a switch-case 
statement (with fall-through cases) to interpret the 8 valid cases of the four bits to translate to a step 
forward or a step backward movement. The four cases where no change has happened “0000”, 
“0101”, “1010”, or “1111” are very unexpected, probably indicating an error or an electrical 
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disturbance, and the four cases where both channels have changed are outright forbidden: No 
conclusion could then be made, more than that at least one encoder change has been missed by the 
processor!

After some efforts (and some electrical interference and software mishaps) this setup seemed to 
work flawlessly with one encoder, running at approx. 35000 encoder ticks per second. This was the 
fastest speed that the motors could run at that moment. After this test no more efforts was done by 
the author, as the client requested that the encoder part of the project should be handled by a new 
coworker41.

The author continued however to cooperate with the new coworker, and set up the communication 
protocol42 for the communication between the encoder-box (Arduino DUE w. 32 bit Arm Cortex-M 
CPU) and the LBIC host computer.

In all the tests that the author has done with the Arduino to read and report positions, the Arduino 
has reported them back to the host PC via serial over USB at a speed of 115200 bps. It would 
however be a very easy task to turn an output pin up and down (1 and 0) and thereby be able also to 
send a physical trigging signal to a lock-in amplifier. The encoder-box of the final solution should 
have this feature.

41 The name of the coworker is Anders Holmberg.

42 For the encoder protocol, see appendix G.
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4.6.  The final solution with Arduino to read the encoders and 
trig the measurement amplifiers

After gaining the experiences and facts as above, i.e.:

• There is no way to get positions from the stepper motor controller while it is moving.

• The stepper motor controller does not feature any reliable speed, timing or acceleration.

• There is too much unreliable latencies in MS Windows, etc…

Then it stood clear, and was mutually accepted, that the “Plan B” would be the only viable strategy, 
i.e.:

• Encoders on the motor shafts should be applied, and read by a micro-controller, to get 
physical position feedback, and that the micro-controller also automatically sends physical 
trigging signals to the lock-in amplifiers.

• Free Pascal Compiler / Lazarus should be used as compiler, widget-set and IDE.

• Linux with PREEMPT_RT-patch should be used as operating system. (Decent real-time 
performance were expected to come in handy anyway, even if encoders and automatic 
trigging was made.)

As no viable alternative seemed to be at hand, this encoder/micro-controller approach was finally 
chosen, this shortly before the summer vacation 2017.

The encoder/micro-controller approach has the advantage of totally freeing the controlling PC of 
any millisecond accurate critical tasks, and it would probably also be able to give further 
improvement in scanning accuracy due to the nonlinearities of the stepper motors. 

The drawbacks are that it complicates the project even more. First with the micro-controller which 
must be accurately programmed, with carefully designed Interrupt Service Routines (ISR) to react 
to encoder state changes and keep account of movement in all three axises. Secondly the original 
LBIC software must also be redesigned to a certain amount, to encompass this change in strategy.

As rotary encoders (mounted on the shafts of the driving motors) are the most commonly used,and 
are not overly expensive, and as also the old LBIC successfully relied on motor rotational 
positioning, rather than absolute linear positioning, this alternative was chosen. The same supplier 
that procured the motor controller also advised and procured a suitable model of encoders, capable 
of resolving angles slightly less than 0.1 deg., which would be very appropriate for this purpose.

After that the new coworker had taken over the task of making such an encoder-box, the author 
provided him with a functional description and a suggestion for a communication protocol for the 
communication, i.e., the commands sent from the LBIC host computer to the encoder-box, and its 
answers back to the LBIC host. The final result proved to work very good, see chapter 6, and the 
protocol is attached in full version in Appendix G.

The whole solution can be seen in schematic illustration 14 below. 
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Illustration 14: Schematic view of the new LBIC system. The differences to the old setup (shown 
in in illustration 4) are concentrated to the stepper motor controller, the rotary encoders on the 
motor-shafts (in green), and the encoder box that reads them and issues physical trigger pulses 
directly to all the lock-in measurement amplifiers. In the old setup, the LBIC host contained the 
whole stepper motor controller as an ISA-bus extension card, while it now instead is in the form 
of a separate unit (“Isel iMC-P-3”) connected to the host by an RS-232 serial bus. 

In the old setup, the LBIC host computer also issued all the trigger signals to the lock-in 
amplifiers via the GPIB bus, but with the new lock-in amplifiers of model SR860, all trigging—no
matter if the encoder box or the LBIC host issued the trigging—must necessarily be performed by
physical pulses sent by the encoder-box. The green-colored connections are all three complex 
cables featuring both power-supply to the encoder, and two channels A and B back to the 
encoder-box.
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5.  The porting and adaptation of the LBIC Software 
While the original LBIC software source code comprises 24942 lines of code, where several 
thousands of them have been altered in some way, and quite a few thousands lines of new code 
added, it would be totally impossible to account for all changes made. Firstly, the overall software 
strategies and the main implications of the new platform will be described. Beyond that this thesis 
will be restricted to those key parts of the work that is most interesting. 

5.1.  The overall software strategies
The code comprises tens of thousands of lines of code, and has hundreds of global and semi-global 
variables. Most of this code, and its purposes, were from the beginning unknown to the author, and 
there seemed not to be time or place to start to rewrite it all from scratch. It also was the clients wish
that as little as possible of the original code was to be altered. It soon stood clear that the only viable
strategy with this project was to create different adaptation layers so that the original LBIC code 
could continue to work in much the same way it originally was constructed to do.

Foremost the following areas were targets for adaptation layers:

• The stepper motor controllers

• The GPIB communication with the instruments

• The high resolution graphics

• (parts of) The GUI command and info transferring

Some of those adaptations are relatively strait-forward, as they in fact only are translations to a 
different API – for example the drawing API for creating high resolution graphics. In the case of the
motor controller however, the adaptation layer has to be stateful, run in a different thread than the 
LBIC software, and has to encompass logics and algorithms to simulate that the old hardware is still
in place.

Not all adaptations are done via adaptation layers. For example much of the transferring of 
information to the user interface was previously done via numerous Write() and Writeln() calls, 
but even though the cursor position and the functional context might be known beforehand, such 
calls do not map well to a modern GUI to allow for any automatic transfer in an adaptation layer43. 
For a closer description of the adaptation to a GUI environment, see chap. 5.4, and specifically 
section 5.4.3

5.1.1.  The need for threading

As the new environment puts demands both on having an autonomous motor controller adaptation 
layer, and not to let the graphical user interface stall and become unresponsive to the user, multi-
threading was considered from the start. This would allow the original LBIC software to run 

43 Purely theoretically, the functional context (i.e., which functionality that is currently carried out), the cursor 
position, and the type of value to be transferred might be enough to map the information to the correct GUI entity, 
but that solution would possibly have caused even more work than replacing the 2000 calls for write()/writeln() that
existed in the original code. Such an approach was not considered from the beginning.
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unimpeded by any GUI response duties, and avoid the need to directly introduce numerous code 
changes to adapt to the new motor controller behavior, or adding new code for dead reckoning.

Although the dead reckoning approach was later replaced with a position feedback solution by 
means of the encoder-box, there still was an outspoken need for (soft) real-time performance of the 
operating system: This for the LBIC software to be able to run in a loop issuing TRIG commands 
(via the encoder-box) to the LIAs. The step to rewrite the whole LBIC software for the encoder-box 
“scanTrig” command44 and a direct trigging strategy was a rather giant leap, and the streaming 
positions and “manual” trigging had to be used for several months until early October 2018.

Given the circumstances where the old LBIC software was in such a need of the aforementioned 
(partly autonomous) adaptation layers, and to keep the GUI responsive to the user, it would have 
been both stupid and irresponsible to try a single-threaded approach.

5.1.2.  The threading model used

To achieve the threading needed for the new LBIC software, two new threads was set up, besides 
the GUI-thread (which also is the normal main program thread):

• The LBIC workThread, in which the original LBIC software is run

• The motorEncoderThread, which is a communication, command, and motor adaptation 
layer thread.

The GUI thread should—both in Delphi and in FPC/Lazarus—be the same thread as the main 
program thread.

When the program starts, a new thread—the so called “workThread”—is immediately created and 
started. This thread is meant for the original LBIC software itself to run in, and it will go to sleep 
whenever it is ready with any of the separate tasks that the user commands45. By creating this thread
the LBIC software can to a very large extent continue to work in the same principal way that it 
originally did in the old MS-DOS based system.

The different actions of the workThread are started by the means of a menu (driven by the GUI-
thread). It can then perform measurements by issuing commands to the stepper motor controller via 
the motor controller adaptation layer, which then finally will be sent out by the 
motorEncoderThread mentioned below. The GPIB communication with the instruments is 
handled (by the workThread) in more or less the same way as it originally was, although through a
new adaptation layer, and with lesser code changes to accommodate for using both the old and the 
new Lock-in Amplifiers. The user I/O is handled partly by synchronized tasks run in the GUI 
thread, and partly by the means of sending information to and from the GUI-thread with a couple of
different methods (see sections 5.4.1and 5.4.3).

A second new thread, the “motorEncoderThread”, is created solely for the stepper motor 

44 “scanTrig” is a command to the encoder-box to start a function where it then can issue direct physical TRIG signals
to the lock-in measurement amplifiers without the intervention of the host computer. It is closer described in chapter
5.3.3.

45 While some of these tasks are carried out more or less instantaneously, others may take a rather long time, like for 
example the area recognition, beam-profiling, line-scanning or auto-focus which all takes several minutes. The 
LBIC scanning task may take weeks to complete!
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controller adaptation layer, including positions received from the encoder-box. The whole purpose 
of this thread is to help simulating a stepper motor controller with similar characteristics as the old 
one. That is to be able to report the actual positions of the motors in real-time, to directly 
acknowledge given commands, and to give accurate status reports.

This thread is now event-driven46 where the events come in the form of ACK-messages from the 
stepper motor controller, position reports and other answers and acknowledgements from the new 
encoder-box, and command-messages from the LBIC work-thread. On ACK-messages from the 
new stepper motor controller (via RS-232), or on new commands from the LBIC thread, it updates 
an internal state-machine that helps it simulate the original stepper motor controller. It also receives 
reports from the encoder-box and updates the position-holding variables accordingly. It executes 
commands to the stepper motor controller by sending them via RS-232, and it remembers47 the 
actual positions reported by the encoder-box.

It uses the fpSelect() function to sense the incoming messages from the encoder-box and the stepper
motor controller. By setting the timeout value of fpSelect() to a relatively short value (in the order 
of single milliseconds) the command queue48 can constantly be probed for incoming motor 
controller commands, and thus incorporating these in the set of events to react to.

Both threads are started immediately after the start of the LBIC software and they will live 
throughout the whole program execution.

5.2.  The choice of Fpc / Lazarus
The Free-Pascal Compiler [30] (henceforth FPC) is a Pascal compiler constructed by Florian 
Klämpfl 1993 . It supports most Pascal dialects, including Turbo-Pascal and Delphi's Object Pascal. 
The FPC is included from the beginning and works well together with Lazarus. 

Lazarus49 [31] is an Integrated Development Environment (henceforth IDE), using Free-Pascal, 
featuring a visual windows layout designer, and using the Lazarus Component Library (henceforth 
LCL), i.e., a set of GUI widget controls for everyday tasks: labels, buttons, text-boxes, dialog 
windows, calendar day-choosers etc... Lazarus is a cross-platform toolkit that will run on most 
platforms supported by Free-Pascal.

The need for responsiveness and real-time behavior of the controlling computer and its operating 
system was recognized from the very beginning, and already before starting the project the supplier 
of the equipment wrote a simple program to probe if an MS Windows application would continue to
perform its task relentlessly each millisecond without any visible delays. As this proved impossible, 
even with the strongest and fastest computers available, the Linux operating system, patched with a 

46 If dead reckoning should have been used, this thread should probably have been time-driven, but with the new 
approach with encoders on the motors and a position-reporting encoder-box—that is in itself time-driven—it is 
sufficient if the thread reacts to messages from either one of the stepper motor controller, the encoder-box and the 
command-queue.

47 In theory the position reporting of the motor controller adaptation layer could have been more accurate if it had 
been made extrapolating (using the high precision computer clock), but as the encoder-box can report new positions
up to 250 times per second, no need for this arose and it was not implemented.

48 See appendix J for the API of the “tinyQueue” queue class.

49 A good description of Lazarus can also be found on Wikipedia, subject: Lazarus (IDE): [32].
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real-time patch (PREEMPT_RT) was chosen instead. As the client wanted the software to continue 
to be written in the Pascal programming language, the only viable choice for constructing a GUI 
application was FPC/Lazarus. 

There might of course be a purely theoretical possibility to use the Gnu Pascal Compiler50, together 
with QT or GTK, or some other widget-set with pascal bindings, but as GPC seems not to be 
constantly maintained, and that it seems to be more difficult to adapt a Turbo-Pascal program to run 
under GPC than under Free-Pascal, the latter was chosen. The almost total lack of documentation of
how to use GPC in conjunction with a graphical widget-set also contributed heavily to the choice:

Even if there sometimes, for more specific cases, seem to be a certain lack of documentation and 
other user experience, FPC/Lazarus really is in frequent use throughout the world, and most of the 
times, an answer could be easily found on different user forums. The fact that FPC/Lazarus is nearly
totally Delphi compatible greatly enhances the opportunities to get help on different programming 
issues. This is due both to the Delphi documentation itself, and to the quite vital Delphi community.

The migration of the old LBIC code was not so troublesome as it first seemed, although it took 
several weeks. Once the code were freed of all dependencies that could not be met—older high 
resolution graphics, graphical user interfaces, GPIB wrappers etc.—it at least went through the 
compiler. Some smaller inconveniences arose as while the Turbo-Pascal compiler didn't regard 
nested multi-lined comments, and tolerated unmatched pairs of “{“ and “}”, the FPC complained 
heavily about it. This lead to that whole files would be totally out-commented before the curly 
brackets were adjusted and again became perfectly balanced.

It should also be mentioned that there has been very little problems with calling C routines from the 
Pascal code51. When investigating the feasibility of dead reckoning, it was also found that function-
pointers to Pascal procedures also successfully could be sent to the OS for automatic execution on 
high-resolution timer expirations.

5.3.  Additions and adaptations to the LBIC software to fit the 
new environment:

Here is described the different kinds of changes to the LBIC software that were made to adapt it to 
the new circumstances. The most interesting changes—foremost centered around the encoder-box—
will be described a bit more detailed.

5.3.1.  The 64-bit modern PC platform

The migration to a 32/64 bit environment went rather fast and without any major obstacles. In a 
couple of dozens of places the type “smallint” was found used as a var parameter to procedure 
calls, and this was altered to the type integer instead. Migrating to a broader architecture usually 
doesn't cause any severe problem, not if the previous program doesn't regularly cause integer 

50 Gnu Pascal official website: [33].

51 To ease the calling of C-routines, almost every parameter and also the function return values has been converted to 
their 64-bit equivalences. The speed impact of extending parameters to 64-bit length on a 64-bit platform is 
negligible, if not even zero, and the advantage is that errors are easy to omit and circumvent. The “CTypes” unit has
been used for declaring suitable parameters and return values.
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overflows and rely on the consequences of this, or is relying on the width of the platform for correct
storage of binary stored records etc. Luckily neither of this was the case with the LBIC software.

5.3.2.  The Linux operating system

The code changes to make the system to run under Linux were rather few, and mostly limited to the 
functions to handle file names and paths. Calls to the ExecDos() function was of course also 
removed, as well as functionality to change the drive letter of save-paths.

5.3.3.  The stepper motor controller and the basic functions of the 
encoder box

The vastly different stepper motor controller was the first major problem to address, and also the 
most central problem of the project.

The old stepper motor drivers relied heavily on a software interrupt for the application to 
communicate with the driver:

The user stores a controller function code (1 to 47) in the ax register of the CPU, and eventually 
also a sub-function code and/or associated parameters (or pointers to those) in CPU registers bx to 
dx. Directly after storing those values in the registers, the LBIC software raises the software 
interrupt nr. $7852. It is believed that most of these calls took only a very short time to service, 
although timing measurements are hard to perform in a DOS environment, and no such has been 
done. 

When the interrupt has finished and the intr() procedure ends, at least the al member of the regs 
variable will have a new value that holds a status code for the operation. Depending on the type of 
motor controller function that was commanded, even the members bx, cx and dx can contain 
information, for example about motor positions.

The new stepper motor controller is indeed totally different in that it is commanded via a rather 
slow RS-232 serial connection (19.2 kbps). It will not acknowledge any movement commands until 
they are finished. This means that for the LBIC software to get an error acknowledgement it would 
have to wait at least one jiffy clock period (4000µs), but if the movement succeeds it would have to
stand waiting until the movement ends, or that it would be safe to anticipate that no negative ack 
has been sent.

In a modern operating system it is of course totally out of the question for a normal user-land 
application to raise interrupts, and with the new controller there are no drivers to call with interrupts
anyway. Furthermore, both the waiting strategies mentioned above are totally unacceptable: The 
LBIC software must continue in a split millisecond after a command has been given! 

This situation called for an adaptation layer that can send commands (in quite a different syntax) via
the RS-232 line, and that has the ability to foresee what acknowledgement the external motor 
controller will give: A positive ack, or an error code. Furthermore, this adaptation layer must be able
to tell the positions back to the calling LBIC software, and this without asking the motor controller 

52 The storing of values in CPU registers and raising the interrupt flag is not done directly, but instead the user sets the
corresponding members of the regs (defined as type Registers in the DOS unit), and then calls the intr( intno: 
Byte; var regs: Registers) procedure using the “intno” parameter to perform the correct interrupt.
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first: The motor controller will not answer a position request before the whole movement is ready.

The old programming structure (i.e., with the regs global variable, and a procedure named intr()) 
should be kept, this not having to interfere too much with the existing LBIC code. Instead, an 
adaptation layer was created, emulating just the function calls that the old card supported and who 
also was used by the LBIC software.

A new thread was created—the so called “motorEncoderThread”—whose main purpose it is to 
communicate with the stepper motor controller and also with the encoder box. This thread will 
constantly stand in a loop, probing the serial interfaces for any incoming message, and also sensing 
a command queue from the LBIC software and send new commands to the controller box via 
RS232. Theoretically, two different threads could perform the sending of commands, and the 
receiving of acknowledgements, and this approach actually has been used for the encoder-box53, but
as the motor controller box is critically stateful and very sensitive, it was considered more safe to let
the motorEncoderThread perform both the sending and receiving.

The LBIC software thus continues to set members of a regs record (global variable mimicked from 
the original), and call a procedure named “intr()”. However instead of raising an interrupt, the 
rewritten intr() will call an adaptation procedure (still in the workThread) who will translate the 
stepper controller commands, and—if necessary—place a command in the aforementioned queue, 
to be sent to the stepper controller: 

If the call is just about finding out the current position of the motors, or the status of the motor 
controller, no such command needs to be sent, but instead the adaptation layer—who knows (or at 
least pretends to know) the position of the motors—will answer directly. 

If instead the call is about to issue a movement command, the following has to be done:

The remembered state of the motor controller must be checked to see if such a command would be 
legal (i.e., would have been acknowledged by the new motor controller box), else an error message 
must be returned directly in the al register. If the state of the motor controller indicates OK, the 
movement command will be queued up54 for the motorEncoderThread to act upon, and a positive 
acknowledgement can be returned directly in the al register. Although the true state of the motor 
controller is not known in perfect real-time, it could yet be considered safe to do it this way, as the 
LBIC program anyway must query the status of the motor controller during a motion, to know when
it is ready, or to get error messages if an unexpected sudden error should occur during the 
movement.

As mentioned before, dead reckoning could not be used, but instead rotary encoders are placed on 
the shafts of each one of the motors, and a micro-controller device (henceforth named the “encoder 
box”) constantly reads them and keeps track of the position of each motor. The encoder box has the 
ability to stream55 back the positions in a rather high pace, and each such position package is 

53 The sending of triggering signals had to be done through the encoder box, and the command to this unit could not 
be put in the command queue as this would have caused unacceptable delays of several milliseconds.

54 This is done in a small queue class called “tinyQueue” written by the author, see appendix J.

55 This is not really the issue of traditional streaming, but rather of a fast sequence of separate packages, each 
comprising a header token, three decimally encoded positions, separator characters, and an end token (the newline 
character). Seen from the perspective of the motorEncoder thread however, it must be treated as a stream: Firstly 
buffered and analyzed for end tokens, and broken up into packages of three position before the decimal numbers 
can be parsed and put into the current position variables. This is a consequence of the old idiosyncrasies of serial 
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received in due time by the motorEncoderThread thread, who then can have a reasonably good 
awareness of the motor positions.

To further clarify the roles of the encoder-box in this initial stage, its tasks has been to stream back 
positions at a pace which can be controlled by the LBIC program, and also to relay TRIG 
commands to the Lock-in amplifiers by signaling them physically. The latter because the new 
SR860 Lock-in amplifiers lacks the TRIG or GET commands, and therefore cannot be trigged via 
the GPIB bus as the older SR830 lock-in amplifiers. The command to the encoder-box to start and 
stop the streaming of positions are “streamPos” and “stopStream”, and the speed—or rather the 
interval—of streamed positions is “setStreamSpeed 10” where the number 10 is the interval in 
milliseconds.

There are two commands to send a TRIG pulse to (all of) the lock-in amplifiers: The “singleTrig” 
command directly sends a TRIG pulse to all the lock-in amplifiers, and then answers the LBIC host 
“a trig 123 456 789” where the numbers corresponds to the exact position where the pulse was sent.
While the “singleTrig” command is excellent for debugging, it will often result in too much traffic 
on the serial line from the encoder box to the LBIC host computer, and besides, the command string
will be at least 11 bytes long. Therefore, another much shorter command named “tg” has been 
introduced. As with “singleTrig” command directly sends a TRIG pulse to all the lock-in 
amplifiers, but no acknowledgement are sent back to the LBIC host computer. This sparse 
communication strongly benefits the timeliness of the solution, and enables triggering at a rather 
high speed even without using the automatic “scanTrig” functionality described below. Further 
details of the communication protocol could be found in Appendix G.

The solution of simulating that the instantaneously responding MPK-3 ISA card still is present 
demands of the adaptation layer to closely keep track of the state of the new motor controller 
(connected with a very narrow slow RS232 serial bus). The adaptation layer must “know” its status 
a priori to be able to directly report back to the LBIC software if the motors are still running, or if a 
command cannot be carried out because of some conflicting motor controller status or error 
condition. This was solved in a rather tedious way by setting up a state-machine where the state of 
the controller is closely mirrored. Some of the commands to the encoder must result in that a certain
state is set directly when the command is sent, and for every acknowledgement signal from the 
motor controller, this state must be changed. 

After that the (simulated) states of the new stepper controller was working acceptably good, this 
strategy proved to be quite successful, and it did also permit scanning at moderate speeds without 
using the direct physical triggering that the encoder-box later was set to use. This was a key success 
factor: Being able to start using the LBIC at this early stage, without having to rebuild also the most
intricate parts of the original LBIC56 software, was more or less necessary to handle the complex 
situation. 

communication and the termios API. The pace of the position messages from the encoder box would ultimately be 
limited by the serial connection to the encoder box, but it was found that also the operating system's jiffy clock tick 
(4000µs without modifications and recompiling) will but a limit, and hence 250 positions per second is the maximal
pace.

56 An experimental but fully working measurement setup was made, complete with all the mechanical XYZ-table, a 
laser modulating driver and optics system, sample table, and four Lock-in amplifiers. This setup uses a blue-violet 
laser of 403 nm wavelength, instead of the usual Near Infra-Red (NIR) 830 nm laser. This setup is depicted in 
appendix L and has been used since may 2018 both to develop the new LBIC software and to make some initial 
scientific measurements of polymer solar cells.
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5.3.3.  The encoder-box as an autonomous triggering unit 

The encoder-box also has a functionality to send out trigger pulses to the lock-in amplifiers directly 
when the sample—in one of the axises—has reached certain positions, without having to go via the 
host computer. This command is named scanTrig and this term will be used throughout this thesis 
when referring to this functionality. The scanTrig can be commanded to start this functionality, and 
it can be stopped by the command “stopTrig” before the prescribed number of pulses have been 
sent. Furthermore, the number of trig pulses that was actually sent out can be queried by the 
command “getTrigs”. This is specially useful if the trigging was interrupted by “stopTrig”, as the 
LBIC computer then cannot know the exact number of pulses actually sent out by the encoder box. 

The parameter set for the scanTrig command is:  axis [x, y, z], startPos, interval, and nrOfPulses. 
The axis parameter determines which of the axises that applies for this scan. The startPos is the 
position of the first trig point, and the interval (which can be negative when scanning in the 
opposite direction) tells the interval between trigging points. Both of these parameters refer to the 
selected axis. The nrOfPulses parameter determines how many trig pulses should be sent before it 
automatically stops sending out trig pulses. The latter parameter is important to stop sending out trig
pulses in case of a slight overshoot of the mechanics57.

Introducing this function to the LBIC software implied that some of the most central and intricate 
parts of the code needed changes, and this undertaking was not started until September 2018 when 
the rest of the LBIC software worked decently good. In the original code, and with the old SR830 
Lock-in amplifiers and motor controller card, the LBIC software was looping and querying the 
MPK-3 motor controller ISA card, and when the position for the next trig point was reached, a new 
TRIG command was sent (via GPIB), and some additional tasks was then performed, as for 
example to move a graphical cursor over the screen. Furthermore, some properties of the LBIC 
software, and the fact that encoders are used to determine exact positions (for trigging) contributed 
to the difficulties of this task:

The LBIC software works in a way that it would stop a scanning directly in case of an overload 
condition in either one of the lock-in amplifiers. Then will follow a movement back and forth over 
the position where the overload condition occurred, this in order to find out if there is a real 
overload, or the overload signal was sent because of excessive noise. Because of this, the scanTrig 
functionality also must be able to be interrupted prematurely, and that is done via the “stopTrig” 
command. The number of trig pulses sent was originally well-known to the LBIC software as each 
trig was a consequence of a reached position, and a loop variable in the LBIC software was updated
for each trig sent. With the new scanTrig function of the encoder-box, this number must now be 
queried from the encoder-box instead. That is done each time after a scan-line is performed, or after 
a stopTrig command is issued.

As the exact set-values sent to the motor-controller most often differs a few micrometers from the 
encoder values obtained from the encoder-box, certain marginals in the scanning dimension had to 
be introduced: With the new scanning strategy, the sample table must be set to a position slightly 
before the first of the trigging points of that line, and the movement command must set the table to 
move to a position beyond the last trig point. To make the setting of these marginals as flexible as 
possible, three parameters was set up: One absolute distance, a second parameter that is multiplied 
with the motor speed, and a third that is multiplied with the speed squared. The margins—both the 

57 Such overshoots are in fact needed and deliberately created.
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start and the end margins—are taken as a sum of those. All those three parameters were added to the
new config file, so the LBIC technician could set it optimally without recompiling the code.

This meant that it took a whole lot of code rewriting and a couple of busy weeks to get the scanTrig 
to work properly for LBIC-scanning and for line-scanning functions. 

Once this was made to work properly, the quality of the scanning results improved remarkably for 
scanning at higher speeds (i.e., with time constants lower than 3 ms). It also implied that it became 
possible to scan at staggering high speeds, issuing more than 1 thousand trigger pulses per second. 
It is not sure however if such speeds will be used in the future, or if the older lock-in-amplifiers will
be able to perform trigging at such speed. (Their specifications sheets has some maximal limit at 
512 triggerings per second). 

At the time of writing (Dec 2018) a couple of more functions should have this new feature: The 
function to scan over an edge that is used by the beam-profiling and spot-width measurement 
functions should also be altered, as should the setSensitivity() function. 

5.3.4.  The nonlinearity of the stepper motors and the “sneakUp2pos” 
solution.

As mentioned in chapter 4.2.1, stepper motors do not behave linear when performing micro-
stepping. In the original LBIC software there existed a function named IselMoveAbsLinear(), 
which in conjunction with the functions XLinearUp(), XLinearDown(), YLinearUp(), and 
YLinearDown(), could compensate for the nonlinearity of the stepper motors. In the old LBIC 
software it was used in some instances, foremost in different kinds of stepping modes. The fact that 
it could be used there depended on that the stepper motor controller used in the old LBIC system 
really did place itself on a full-step after a reference movement. The new motor controller seems to 
be totally unaware of when the full step or microstep occur, and will not set its reference point to an 
even full step.

Stepping mode LBIC scanning is not used anymore but nevertheless, there really are usage for a 
correct micro-positioning, foremost now in the X axis, while doing very high resolution scanning in
the Y axis. As the new stepper motor controller cannot in any way assure that the axises are zeroed 
on full-steps after a reference-movement, an alternative strategy had to be invented.

First some attempts was made to try to locate the full-step positions by analyzing the encoder 
values, but this did not give any well conditioned data that would be fairly easy to use for finding 
the poles of the motors. The need for exact positioning is foremost in the X-axis when performing 
very high resolution scanning, and in those cases the sample table should move a fraction of a full-
step in the X-axis between each scan-line. 

As the motors are equipped with encoders, whose values are easily obtainable, the choice was to 
move one micro-step per movement command in the X axis until the encoders told that the desired 
position was reached. This strategy was rather easily implemented and gave fairly good results, 
without any intolerable drawbacks. It is now referred to as the “sneakUp2pos” function.

It is a fact that it may take about a second longer to perform this stepwise movement, than to 
perform it in one step, but it has only to be used at resolutions finer than 25 µm, and in such cases 
each scan-line will take at least 30 seconds to perform so the relative cost will stay at some single 
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percents. 

5.3.5.  GPIB: The old vs. the new National Instruments API

Numerous issues arose while adapting the code to the new GPIB controller and the NI-like Linux-
GPIB API58. This, and the next chapter about the new Lock-in amplifiers, will explain the tough 
months spent to get it all working.

The old LBIC host computer was equipped with an ISA-bus GPIB controller card, probably from a 
vendor named Capital Equipment Corp., and that had to be replaced with a modern PCIe type of 
card. A GPIB card from National Instruments was chosen, mainly because that is on of the very few
now existing GPIB card manufacturer, and that their interface since long has became the industrial 
standard. The card was shipped with Linux drivers from the manufacturer, but as those only was 
certified to work with the Redhat branch of Linux, the Linux-GPIB clone of the GPIB driver was 
chosen instead. The API of that is more or less identical to the NI API. The Linux GPIB driver kit 
was compiled, and installed, and was found to work “out of the box”.

The software structure of the old LBIC software and its GPIB communication can be seen in 
illustration 15 below.

LBIC software

LIA instr. Specific routines
(LBIC unit “ieee.pas”)

GPIB-wrapper unit
(from Capital Equipment corp.)

GPIB card MS-DOS driver

The first problem to arise was that the old API was very different from the NI API, and very poorly 
documented. Both the original LBIC code, the code of the supplied Pascal wrapper unit, and the 
Linux-GPIB documentation had to be closely examined in order to find out the semantics of each 
function call and their parameters. After that, an adaptation layer to adapt the new GPIB API to the 
existing code could be written. 

There seems to exist no Pascal bindings neither for the NI API, nor for the Linux-GPIB, so the 
adaptation layer that was needed was written in C, and written with an interface similar to the old 
API. The pascal wrapper needed a total rewriting, but at least from the start its interface to the rest 
of the LBIC program was held as intact as possible. The new software structure can be seen in 
illustration 16 below, where the tnt4882 kernel module that handles the direct hardware access is 

58 The API of the Pascal wrapper unit for the old GPIB card can be found in appendix H, and the API of the Linux-
GPIB drivers could be found in appendix I.

Illustration 15: The software stack of the old LBIC software, its 
GPIB routines, and the GPIB card driver, all run in MS-DOS.  
The API of old GPIB-wrapper could be found in appendix I.
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run in kernel-space, while the rest of the code is run in user-land. The LBIC software uses its own 
specific set of routines to communicate with the LIAs. These routines call the rather universal GPIB
communication routines in the GPIB wrapper.

LBIC software

LIA instr. Specific routines
(LBIC unit “ieee.pas”)

GPIB-wrapper unit
(completely rewritten from the

old Pascal wrapper unit)

Adaptation layer
(written in C)

LINUX-GPIB User Interface package

The “tnt4882” kernel module

Among the difficulties encountered was that the old API had a complex function 
ieee488_transmit(), with a complete command word language, used to construct and send control 
byte sequences over the GPIB bus. Not to have to make changes in the existing LBIC code, a little 
parser had to be constructed in order to emulate the needed parts of this function. This was done in 
the C-part of the adaptation layer.

As already mentioned also the old SR830 lock-in amplifiers should be used, and so the adaptation 
must be done in a way to allow for this. Furthermore, lots of changes had to be made in the 
adaptation layer to fit the new API. In such cases a question naturally arises as of where the 
different adaptations should be made: In the adaptation layer (API wrapper) written in C, or in the 
GPIB part of the Pascal program?

Here the question has been handled in the following way: 

Illustration 16: The GPIB stack of the new LBIC software. The 
LBIC software is slightly altered to accommodate for both old 
and new instruments—this is mainly done in the next uppermost 
layer i.e., the unit “IEEE”, where the LIA communication 
routines are placed. The GPIB wrapper is a totally rewritten 
version of the old Pascal wrapper. Now it communicates via the 
adaptation layer that houses the adaptations made to the new 
NI-like Linux-GPIB usage interface package. It in turn will make
the system calls to the hardware drivers running in kernel-space.
The new API of the Linux-GPIB drivers could be found in 
appendix I.
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All adaptations that adheres to the new GPIB API has been written in C, thus inferring as few 
structural changes as possible to the supplied Pascal wrapper or the LBIC code. On the other hand, 
all the code necessary to make the system being able to handle both the old and the new models of 
lock-amplifiers have been written in Pascal and inserted in the LBIC software. The reasons for these
choices are twofold: 

• The responsibility of the adaptation layer (in the linked C object file) is only to adapt to a 
different API.

• The LBIC software should be aware of which kind of lock-in amplifiers that are in use, as 
this could turn up to be of scientific importance, and to allow for changing them without 
recompiling the LBIC software.

Knowledge about programming GPIB APIs and commanding GPIB instruments are very rare these 
days, and no one in the University of Karlstad had any experience with it, apart from acquiring 
instrument data using programs like LabView. Documents that the author found on Internet was 
helpful to getting started, but as they were focused on controlling Keithley Multimeter instruments, 
the was of limited help in the long run.

Even small issues like setting the correct end signs, and instructing the receiving part to correctly 
interpret those on different kind of GPIB transfers took a really long time to solve. For more than a 
week, transfers of data arrays could suddenly end prematurely – always with a very odd last value, 
and the longer the transfer was, the higher was the risk of failure After a very close inspection of 
every byte and bit of the values sent and received, it was found that the last 32-bit float to be 
received always somewhere in it had a byte 0x0A (the well-known new-line character). Then it 
stood clear that the GPIB controller (card) must be explicitly instructed not to interpret any end 
signs in the data.

As can be seen in the next chapter—about the new SR860 LIAs—the idiosyncrasies they brought 
with themselves complicated things even more. It was however very helpful, and also necessary, to 
have the experimental setup ready to test and debug the GPIB part of the project. Among the 
properties of the SR860 to cause troubles with the GPIB development was their inability to answer 
normal value queries decently fast. They seem to have latencies of severals and tens of 
milliseconds, and if they were asked about the value before they were ready to answer, an error 
messages and a red error light were the consequences. After lots and lots of trial and error, the very 
poorly documented MAV-bit was found in the instruments Serial Poll Status Byte register. That bit 
could be queried in order to know when to issue the receive-command.

As the new lock-in amplifiers for some very odd reason lacked the ubiquitous and since long 
standardized TRIG and GET59 commands, the only way to trig the new lock-in amplifiers is to use 
the encoder-box, that also features the commands “singleTrig” and “tg” to issue a physical trig 
signal to the instrument. This means also that even if the dead reckoning approach had been 
adopted, new hardware to trig the lock-in amplifiers would have been necessary.

59 The GPIB command “TRIG” is sent as a string command to one instrument, and immediately makes that 
instrument perform a measurement of some physical value.  “GET” (means Group Excecute Trigger) however, is 
not a string command but a control byte sent out over the GPIB bus. The issuing of a GET makes all instruments 
that are currently set in listening mode to perform a measurement.
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5.3.6.  The new LIAs and their new command interface

The new SR860 lock-in amplifier is a whole new instrument compared to the old SR830, so the 
differences are too big to describe here in detail. Here are a short list of the differences between the 
old SR830 and the new SR860 lock-in amplifiers that affected this project:

Commands that has disappeared since SR830:

• SPTS: queries the number of points stored in the buffer
(replaced by CAPTUREBYTES whose param/answ. are in bytes instead of words)

• TRCB: transfers the measurement points stored in the buffer
(replaced by the somewhat different CAPTUREGET)

• PAUS: pauses data storage
(partly replaced by CAPTURESTOP )

• AGAN : Auto-gain, sets the sensitivity (SENS) automatically.
(In some ways replaced by ASCL and ARNG.)

• TRIG : Software trigger, triggering a measurement when the data storage is enabled.
(not replaced by other command in SR860!)

Commands whose parameters or functionality has changed compared to those in SR830:

• SENS : sensitivity 
replaces in some ways by SCAL but also by the IRNG parameters

• OFLT : Due to the new LIAs to support down to 1 µs time-constant, the whole enumeration 
for the time-constant values has been slided 2 steps upwards, and thus a subtraction of 2 is 
needed.

New commands not in the SR830:

• SCAL : Scale replaces the “SENS” command, and its enumeration is reversed

• ASCL : Auto-Scale

• ARNG : Auto-Range
 in some ways it replaces the SR830's “SENS” functionality.

• Capture Mode commands for initialization:

◦ CAPTURECFG : Sets what data should be in the value-tuples (X, Y, R, phi or a comb.)

◦ CAPTURELEN : Sets the capture buffer length (in kilobytes)

◦ CAPTURERATE : Time between captures – ignored here

◦ CAPTURESTART: sets the capturing mode (here: OneShot + SAMPpertrig)

• Capture Mode commands for stop and retrieving data:
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◦ CAPTURESTOP: stop the data capture

◦ CAPTUREBYTES: queries the buffer of the amount of data present

◦ CAPTUREGET: Command to transfer data (in tuples of IEEE single prec. floats)

Other noteworthy differences:

• The “Interface ready bit” is indeed present in some parts of the documentation of the new 
SR860, but in reality it has totally disappeared, and instead the MAV-bit should probably be 
interrogated.

• The new SR860 lacks the ability to send only the R-value when transferring data back to the 
host computer. Thus, both R and phi must be sent as bi-tuples. This has great influences on 
the rarray() function which retrieves the data as an array of singles, and thus two functions 
for rarray() for the different LIA models had to be written.

• CAPTUREBYTES answers in bytes instead of words, but as the transferred data is of bi-
tuples this value will be 8 times the original value given from the SPTS command.

• If the command CAPTUREBYTES is given with a number of blocks that are 2 greater or 
more than the actual buffer size, there will be a serious error, and nothing will be sent. Thus, 
the exact number of tuples in the buffer must be well-known before giving this command.

• The lock-in status enable register (LIAE) has changed dramatically and with the SR860 it is 
probably best to set bits 0, 1, 4, and 6 instead of bits 0, 1, and 2 in the old SR830.

• The Serial Poll Enable Register has changed too and probably “*SRE 62” should be 
commanded instead of “*SRE 8”

• A new register “standard event enable register” has been introduced, and probably the events
INP, QRY, EXE, and CMD should be set there. 

To handle these differences there has been a new global variable of enumeration type that holds a 
value corresponding to the type of LIA currently in use60. The value of this variable is set in the 
config file and is obtained at the start of the workThread. On most of the calls to the LIAs—which 
are done in the IEEE unit—this variable is first probed, and the correct command, or sequence of 
commands, could then be issued. The function rarray() is called directly from the code, and 
therefore this adaptation to the new LIA-model was done in the wrapper unit “ieeepas.pas”61 and 
also in the GPIB adaptation layer instead.

60 This means that all the four LIAs must be of the same type—either SR830 or SR860. None of the older LIAs were 
available when the code was written, and all the focus had to be placed on getting the solution to work at all, rather 
than to support several different LIAs at the same time. It should be possible, with a number of code changes, to 
support combinations of different LIAs in the future.

61 See appendix H for the old GPIB API.
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5.4.  The new GUI and its main form
Having a modern GUI design was one of the prerequisites of the project, and this caused both some 
problems, and a literal shipload of minor code changes. To begin with the ambition was also here to 
minimize the code changes in the original LBIC code, at least any major changes. Therefore, the 
menu selection was kept, and also the basic drawing functionalities for the high resolution graphics.
See illustration 21 in chap. 6.2 for the complete GUI design.

Minor code changes came in plenty though: As the whole program from the beginning was DOS 
based, there were no less than about 1500 occurrences of the Write() and the Writeln() procedure 
calls! A vast majority of these needed to be replaced in some way.

The high resolution graphics was another problem that called for some solution: The old graphic 
was built on the VESA standard and that cannot at all be used; neither in MS Windows, nor in 
Linux.

The LBIC system is a highly specialized scientific tool, and expected to be used by a very few 
persons—all scientist on different levels. Thus, it is not called for to implement a perfectly designed
GUI, which would take great time and effort, and skilled GUI-programmers. On the other hand, the 
user interface—which might appear at presentations and mentioned in publications—should have a 
decent look and usability, and convey as much (relevant) information as possible about what is 
happening inside the machine. Because of this, the commands and information transfer has been the
main focus point when constructing the GUI, and there might be several minor graphical flaws and 
blemishes, and some minor usability issues left.

The resulting GUI as a whole can be seen (as a screen-dump) in illustration 18, and some of the 
dialogs are depicted in illustration 22 to 26 in chapter 6. 

5.4.1.  Printout and information presentation (all “Writeln()” etc.) 

It was first considered trying to use a construction where the standard output (henceforth stdout) 
was re-routed to generate events in the UI thread. Such a redirection construct was indeed made to 
work, but it did not solve the presentation problem in a good way, and was thus abandoned in an 
early stage.

To get a decently nice presentation of (numeric) facts, lots of different label-widgets have been set 
up. The “PostMessage” Lazarus procedure to send messages to other threads was used, and from 
the beginning each fact was given a different “channel”, i.e., a different event in the GUI thread.

This meant that there had to be one procedure (in the workThread), and one event-handler in the 
GUI thread for each “channel”. This started to get rather tedious, as the number of different figures 
grew, and thus a new channel was invented with an extra integer inserted to show what kind of 
value that was sent, i.e., in what label it should be presented. At a later stage the “PostMessage” 
function was abandoned, and a timer and its expiration event-handler in the GUI took care of 
probing all relevant variables for new values to print out.

A great number of messages that was previously printed via Writeln() adheres to different input 
dialogs, and is thus printed in the GUI dialog boxes for that particular input.

When it came to implement the calibration routine, with numerous printouts of various messages, 
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numbers, and progress bars, etc., a different approach had to be made in order to save weeks of 
programming time: The calibration is done very seldom, and need not to be graphically perfect, but 
instead the normal DOS console was duplicated in an LCL memo control, and messages sent to the 
GUI with functionalities like write(), writeln() and goto(). This will mimic the old design rather 
faithfully. It worked out fine, and is fully as functional as the old solution.

5.4.2.  Malfunctioning within the LCL and/or GTK+ libraries on the 
PostMessage functionality

When starting to send lots of messages by means of the PostMessage() function, a new stability 
problem arose: The LBIC software often got the sigabrt signal, and terminated. To begin with this 
was thought to be some kind of concurrency problem, and measures was taken to put all sending 
and receiving of such messages in different kinds of critical sections. 

As this didn't help, closer studies of the call-stack was made, and it showed that it was in the 
innermost of GTK+ that the problem emanated: In "gtk2msgqueue" the function "LOCK()" calls 
"g_main_context_acquire()", but although there are no “context->owner” to the context, 
apparently the member “context->owner_count” is not zero as it should be, and then the assertion 
fails. It doesn't seem to matter if the call was made from the workThread sending the message, or 
from the GUI thread trying to receive it.  

The reasons for all this is totally unknown to the author, although extensive research has been made,
searching the whole Internet for similar problems. It seemed totally out of scope—both for the 
LBIC project and for this thesis—to delve deep down into the source code of the LCL and GTK+ 
libraries, but instead different kind of actions were taken to alleviate this problem. It turned out that 
sending multiple messages in tight sequence was the main cause of the problems. Different sleep() 
calls was thus inserted, and the PostMessage method of transferring data was used until the summer
of 2018. 

When the problems with instabilities and sigabrt started again in the summer of 2018, and as no 
such instability may ever be tolerated, a totally new and different approach was made: All 
numerical values or flags that are to be presented in the GUI was set up to be fully global values, 
and shared between the GUI thread and the LBIC work-thread. Each value is also accompanied by a
boolean flag, to tell if it is “dirty” and needs to be re-printed in the GUI62. Furthermore, another 
timer was set in the GUI thread, and at the expiration of this, the GUI traverses the whole set of 
flags to find out if any label needs to be updated with a new value.

Being run on a 64-bit platform, the handling of integers, longint's, and single or double precision 
floats are perfectly atomic63 when written or read to RAM/cache, and this is thus safe to use, even 
without semaphores, regardless of what concurrency situation is at hand. This approach turned out 

62 Checking a boolean flag is done in almost zero time for the processor—order of a few CPU instruction—while 
setting a new value to and a repainting of even such a simple GUI widget takes far more than 1000 times longer. 
The “dirty-flag” is a well invested overhead to lessen the burden for the GUI thread. It might happen that there will 
be a race problem, where the actual data will not be ready when the flag is seen—that is well-known when using 
flags in multi-threaded environments—but no problem has arisen at the time of writing this thesis.

63 In a 64 bit platform (w. 64 o 128 bit memory data buses) the CPU usually transfers all data as 64 or 128 bit chunks 
to and from RAM and the different layers of cache in the CPU. Intel puts up guaranties for atomicity for all 64bit 
data types when aligned on 64bit boundary or fitting within a single cache line [34]
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really well, and it resulted in perfect stability regarding all transfers of numeric values to the GUI 
thread!

To achieve this stability throughout all the program, even the transferring of strings and other 
complex message was migrated: From the flawed PostMessage functionality, and instead to be 
done via a very simple queue-class64, earlier written by the author for other purposes, and also used 
in the command transfer to the motorEncoder thread. This was done in a rather short time in 
September 2018, and thereby all calls to the PostMessage could be avoided. After this no more 
sigabrt has been seen, despite lots of effort to try to provoke it.

In all, the problem with the flawed PostMessage function is estimated to have taken at least two 
whole months of work. It is a remote possibility that this phenomenon might have its roots in that 
the kernel was patched with the PREEMPT_RT patch, but it seems unlikely as no part of the GTK+ 
was ever patched or recompiled.

5.4.3.  How to deal with user interface – especially the user inputs

In many situations the LBIC program asks the user for different kinds of input, which could be of 
the following types:

• A menu choice, like in the main menu, or when using the “showMap” functionality

• An interrupting keyboard key, (whenever the motors are running)

• A mouse action (in “showMap” or in “Line-scan”)

• A numeric value, in a dialog, when asking for such value type

• A string value, in a dialog, when asking for such value type

• An acknowledgement of a (modal) requester, most often in case of a serious problem, when 
the LBIC software temporarily has stopped.

• A choice from a set of alternatives, like for example in what direction focus-finding should 
be done at a certain focus-setting point.

Previously the following mechanisms have been used:

• User inputs:

◦ A TurboProfessional based menu system that supports mouse and key-board shortcuts, 
resulting in numerical codes that is used in a “case of” statement to choose the task to be 
performed.

◦ KeyPressed to probe for newly pressed keys and ReadKey() to read single characters 
from the key-board. These letters are often used to choose different actions on error 
messages, or to choose for example the desired sample-holder or direction of scanning. 
They are also used in the showMap function as an (invisible) menu of actions with the 

64 The queue is based on an array of fixed size, and its thread safety is conditioned by that only one part does en-
queueing (sending) and only one other part does any de-queueing (receiving). It is housed in a special unit 
“ghqueuearr.pas”, and written in an “object based” fashion, as it was directly translated from C. See appendix J for 
the “tinyQueue”.
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map currently shown.

◦ Read() and Readln() function calls to let the user enter numeric and string values for 
different parameters.

◦ In ShowMap and when doing line-scanning, the mouse has been used to choose desired 
selections.

• LBIC software output:

◦ Write() and Writeln() for various values, names and messages when the program is in 
console mode

◦ When in high-resolution graphics mode (1024x768), the traditional TurboPascal 
procedure OutTextXY() is used for outputting strings and numbers.

◦ When in high-resolution graphics mode, the traditional Turbo-Pascal procedures Line(), 
rectangle(), and bar(), and in one instance circle(), are used to perform different kinds 
of graphics.

◦ To get the user's attention, beeping sound signals are used in various occasions. These 
are produced by the Turbo-Pascal procedure Sound() that takes the frequency as 
parameter, and Nosound(), that turns the sound of. 

All of these UI methods had to be replaced. All the user input are given through different parts of 
the GUI, and in the GUI thread, and are then transferred to the LBIC workThread in different ways. 
Depending of the type of input and of the situation, the following mechanisms have been used:

• The main menu-choices comes from the GUIs main menu and are transferred as a shared 
global integer, and a wakeup-call to the then sleeping LBIC workThread: When the 
workThread awakens it uses this integer in the same way as it used the integer form the 
TurboProfessional menu system.

• The key-strokes are handled differently depending on occasion:

◦ When they are used to manually move the sample, they are transferred by a specially 
designed keyPressed/readKey -adaptation.

◦ Most choice- and acknowledge-dialogs are handled by the use of normal GUI dialog 
boxes which are launched by the help of the new FPC Synchronize() method65 To 
facilitate this in a generic way, a new dialog box-class and a custom designed message 
class has been created. By the help of this custom-built dialog box all kinds of choice 
dialogs could be handled, even the difficult timeout-featured dialogs, that isn't at all 
supported in FPC/Laz.

◦ Short-cut keys in the ShowMap function are initiated via buttons in the GUI and the  
keyPressed/readKey -adaptation.

◦ Interrupting key-board key [ESC] are handled via a large STOP-button in the GUI form 
and  the keyPressed/readKey -adaptation

65 The Synchronize method are defined in unit classes as: procedure Synchronize(AMethod: TThreadMethod);
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• Mouse actions for the high resolution graphics selections tasks are handled via the normal 
mouse events in the GUI and a set of global shared variables for the X- and Y-coordinates, 
and the (right) mouse-button, and for the initialization. 

• User input of numbers and strings: all of these are handled via the normal dialog box for 
string input. Special functions are constructed to parse the value sent and translate it to an 
integer or a float if those types were requested.

• The sound has been ignored66 so far, as its use is rather superfluous, and more important 
problems have been in focus. 

5.4.4.  How the high resolution color graphics was handled

The TurboProfessional graphics routines and the VESA hardware graphics of the original LBIC 
program and host computer could not be used at all, so some clever replacement was needed.

The workThread must not try to draw on any visible GUI component itself: When using threads, 
only the GUI-thread itself may ever call any methods adhering to any GUI-widgets what-so-ever. 
This means that either must a virtual canvas/bitmap be used, or must there be sent commands to the 
GUI workThread to draw each line segment, and each pixel of any map.

In theory pure Xlib calls could be used, and then directed to a window of its own, but it is a 
hazardous technique to mix this with an existing GUI widget-set. Additionally, some commands 
could take a much longer time to return than anticipated (depending on the Xlib implementation), 
and the LBIC thread should be freed of any unsuspected delays. Therefore, this approach was not 
investigated further. 

Sending messages to the GUI for each pixel or line-segment seemed to overload the already mis-
performing PostMessage functionality totally, so instead the device-independent TLazCanvas 
class was tried out for dealing with virtual bitmaps. Such actions may be taken by an arbitrary 
thread, independent of the GUI widget-set. When the LBIC workThread has drawn anything on it, 
the global workLazCanvasDirty-flag is raised, and the GUI can re-draw the visible bitmap if it has
the time to do so. 

For the GUI to access this virtual bitmap and using it to re-draw the visual bitmap showed not to be 
critically thread-safe, so no semaphores had to be set by the workThread before using TLazCanvas 
to draw different details. Purely instantaneous effects can be seen, probably pertaining to race 
conditions in writing to/reading from the virtual bitmap, but these will disappear next time the 
screen is redrawn. Alas, high quality moving graphics isn't needed in the LBIC software this was 
considered tolerable.

One of the disadvantages with TLazCanvas is that this class still seems to be in a development 
phase: The XOR mode of the graphics didn't work as expected despite several days of efforts: In the
end it was necessary to “re-invent the wheel” and manually build an XOR line functionality.

Some drawing functions needed replacement, and the original color scheme was gobbled up in the 
original LBIC software due to the need for utilizing the then only 16 available colors as good as 

66 In Linux there exists several ways to produce sound, but all of them are dependent on various settings, and as the 
ambition was to make a solution with as few dependencies as possible, it might be better to let the encoder box take
over this function too, if and when sound will be re-implemented.
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possible. All this took a great amount of work, but no difficult problems arose.

When the graphics was made to work in a good way, the author and the client decided to try to 
extend the LBIC-map color-scheme to thousands of colors. The client had himself written code for 
creating various arbitrary constructed and interpolated color-maps, and with only minor changes 
this (Delphi) code could be utilized in LBIC too.

5.5.  About the need for alteration of the original LBIC source-
code 

Some comments of the different ways in which the original LBIC code was changed, and 
motivations to this.

5.5.1.  Preparations of the code to make it compile, and to house it in a 
Lazarus GUI projects

One of the first set of code consisted of placing it in a Lazarus GUI project, and to “short-circuit” all
calls to external functions and libraries:

• The GPIB-wrapper ieeepas.pas had all its external functions replaced by stubs

• A lot of calls to the TurboProfessional UI and graphics functions were “stubified”, so that all
uses of TurboProfessional units “tpcrt”, “tpmenu”, “tpstring”, “tpwindow”, “tpcmd”, 
“tppick”, “tpdir”, “tpmouse”, and “tpdos” could be removed.

• The inline assembly code for detecting graphics modes was removed, and every line that 
referenced to it was altered or commented out.

• The unit named “maps” was renamed as its name apparently collides with a unit in the 
FPC/Laz system of libraries.

• The only place where the intr() procedure was called was in procedure Isel; so it could 
easily be commented out.

• A Lazarus GUI application was made, and the code put in there and the units properly 
linked, which brought all the LBIC software units into compilation.

5.5.2.  The TurboProfessional menu system, replaced by a GUI menu in 
Lazarus

Purely theoretically even the setup of the old TurboProfessional menu system could have been 
reused by creating an adaptation layer which dynamically would have created the GUI menu, its 
items, help-texts and even its menu choice codes. That was however neither thought of from the 
beginning and nor does it seem to be a good idea seen from behind: It would have included many 
programming techniques that wasn't used in the very start of the project, and a lot of the menu items
needed to be removed or changed anyway. Besides, it isn't always a good idea to keep on to old and 
deprecated coding styles, like the TurboProfessional menu system.

Instead, the whole menu from the original LBIC software was re-created using Lazarus and LCL. 
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The keyPressed function was modified to read a global boolean that the GUI handles, and also the 
Readkey() function was remade to instead read a global character set in the GUI.

These changes to the original LBIC code was rather small and didn't proliferate outside the unit in 
question.

5.6.  Some added features in the new LBIC system
During the course of the work, it appeared several times how the LBIC software could be improved.
Foremost some smaller features in the user-interface, but also features like the LBIC system 
number, and a functionality to delay scans were made. This sub-section lists the most important of 
those added features.

5.6.1.  The LBIC System Number

As there now will be at least two different LBIC system, there emerged a need to show in the result 
files which system has been used for the measurement. It is also important to avoid collisions in the 
measurement numbers that connects the .ADD meta-data files to the .SMD result files, as those link
to each other with a single number. Such a number is very easily handled when only one system has
to produce them: They could then be strictly incremental, and saved for example in the .INI file. 
When several different systems are in use it could be much more complicated to maintain a unique 
identification number. An easy solution was to use an LBIC system number that in conjunction with
a “local” identification number could serve this purpose. This new LBIC system number that is 
different for each system, will be stored in the new config file, and will be added to each new .ADD
and .SMD file. There will probably not be so many LBIC systems around, so that assigning such 
system numbers will be difficult to administrate.

5.6.2.  Easier to handle the list of regions

As mentioned above, there exists a list of regions to be scanned, and this was implemented as an 
array of MessBereichType. Originally only the first and the last measurement in the list could be 
removed, and changing the order of measurements was not possible. While reshaping the LBIC 
software to a modern GUI application, this was considered inferior and old-fashioned. The listbox 
feature of the GUI widget-set was used, and a couple of rather simple new procedures in the LBIC 
code this was implemented, and an arbitrary region can now be moved or deleted just by selecting it
and clicking a button. Two arbitrary regions can also change places, and a region can be moved to 
the top or to the bottom of the list. Yet another function to “clone” a region has been made, and 
could come well in hands, if using delayed scan, or scanning it with other parameters. 

5.6.3.  Bigger LBIC maps

Due to memory limitations in Turbo-Pascal running in real-mode under MS-DOS, the maximum for
one scan-line was set to 1000 measurement columns. (There were no limitations of the number of 
rows however.) Now far bigger maps are possible: Scan-lines up to 4095 columns have been made 
possible from the start, and 8191 should not pose any difficulties if desired. (Limiting the columns 
to 4095 should make other future extensions possible even with the old lock-in amplifiers, and it 
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was thus temporarily chosen as the limit67.)

5.6.4.  Long filenames

Long file-names now works : 115 characters compared to the classical MS-DOS style 8+3 before.

The allowable character-set is widened to incorporate most characters that is commonly allowed in 
path's and file-names.

5.6.5.  Software maintainability

Better software and system maintainability is obtained by moving lots and lots of constants and 
numeric litterals in the code out to a file.   This is now called the “config file”. See appendix E for 
further information about this config file.

5.6.6.  Delayed scan

As a part of the work included scanning polymer cells that showed rather rapid degradation, a 
function to visualize and measure this degradation was made. It was realized by adding a delay 
value to the “MessBereichType” record, as hours from start of first LBIC scan. If defined, it is 
examined in the scanning loop, and the program then waits until that the prescribed time has 
expired before starting the measurement. This delayed scan works and can be used for 
measurements of PV cell degrading.

5.6.7.  Screen-dumps and printout of LBIC maps to .png-files

From the beginning there was a function to render an LBIC-map to a .PCX-file. This format is not 
wanted anymore and it seemed not worth the trouble to alter this function: All it did was to make a 
PCX-file with the content of the screen. Instead, a function was made—in the GUI-thread this time
—that makes a .png-file of the content of the graphical screen. This was very easy to implement, 
and easy to invoke by clicking a button and supply a file name. While this action runs in the GUI-
thread, totally isolated from the workThread, it also makes it possible to take a so called 
screendump of an arbitrary action, for example while LBIC-scanning. It has been beneficial while 
developing, and is hopefully to some good use even in the future.

5.6.8.  SquareDelta key figures as a focus-finding aid when line-
scanning

As an experiment to find a faster, easier and more efficient way of finding the focus, a new value is 
calculated when line-scanning. Line-scanning is made repeatedly for many different heights but 
along exactly the same line on the solar cell sample. Previously only the curves for the EQE and 
reflection was drawn on a high resolution graphics screen. These curves were used to find the 
correct height for best focus by visual examination. The “squareDelta” key value is calculated as the
sum of the squared differences between each adjacent measurement point. The theory was that these

67 Due to that arrays are declared using this limit number, it must be a constant of the source code, and cannot be a 
setting in a config file.
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numbers would show a peak at the best focus. 

This has been shown to be correct, and these numbers are thus rather useful, given that the noise is 
kept fairly low, and that the solar cell is not completely featureless along the scanline. These 
numbers are now printed beside each curve, and a feature to use them for setting the correct focus 
height is also added. The “SquareDelta” feature is however only to be regarded as experimental so 
far, and will eventually be subject to future work.

5.6.9.  Sample collision safety

To get better safety against collisions (where the sample may collide with and destroy the reflection 
detector and optic system) some extra record-members are introduced. The user can (voluntarily) 
supply two extra figures when registering a new sample: Those are the total thickness of the 
sample68, and the extra height of any focus-finding aid placed on top of the sample. The LBIC 
system will then refuse to move the sample table to a height that will make the sample collide with 
the underside of the optic system—foremost the lower reflection detector, which is highly fragile 
and very cumbersome to replace.

5.6.10.  Individually selectable scanning parameters for the regions.

While implementing the delayed scan described above, other changes was made to the code that 
will allow more parameters to be specified individually for each region. Foremost the LIA time 
constant could now be specified individually, but also parameters like spot width, LIA frequencies 
and filters could be specified. Unfortunately, there exists no hardware to control the attenuation, so 
the laser power cannot be changed in reality without the intervention of the user. Should a computer
controllable attenuator be added, then this feature will be very quickly implemented as the 
foundation is laid.

Although these features it seems to work well with few drawbacks, it is yet to be considered as 
experimental, and it is not evaluated further in this thesis.

5.6.11.  Higher resolution and better screen utilization when LBIC 
scanning 

Now the whole maps of EQE and reflection will always be visible on the screen, and will not 
interfere with each other or the ending time prognosis in the lower right corner. It has been tested up
to 4000 columns, and several thousands of rows. This was done both in order to allow for bigger 
LBIC maps (number of columns over 1000) and to fix a smaller bug in the original LBIC software, 
where the two maps of EQE and reflection could overlap if the number of rows were bigger than a 
certain value. 

5.6.12.  Other features:

• Better visibility of the selecting rectangle in showMap.

68 More specifically the height of the surface (also focus plane) of the solar cell counted from the surface of the 
vacuum sample table.
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• Line-scan parameters selectable by the user.

• ShowMap in fact more user-friendly now, with drag-n-drop feature and selectable color-
maps.

• Calibration results are saved to a file after a calibration has been confirmed.

• The lock-in amplifiers can be controlled directly from the GUI.

• Constantly showing the motor positions – mostly a debugging feature.
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6.  Evaluation of the final result
Here will be discussed a selection of questions related to the evaluation and the qualities of the 
software of the LBIC system. The important question of maintaining and evaluating the general 
scientific appliance of the LBIC system will be discussed, and also some of the improvements in 
measurement image quality that may have been done. Further on the software qualities and the 
usability will be discussed.

6.1.  Scientific compliance
The question about if the system still is capable of doing the same kind of measurements as before, 
or if anything in the software have changed.

It is not self-evident that a software and a hardware system that has been changed in so many 
different ways as the LBIC system still will give accurate results. It is further on not entirely easy to
prove this given that the new test LBIC setup features a blue laser (lambda=403 nm) while the old 
currently working LBIC setup has an infrared laser (lambda=826 nm). Those two different 
wavelengths will give vastly different results in the EQE maps as the penetration depth of the 
infrared laser will cover the whole PV wafer, while the blue light will have negligible penetration 
depth and will not penetrate the heavily n-doped top layer of the cell.

6.1.1.  A comparison between blue and infrared LBIC scanning

No purely quantitative proofs of scientific compliance can be supplied before that the second laser 
system is added and measurements can be done with IR light. Instead a qualitative indication of 
functionality will be supplied. 

Below are two LBIC scans of the same region showing a typical grain. One is from the original 
LBIC with its 826nm IR laser (see illustration 17), and one is from the new LBIC with blue laser of 
403nm wavelength (see illustration 18). The grain is basically the same, but other features can be 
seen in the IR-LBIC but not in the blue LBIC. This is because of the larger penetration depth of IR-
light and that the electrons then have larger freedom of diffusion, and can reach a region of with 
much recombination-generating impurities.

6.1.2.  Optical resolution

Another indication of the scientific compliance could be supplied by the most recent scans after the 
change of the beam-splitter configuration. In Illustration 19 and 20 an LBIC scan is shown that 
reveals details down to single µm:s. In this case it is clusters of dislocation etch-pits that can be seen
as lines.
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Illustration 17: The crystal grain measured with IR (826nm) light in the original LBIC.
(This map picture however is done with the new LBIC software.)

Illustration 18: The same grain measured with blue light (403nm) in the new LBIC
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Illustration 19: An overview of the 1 x 1.5 mm area of interest. Shown in the middle as a 
big black line is an electrical “finger”. Its real world size is 60µm. The EQE map will 
show it a bit wider due to effects that will lower the EQE in the neighborhood of the 
finger. The cluster of dislocations shown enlarged in Illustration 17 below is located in 
the center just below this finger.

Illustration 20: Enlargement of the dislocation cluster area. Here we can see details as 
small as a few µm across! The blue scale bar at the lower left is 100µm.
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6.2.  Usability: 
The user-friendliness of the system have improved rather dramatically with the introduction of the 
GUI. The Illustration 21 shows the application in full action scanning an area, and in illustrations 22
– 26 we will find a collection of many of the dialog boxes that let the user interact with the 
software. This should be compared to the pictures of the original system, see Illustrations 7 to 10 in 
chapter 3. A good example of the increased user-friendliness is the handling of the list of 
measurement regions. Previously this list could not be altered more than that the first and last item 
could be deleted. Now arbitrary items could be deleted, items could be moved within the list, and 
finally, the parameters of the individual regions could be edited, and even cloned.

Usability is not only a question of GUI features, but also how the user can manage the host 
computer beside the application. In the case of the new LBIC software, the user has full access to 
the rest of the system whether the LBIC program is running or not69, and can manage the result files
or other necessary tasks while the program is running.

69 It is advisable to use the chrt bash command to heighten the priority of the LBIC software, and the start script that 
has been made also does that, besides checking that the user has the correct privileges, and that the GPIB kernel 
module is loaded and functional.

Illustration 21: The new design of the LBIC program. Here it is seen when when actually performing an 
LBIC-scanning of a sub-area (region) of a silicon solar cell. The region is about 6x4 mm, and features a 
grain that contrasts well from the rest of the cell. In the left column can be seen several sections for different 
lists and information: General information with some mode information. The sample-holders with their 
names and sample sizes. The list of regions to scan (white background) and some buttons to manipulate this 
list. A section for instrument output (used when manually moving the sample). The signal-to-noise figures 
that was measured right before starting the LBIC scanning, and beside of this the actual coordinates for the 
sample. (These numbers are always updated in real-time and serves good for debugging.) The lowest box is 
dedicated solely to the Lock-in amplifiers and shows their most important settings.
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Illustration 22: A new dialog box showing most 
parameters of a region and lets the user edit 
those parameter that are allowed to edit. This 
dialog box can be programmed to show 
arbitrary collections of parameters, by creating 
and inserting parameter objects in a collection 
object which then is used when the dialog box is
created and shown. The return value from the 
dialog box will correspond to the button that is 
clicked. The examples to the right shows the 
dialog boxes that will appear when such an edit 
button is clicked.

Illustration 26: A dialog box for integer numbers. 
This one correspond to the 

 27: Illustration 22 - 26. This will show a good example of how the new user interface is designed. Care has 
been taken to make the different dialog boxes so general that the parameter set used to call the function will 
decide its full appearance, with caption, instructive text, and default value to be shown (as an editable 
value). In the case of the choice dialog box, its parameter is in the form of an object where two arrays define
the set of buttons: their texts and return character.

Illustration 24: A similar dialog box meant for 
floating point numbers. Here it is the resolution of 
the LBIC scanning that can be set.

Illustration 25:  An instance of the custom made 
choice dialog box. Here it is used to choose the time 
constant (of the lock-in amplifiers) for a region.

Illustration 23: A typical dialog box for the user to 
supply a new region name (text string), or edit a 
current the current name. This dialog box will 
appear if the edit button of the file name line is 
clicked.
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7.  Conclusions of the whole project
Numerous conclusions of different kinds can be made from this project, both about what is possible 
to do and not when it comes to porting and adaptation, about software architecture and overall 
programming strategies, about choices of hardware and software. Here will be mentioned some of 
the lessons learned by this project.

We have shown that even a highly time critical, hardware-close, control application really can be 
ported to a modern preemptive OS, at least given some minor external hardware. It has been shown 
that the appearance and user-friendliness has increased, although maybe not as much as it could 
have, if the application would have been written with GUI in mind from the start. It has also been 
shown that it actually works the way it was supposed to do—as much as what can be judged from 
using the 403 nm laser.

It has been a very long journey—not least because of the idiosyncratic hardware, programming 
language and GUI libraries—both in the old and the new systems. The question is whether it has 
been worth it, or if one should have chosen to re-write the entire software from scratch?

Had all the problems and difficulties encountered on the way instead stood clear from the 
beginning, the latter might have been very tempting, and maybe chosen after all. If completely 
rewritten, a migration to C or C++ would probably have been a good idea, this as both the amount 
of collected knowledge and experience is vastly bigger than that of Pascal, and also that many of the
idiosyncrasies of FPC/Lazarus could then have been avoided.

If rewritten it would also have been tempting to try to split the task so that at least some parts of the 
scanning would have been done completely by an external micro-controller, or an industrial 
computer running a hard real-time operating system. One key success factor for this would then 
have been finding such a computer that also featured a GPIB controller. 

If this would be possible, the time criticality would have lessened dramatically and it would open up
for writing the software in an arbitrary language, for example Java or any other language with 
garbage collection.

Section 7.1 and 7.2 deals with the strategical problems and choises. In 7.1 the hard-learned lessons 
are listed, and advices for future similar projects are given, while 7.2 instead lists those good and 
viable solutions that was found more or less from the beginning. Sections 7.3 and 7.4 lists 
environmental software, and the specific hardware problems.

7.1.  Lessons learned
What should have been made in a different way if this project was done again, without rewriting or 
any really dramatic changes?

• Under no circumstances should one person alone have to perform all the tasks on such a 
complex project! Even after the construction of the encoder-box was handed over to a 
coworker, the workload, and the amount of new things to learn and existing things to 
remember have been enormous! The time spent on the project tells the same tale.

• Setting out on a project where just everything have changed is a hazardous undertaking, so 
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any change that could have been avoided should have been so. For example, it would 
probably have been much easier to begin with the same model of lock-in amplifiers as was 
used in the old setup. The fact that such equipment costs around $4000 each as refurbished 
equipment and that they maybe would be waisted anyway if new ones was to be procured 
might discourage this. On the other hand, as each month of developing also costs far more 
than $4000, it should definitely be considered anyway. Had the dead reckoning approach 
been pursued, the new instruments would have posed a major problem as they showed up 
not to be triggable via the GPIB bus, but would have demanded some new external hardware
anyway.

• Don't attach too much importance to “patterns” or “best practice” on programming! The 
rules and that are most well-known usually adheres to new project in object oriented 
language, and is rather useless in a case like this. Although a bit unorthodox, shared 
variables and “dirty-flags” really solves GUI problems in an effective, and also robust way. 
Such methods can very well be used, at least when the parameter-space is rather well-known
a' priori. Even “home-brewed” solutions like the fixed and thread-safe tinyQueue70 may 
work astonishingly well in widely different areas if only queue-lengths are known to have 
some reasonable limit. As the problems with “PostMessage()” probably cost about two 
whole man-month of work and frustration, that should have been avoided, and the former 
solutions adapted already from the beginning.

• Being able to test the whole system as early as possible is a very important factor in 
development. Here this was hampered in the beginning both by the problems with the new 
model of lock-in amplifier, and the fact that the old setup still needed to be run to do 
scientific work. When at last all the bits and pieces of the new setup was in place, it did not 
take more than three months until the first LBIC picture was shown. Being able to automate 
the testing is normally a very good idea, and something that the author does whenever it is 
possible. In a case like this however, it might not be that easy.

• Don't waist any time on considering dead reckoning! If the time criticality is less than +/- 
100ms then the tasks should be moved to hardware or to a kernel module.

• Investing more time in finding a better stepper motor controller: I.e., one that has a nicer 
communication protocol, more reliable speeds, no lower speed limit, higher PWM 
frequency, etc71.

• As the external encoder-box really was needed, and also a better brand of stepper motor 
controller, it might have been a good idea to build a custom designed stepper motor 
controller. There exists lots of examples on the Internet, especially for home-brewed 3D-
printers and hobby-sized CNC mills. This way a much better control can be obtained in any 
movement, and not much time criticality would be left to the host computer.

• As testing is good, and as too much changes are hard to cope with, it might also have been a 
better idea to use an 826 nm NIR laser from the start. That way the scientific quality would 
have been easier to verify.

70 See appendix J for the “tinyQueue”.

71 Most its parameter should be better, and it should not be so hard to find... ;-)
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7.2.  Good and viable choices
What decisions worked out well already from the start, and had not to be regretted?

• The choice to work with multiple threads was a good choice, and probably a key success 
factor. It might very well have happened that all the changes that otherwise would have been
made to the original code before the first real test would have jeopardized the whole project.
While multi-threading sure brings with itself a whole lot of difficult techniques, it also really
solves many hard problem, and in a very elegant way. In this project it enabled the original 
software to stay basically intact while adopting it to a motor-controller so different that it 
apparently belongs to another universe. It also isolated the original software to the GUI,  
through all the necessary work. In the end it ended up with a user interface much more 
informative and responsive than before.

• Although a bit quirky when debugging multi-threaded applications, and although the LCL 
have left a bit or to be wished for, the choice of FPC/Lazarus was a viable idea. The IDE has
been fairly helpful both in keeping track of the code, and compiling with messages, and 
debugging. Although intimidating when the whole X-Win environment freezes, or when 
GUI widgets gets negative top coordinates, and disappear from the form, it would have been
chosen again, if a Pascal language program should be modernized. It would however not be 
recommended for other uses than for programs that must be (re)written in Pascal.

• Working with a virtual bitmap (that is written by the workThread, and used by the GUI to 
paint a real bitmap) has worked all the way. It would have been possible—given the strength
and speed of the tinyQueue—to send messages to the GUI with all different vectors to paint,
but it would probably have induced more project work. If the workload and time-criticality 
would have been greater, that might have been a better idea, but no calculations have been 
done to prove that.

• The adaptation layers—especially for the motor controller and GPIB communication—
proved to be a good idea. They were finalized by lots of trial and error, and probably would 
have been written nicer if all the quirks of both the external equipment and all the secrets of 
the original LBIC code have been known beforehand, but they do work as expected.

7.3.  Different problems from the software environment
While the real-time performance issue is addressed in chap 4, here will instead be listed a selection 
of other software related problems that was encountered during the project.

• PostMessage() functionality flawed by some bug probably in the cooperation between LCL 
and GTK+ that couldn't properly handle the critical section functionality but instead failed 
an assertion and raised a sigabrt if messages sent with too small time-gaps. 

• The old termios library for serial communication, in conjunction with a steady stream of 
messages, forced the implementation of a buffering and message-separating receiving 
function.

• The widget-set named LCL doesn't allow for any access to any object from threads other 
than the main-thread, which forces the use of virtual device-independent bitmaps and 
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canvases, and also to send all presentation data as inter-thread messages from the work-
thread to the GUI-thread. This is however a fairly common problem of most GUI widget-
sets, and well-known also to Java programmers.

• The Lazarus implementation of SendMessage() has a serious flaw when using GTK+: In 
that case the task called will not be run in the main-thread, but instead in the calling thread, 
which in turn prohibit any call that manipulate any GUI object72.

• The device-independent canvas class TlazCanvas was poorly developed and the XOR 
functionality didn't work as expected, so homemade routines for creating XOR:ed lines and 
boxes had to be made.

• A totally unknown old Pascal library by name of Turbo-Professional was used in numerous 
places, and adaptations had to be made.

• When running multi-threaded applications in Linux in debugging mode—which is most 
often done for convenience—the Desktop Manager on X server can hang completely and 
seemingly lock up the whole computer! When it does so, the only solution to get back any 
control over the whole computer system, one is forced to enter a virtual console, find the 
LBIC application process, and then manually kill it (using $ sudo kill -kill 12345 where the 
number is the PID of the LBIC process). While this isn't really “life-threatening”, or has 
forced any software changes, it is both intimidating and disturbing. Most often there has 
appeared a notice pop-up once the debugger was shot down and the X-Win was restored to a
working state. It can be seen in Illustration 28.

72 This   bug was discussed in a forum for FPC/Laz. developers [35] The bug might have been fixed in the most recent 
release of the Lazarus/LCL as one of the other web pages where it was described, now has been changed and this 
issue has been left out. However it was indeed a very chocking and disturbing surprise to a poor programmer!
This function has thus been avoided since this fact was found.

Illustration 28: Sometimes—often after an X-
Win lockup—this rather intimidating requester 
shows up.

http://forum.lazarus.freepascal.org/index.php/topic,5141.msg24562.html#msg24562This
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7.4.  Different problems from the hardware
Here will be listed a selection of issues with the hardware that has caused noticeable problems.

• The motor-controller had numerous issues:

◦ The speed obtained differed dramatically from that which was commanded.

◦ The relatively low PWM frequencies of the drivers current control made the motors very
noisy.

◦ When a movement is underway, the controller will not answer position queries.

◦ When doing a reference movement, the resulting zero-point is not necessarily a full-step,
and, furthermore the controller has no way to tell the user where the full-steps can be 
found. This effectively inhibited that the original micro-step nonlinearity compensation 
function could be used.

• The GPIB bus seems to be very sensitive to long cables, cable mismatch, and electrical 
interference. This has caused various GPIB errors to appear intermittently.

• The new Isel XYZ-table had issues with the end switches, which lead to the breakage of a 
flexible shaft-coupling.

• The stepper motors that was used in the new setup contributed to large vibrations which in 
the end lead to that the laser optics—initially mounted on the Z-axis slide—fell apart and 
had to be reassembled. The problem with vibrations was to some extent alleviated by rising 
the motor current to the maximal value for the motors.

• The new SR860 LIAs didn't provide the standardized interface ready bit, and took long time 
to get an answer ready (4-8ms) when asked for example a simple output value query, which 
lead to errors.

• The experimental setup was sometimes a bit too experimental, and bad contacts and broken 
detector cells led to striped pictures and other troubles. As a consequence of the vibrations of
the motors—and thus even the sample table—the trans-impedance amplifier for the sample 
had to be soldered rather than mounted on a breadboard.
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8.  Future work
Here is listed a couple of improvements that could be done in a later stage:

• Test higher measurement speed, that will infer shorter measurement periods, in turn 
inferring the need for higher lock-in reference frequencies. Then separate calibrations for 
different frequencies might be necessary.

• The squareDelta method of evaluating sharpness should be investigated further, probably 
together with other sharpness evaluation techniques like FFT, 2D-DCT etc.

• The groundwork to support tilt in X and Y direction is already laid, so that could eventually 
be helpful if ready-made panels, and polymer samples are to be scanned. (They might be 
hard to get absolutely plane.) A feature to support this would be some function that can take 
three points of sharpness, thereby calculating the correct X- and Y-tilts.

• Also, the groundwork to support specified laser power for each region is laid out, and given 
a motorized attenuator, it should be a rather quick task to get it to work automatically. Then 
no user interventions would be needed even for scanning lists of different types of regions. 
(Such features will carry with themselves that the remaining time estimation will have to be 
completely rewritten to work.)

• In the “bells'n'whistles” department it could be considered to add features such as e-mails, 
SMS:es, or Twitters whenever a new region is ready-scanned, or when some user 
intervention is needed. (The author has done no such efforts yet, as the network libraries 
might interfere with the other functionalities.)
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Appendix A.  Abbreviations
The following abbreviations and acronyms may be present in this work and its appendices:

2D-DCT 2-dimensional Discrete Cosine Transform

ACK Acknowledgement,  (here referring to a signal sent to show that some previous 
command has been executed, or information has been received)

API Application Programming Interface.

BNC Bayonet Neill–Concelman, (a coaxial cable connector, commonly used in electronic 
instruments)

DMM Digital Multi-Meter

EBIC Electron Beam Induced Current. (The sample is placed inside a sweeping electron 
microscope, and its electron beam is used.)

EQE External Quantum Efficiency (see “QE” for explanation)

ESC Escape, (here referring to the Esc-button)

eV Electron-volt: a measurement of energy: defined as the energy given to an electron 
when accelerated in an electric field of one volt.

FFT Fast Fourier Transform

FPC Free Pascal Compiler

GET Group Execute Trigger (An intrinsic GPIB command to trig all the listening 
instruments at once)

GPC Gnu Pascal Compiler

GPIB General Purpose Interface Bus,  (a parallel data bus to interconnect electronic 
instruments, invented by Hewlett-Packard in the late 60th.)

GTK Gimp ToolKit, (a portable widget-set used to create GUI’s for program that should be 
able to be compiled both for MS-Windows, Linux, Mac, etc.)

GUI Graphical User Interface

IDE Integrated Development Environment

IQE Internal Quantum Efficiency (see “QE” for explanation)

iMC-P / iMC-P-3 A model designation for a line of stepper motor controllers from the ISEL automation 
company.

ISR Interrupt Service Routine (the code that is executed upon a CPU interrupt)

kbps kilo-bits per second,  (a measurement of the speed of serial and network 
communication)

LBIC Light Beam Induced Current  (a measurement technique for solar cells where xQE is 
most often mapped 2-dimensionally)
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LCL Lazarus Component Library,  (a widget-set for FPC/Lazarus, created to be fully 
compatible with Delphi's VCL, visual component library.)

NIR Near Infra-Red light,  (light at wavelengths from 750 to 1400 nm)

OBIC Optical Beam Induced Current (measurement technique, similar to LBIC but foremost 
used for diagnostics of planar-type semiconductors)

OO or OOP Object Orientation resp. Object Oriented Programming

PCIe Peripheral Component Interconnect Express, (a modern bus connector used in personal
computers and servers)

PCX PiCture eXchange, (an old (~1985) image format, used in DOS computers) 

POSIX Portable Operating System Interface,  (a set of standards specified by the IEEE 
Computer Society for compatibility of computers, mostly UNIX.)

PPB Parts Per Billion,  (i.e., 1 / 109)

PPM Parts Per Million,  (i.e., 1 / 106)

PV Photo-Voltaic,  (a unit that produces electric current when illuminated, e.g., a solar 
cell)

PWM Pulse Width Modulation  (a way to regulate the electric power sent out to a device by 
varying the width of the pulses, while their amplitude stays constant)

QE Quantum Efficiency,  (A measurement of the (average) number of output units given 
for one input unit, e.g., “how many electrons for each photon”)

RTOS Real Time Operating System (foremost refers to hard real-time OS:s)

sigabrt Signal to Abort,  (a signal raised/sent in POSIX computer systems to make a process 
stop, and also often to dump a core. Often raised by assert() tests.)

smallint Integer type in Pascal for a 16-bit signed integer (range: -32768 to 32767)

stderr Standard error  (an output character stream in most modern OS:s, which is used to 
convey information about malfunctions and abnormal situations)

stdin Standard input  (an input character stream in most modern OS:s which is used to 
convey most kinds of input data, and sometimes also for user interactions)

stdout Standard output  (an output character stream in most modern OS:s which is used to 
convey most kinds of computing results, and also sometimes also for user information)

TSR Terminate Stay Resident  (a special technique used in DOS-based computers to gain 
some rudimentary multi-tasking capabilities)

UI User Interface.

VESA Video Electronics Standards Association.

wc (See “word-count” in Appendix B)

XBIC X-ray Beam Induced Current  (Similar to LBIC, but x-rays are used instead.)

Xlib X-Windows Library,  (the client side API to communicate with the graphical X-
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windows server)

X-Win X-Windows,  (a basic framework with windows and bitmaps to act as foundation for a 
GUI-environment, especially on POSIX systems)

µA micro-ampere

µC or uC Micro-controller,  (a small microprocessor, most often equipped with a small internal 
program- and data-memory, analog converters, and communication hardware, and 
exposing most of its connection pins as general purpose I/O pins, for the users to 
connect their own electronics equipment)

µm micro-meter 

µs micro-second

A.2.  GPIB and Lock-in amplifier abbreviations and commands

AGAN Automatic Gain contol. Used by the old line of LIA, SR830, to automatically set the 
sensitivity to an optimal value.

ARNG Automatic Range control. Used by the new line of LIA, SR860, to automatically set 
the input voltage range to an optimal value.

ASCL Automatic Scale control. Used by the new line of LIA, SR860, to automatically set the
output scale to an optimal value.

CAPTURECFG Command to the new line of LIA, SR860, to set what data should be in the value-
tuples (X, Y, R, phi or a comb.)

CAPTURELEN Command to the new line of LIA, SR860, to set the capture buffer length (in kilobytes)

CAPTURERATE Command to the new line of LIA, SR860, to set time between captures (if capture is 
done by the internal clock of the instrument, thus ignored here as trigging pulses are 
sent to the instruments)

CAPTURESTART Command to the new line of LIA, SR860, to set the capturing mode (here: OneShot + 
SAMPpertrig)

CAPTURESTOP Command to the new line of LIA, SR860, to stop the data capture

CAPTUREBYTES Command to the new line of LIA, SR860, to query the buffer of the amount of data 
present

CAPTUREGET Command to the new line of LIA, SR860, to transfer data stored in the instrument 
buffer (in tuples of IEEE single precision floats)

GET Group Execute Trigger (An intrinsic GPIB command to trig all the listening 
instruments at once.)

IRNG Command to the new line of LIA, SR860, to set the input voltage range to a desired 
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value, or if on the query form, queries the input voltage range set.

GPIB General Purpose Interface Bus,  (a parallel data bus to interconnect electronic 
instruments, invented by Hewlett-Packard in the late 60th, and standardized as IEEE-
488 , and IEEE-488-2.)

LIA

LIA

See “Lock-in Amplifier” in the terminology.

LIA is also the name for a specific bit in the Serial Poll Status Byte (register) that flags
that one or more of the enabled bits in the LIA status register is set.

LIAE A command to all the SRS SR8x0 Lock-in amplifier to set flags in the status enable 
register. Those will in turn determine what should be reported in a LIAS status 
question.

LIAS A command to all the SRS SR8x0 Lock-in amplifier to read and return the status 
register.

MAV(-bit) Message Available bit, a bit in the serial poll status byte of the lock-in amplifiers.

OFLT The OFLT command sets or queries the time constant

PAUS Command to the old line of LIA, SR830, to pause ongoing data storage.

SPTS Command to the old line of LIA, SR830, to query the number of points stored in the 
buffer

SRE Command to set the serial poll enable register in the SR8x0 lock-in amplifiers: Here 
can be determined which specific registers should be visible when performing a serial 
poll, or if on the query form, queries the serial poll enable register. Here can be 
determined which specific registers should be visible when performing a serial poll.

SRQ The name of a bit in the serial poll status byte of the lock-in amplifiers. This bit is set 
if a service request has occurred.

SRS Stanford Research Systems, (a US-based manufacturer of advanced electronic 
instruments, like for example the SR830 and SR860 lock-in-amplifiers used in the 
LBIC system.)

TRCB A command to the old line of LIA, SR830, to start transfer the specified measurement 
points in the instrument buffer. (Transfer of that data is then performed by setting the 
instrument as talker, and the GPIB controller (card) as listener., and start a reading 
command)

TRIG A traditional GPIB standard command, will trigger a measurement when the 
instrument is in data recording mode. Works on the old line LIAs SR830, but not on 
the new line, SR860.
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Appendix B.  Terminology
Arduino / 
ArduinoMega

A brand of microprocessor modules, foremost for hobbyist and education, each one 
comprising at least one microprocessor/micro-controller. They have a common property 
of being able to be programmed in C++, using the Arduino library. They most often 
expose several of the micro-controllers I/O-pins (digital, and sometimes analog) to the 
user, to be connected to other components and equipment. They can most often handle 
events of only a few microseconds of duration, and respond in the same low latencies.  
The traditional Arduino features an Atmel 8-bit Harvard architectured micro-controller, 
and the ArduinoMega has more program- and data-memory, I/O-pins etc..

attachInterrupt A function in the Arduino library, that supplies a generic and user-friendly way to wrap 
up the special syntax adhering to ISR:s, and tasks to enable a special interrupt. The user 
can thereby easily register a "normal" C(++)-function as an ISR to an interrupt number. 

Atmel A manufacturer of micro-controllers.

busbar A thicker electric conductor used as a common feeder to many different electric loads or 
sources. In the case of silicon solar cells, they are usually 2-4 in numbers, a couple of 
mm:s wide, and most often made by thin tinned copper stripes, soldered directly on the 
wafer.

CTypes A class of fundamental data types declared to ease the calling of C-routines from a 
Pascal unit.

Cortex-M A class of ARM microprocessors foremost designed to act as micro-controllers in various
(mobile) equipment and IoT-devices. Comprises a 32-bit ARM core and programming 
and data memory in a Harvard style configuration.

ExecDos A procedure in the Turbo-Professional library for TurboPascal that could be used to 
return to (MS)DOS while the program became TSR. 

false color map A map of (often spatially) laid out measurements, where each measurement point is 
given a color (from a specified color-scale) to represent the measurement value.

fpSelect A function in Free Pascal, that very closely mimics the libc select() functionality of 
listening to file-handles, serial connections, network sockets, xlib event-channels etc. for 
new readable data.

Hamamatsu Hamamatsu Photonics K.K.  A Japanese manufacturer of photo-electric components and 
equipment. The LBIC system uses their PV-cells for calibration.

InfoRecord A record in the LBIC software that carries the parameters of a ready-made LBIC scan of 
an area.

intno A parameter to the intr() procedure.

intr An old legacy Pascal procedure, foremost in DOS-based Pascal, to raise a software 
interrupt. The parameter "intno" carries the interrupt number and the record "regs" 
carries the desired contents of the CPU registers. The latter is mapped so that their 
contents when leaving the interrupt can be accessed after that the ISR is finished, and the
Pascal software regained control over the computer. (This only works i DOS)

Isel Isel Germany AG. A manufacturer and retailer of CNC-related equipment. They have 
produced and procured the XYZ-stages and the stepper motor controller both for the old 
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and for the new LBIC systems.

keyPressed A legacy Pascal function that returns true if a keyboard key has been pressed since the 
last call to the function readkey().

LabView Laboratory Virtual Instrument Engineering Workbench, a graphical tool for data 
acquisition, instrument control, and industrial automation from National Instruments.

levelized (cost of 
electricity)

The net present value of the unit-cost of electrical energy over the lifetime of an 
electricity generating device.

Lock-in amplifier An electronic instrument that can separate very weak signals from noise by using the 
homodyne principle: If a measured signal is multiplicatively mixed with a sinusoidal 
reference signal, and the output is integrated over a time period longer than that of the 
reference signal itself, only those components of the measured signal that correspond 
with the reference signal--both in frequency and phase--will be preserved, while all other
components is attenuated. The length of the integration period will decide the degree of 
this attenuation.

LockInParam A record in the LBIC software that carries the parameters of each lock-in amplifier.

MessBereichType A record for carrying all the parameters adhering to a certain LBIC scanning of an area 
of interest.

MessBereiche A german word, here used for a measurement area.

Messbereich Glob. variable in the LBIC software: An array of records of MessBereichType used to 
store all measurements that should be made on a specific sample.

motorCtrlEncThread A thread in the new LBIC software, responsible for all the communication with the 
motor controller, an for receiving positions and acknowledgements from the encoder-
box.

MPK A model designation of an old line of ISA-bus based stepper motor controller with 
integrated motor power stages, previously produced and retailed by the Isel Automation 
AG in Germany.

Nosound A legacy Turbo-Pascal procedure to turn off a sound that previously was turned on by the
procedure "sound".

OutTextXY A legacy Turbo-Pascal procedure to render text on the screen.

PostMessage A new object-Pascal procedure to send a message to the GUI framework.

pre-amplifiers An amplifier that is used before an electronic instrument in order to raise the signals to 
level better suited to the instrument

Preemptivness The property of an operating system to interrupt ongoing processes, e.g. to and hand over
computer resources to another waiting processes.

ProbeType A record type in the LBIC software intended to carry all parameters of a certain solar cell
sample.

rarray A function in the old API for the GPIB drivers, used to fetch larger amounts of buffered 
(binary) data from an instrument.

RT-linux A commercial operating system , for use in hard real-time applications, currently owned 
and retailed by Wind River System. It consists of a hard real-time operating system 
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micro-kernel, that may run the entire Linux OS as an interruptible (preemptive) process. 
The hard real-time part of an application must run beside the secondary, hosted, Linux 
OS.

ReadKey A legacy Pascal function that returns (and consumes) the first remaining character in the 
keyboard buffer.

Readln A legacy Pascal function that can read a string form the keyboard, and returns upon the 
first found line-break.

Real-time (operating 
system)

An operating system that performs its tasks on a deterministic time schedule, so that no 
results are delayed beyond their deadlines. Response times are often in the range of µs to
several tens of ms. For “hard real-time” any delay beyond a deadline is a catastrophic 
failure, while for “soft real-time” the deadlines are mere recommendations, and the 
Quality of service is said to be lowered should the deadlines not be met.

Record A Pascal language term. The word in Pascal for a collection of variables held together. It 
is the same as a “Struct” in the C/C++ programming languages.

scanTrig A command to the encoder-box designed for this LBIC modernization project. This 
command also carries a number of parameters, and it enables the encoder box to send 
physical triggering signals to the measurement instruments.

setSensitivity A functionality in the LBIC software used to adjust the sensitivity settings of the lock-in 
amplifiers.

setStreamSpeed A command to the encoder-box designed for this LBIC modernization project. It sets the 
interval for the (automatic) streaming of positions from the encoder box and to the host 
computer. This interval is the only parameter, and it is given in milliseconds.

showMap A complex functionality of the LBIC system that enables the user to view an LBIC 
measurment on the screen, as a "false-color" map. Among the features of this 
functionality deserves to be mentioned that new sub-areas can be chosen by the user, and
thus result in that a new measurement (Messbereiche) is added to the list to be scanned 
(an array of MessBereichType).

singleTrig A command to the encoder-box designed for this LBIC modernization project. This 
command (w.o. parameters) forces the encoder box to directly send out one physical 
triggering signal to the measurement instruments. The command the results in an ACK-
message sent back from the encoder, with the exact positions when the triggering signal 
was sent out.

Sound A legacy Pascal procedure that enabled the built-in loudspeaker in the computer to make 
a sound of a certain frequency. The sound is heard until turned off with the "Nosound" 
procedure.

squareDelta An experimental method of evaluating sharpness from linear measurement series, 
developed by the author upon inspiration from the client. In theory the sum of the 
squared differences between adjacent points should be maximal if the sample is in focus. 
This mostly works quite well, but can be disturbed by noise or by prominent artifacts, 
adjacent to the scanning line.

stopStream A command to the encoder-box designed for this LBIC modernization project. Stops the 
streaming of positions from the encoder-box.

stopTrig A command to the encoder-box designed for this LBIC modernization project. Stops the 
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automatic sending of triggering pulses that may occur when the encoder-box has been 
commanded with the scanTrig command.

streamPos A command to the encoder-box designed for this LBIC modernization project. Starts a 
stream of positions sent from the encoder-box at regular time intervals (given as a 
parameter to the command setStreamSpeed).

stubified A function or procedure that has been striped from all further dependencies and external 
side effects, and thereby also lost its real functionality. Foremost used in an initial stage 
when developing new code, or adapting old code to a new environment.

TLazCanvas A form of graphical canvas class specially made for FPC/Lazarus, to accommodate non-
native bitmap formats.

tg A command to the encoder-box designed for this LBIC modernization project. This 
command (w.o. parameters) forces the encoder box to directly send out one physical 
triggering signal to the measurement instruments, thus it has exactly the same 
functionality as "singleTrig" but on a shorter form, and without ACK-message being sent
back to the host computer.

tinyQueue A simple queue library written by the author 2014, that is inherently thread-safe with 
regards to reading/writing. In the LBIC software it is used for messaging between 
threads, like sending strings and signals to the GUI thread, and movement commands to 
the motorEncoderTread. (See Appendix J.)

transimpedance 
amplifier

A converting amplifier that transforms a measured current into an output voltage. In the 
LBIC system it acts like a pre-amplifier, and also allows for measuring currents without 
having these currents to pass through the instruments.

TurboPascal A dialect of Pascal, shipped with a complete IDE, used for CP/M- and DOS-based 
computers. Developed by Borland Software in 1983, and with version 7 as the last 
version released around year 1995.

TurboProfessional A utilitary (Turbo-)Pascal library from the TurboPower Software company (Colorado 
Springs) to handle different task foremost adhering to graphics and user interface.

Unit Pascal language term. A collection of code and the types and global variables adhering to
it. Pascal, foremost in Turbo-Pascal, uses Units to structure larger amounts of code and 
distributing it over different files, where each file is a different unit.

Variadic function In programming language: A function (with a single declaration) that can take a variable 
number of arguments. In C, printf() is a good and well-known example.

vxWorks A real-time operating system (RTOS) developed by Wind River Systems, designed 
foremost for use in embedded systems. (proprietary software)

Word-count (wc) A command in Unix/Linux computers that can perform different metrics on strings and 
text files, for example count words, or with the -l option, count whole lines.

workLazCanvasDirty A global flag (boolean) in the new LBIC software, that is used to signal from the 
workThread to the GUI that new features are added to the virtual bitmap, and should be 
shown on the screen by the GUI.

workThread The thread in the new LBIC software that accommodates the code for the traditional 
LBIC tasks (performed in both the old and new LBIC software), but without any GUI 
responsibilities, or communication from/to the motor controller or the encoder-box.
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Write / Writeln Pascal procedures for writing strings to an output stream. The procedures are so called 
Pascal intrinsics, that can combine multiple arguments to a single string although Pascal 
does not support variadic functions. In polymorph Pascal there are variants that take a 
file handle as first argument, and they can then write to an arbitrary previously opened 
file.

XLinearDown / 
XLinearUp / 
YLinearDown / 
YLinearUp

LBIC software functions originally used to calculate and correct for the nonlinearity of 
the stepper motors when using micro-stepping. (They cannot be used in conjunction with
the new stepper motor controller, as those are not aware of in what micro-step that the 
coordinate system is zeroed after a reference movement.)

XYZ-table A mechanical device which can perform (translational) movements in three dimensions, 
often powered by motors and translational mechanics like ball-screws.
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Appendix C.  LBIC result *.SMD and *.ADD data files

Appendix C.1.  The *.SMD data files
The results of an LBIC scanning are stored in a special format called SMD-files. There are one 
SMD-file for each of the “channels”:

• EQE, 

• VertReflection, 

• HorizReflection, and 

• LightPower, 

and in addition there are two files with further processed data: 

• Total reflection (the sum of vertical and horizontal reflection) and

• IQE  which is the EQE channel corrected for total reflection.

The SMD files are comprised of a header of 16 single precision floating point numbers73 (in all 64 
bytes), which are followed by the data that is comprised of a continuous array of single floats.  The 
16 single float header has the following layout74:

0                     1.111    (constant data format identifier A) 
1                     2.345    (constant data format identifier B) 
2                     2.000    (data format version number) 
3                     unused 
.                       . 
.                       . 
.                       . 
9                     unused 
10                    2.000    (dimension: 1, 2, or 3) 
11                    413.000  (number of columns) 
12                    217.000  (number of rows: zero, if not used) 
13                    20.000   (number of layers: zero, if not used) 
14                    4123.000 (id-number: arbitrary integer, which is the same in *.ADD-File)
15                    8        (Overlay-Bits used. zero, if Overlay don't exist)  
16                    data    ….

(The numeric values in the list above are meant as an example. Note that the positions are 0-based.)
The length of the data (measured in 32 bit words) can easily be calculated as a product of the 
quantifiers of length in each valid dimension: The dimensionality is given by the 11:th word of the 

73 Both the header and the data section consists of single precision IEEE 754 floating point values [22]. 
A brief summary can be found at Wikipedia on “IEEE-754 1985”: [36]

74 The list is taken from a definition document, “SMD-Files.txt”, about .SMD- and .ADD-files. The SMD format was 
constructed in Germany 1998, by Markus Rinio and Stephan Riedel.
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header, and the quantifiers for each dim in the following three header words. The newly introduced 
LBIC system number is inserted at position 9, which earlier was among the unused words.

Appendix C.2.  The *.ADD meta-data files:
The .ADD file is a text-file of tagged value format, which is derived from the JCamp DX file format
used in spectroscopy. The following two paragraphs from the SMD definition document75 comprises
the most significant features of the .ADD files:

“

1) All tags consist of the two characters ## at the beginning of the line, followed by a 
name, the equality sign = and a value. The name must be written in capital letters. The 
value can contain all types of letters. 

2) All *.ADD-Files must contain the following minimum set of tags 

        ##ADDITIONAL INFORMATION FOR SCANNING MEASUREMENT 
VERSION=1.0 

         ##DIMENSION=2 

         ##COLUMNS=573 

         ##ROWS=501 

         ##ID NUMBER=5804 

         ##DATA FORMAT VERSION=2.00 

The ID NUMBER value must be identical to the id number in the according *.SMD-
File. Its task is to bring the *.SMD- and *.ADD files together again, if the are "lost". 
Therefore, each measurement should obtain a new id number  that was never used 
before. If the dimension of the data is one, only the COLUMNS-Tag is necessary. If  the
dimension is two, the COLUMNS- and the ROWS-Tag is necessary. In case of three 
dimensions also a LAYERS-Tag is necessary. 

”

Furthermore the following sections could be identified in a typical .ADD-file:

• [sample properties]
(sizes, thickness, orientation)

• [time]
(start and end)

• [shape of measured region]
(dimensions, and rows and columns)

75 The quote is taken from the same definition document, “SMD-Files.txt”, about .SMD- and .ADD-files. The SMD 
format was constructed in Germany 1998, by Markus Rinio and Stephan Riedel.
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• [coordinates] 

• [signal]
(levels, noise etc.) 

• [illumination]
(lightpower and wavelength) 

• [measurement technique] 

• [data identification] 

• [personal] 
(operator name, comment etc) 

• [Lock-In 1] to [Lock-In 4] 
. (parameters of the lock-in amplifiers)

For the basic grammar of these .ADD-files, see Appendix F.
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Appendix C.3.  Later additions to the result files 
So far only one addition has been made to the format of the LBIC result data files, and that is the 
LBIC_SYSTEM_NR. This was introduced as there will be more than one LBIC measurement 
system in the future, and because it will be valuable to be able to see by which system a certain 
sample has been scanned. Furthermore, there will be a problem with getting the identification 
numbers of the *.SMD and *.ADD files to be unique. The addition of a system number solves this 
problem in a rather easy and elegant way.

The new tag in the *.ADD files look like this

##LBIC_SYSTEM_NR=2

The definition of SMD/ADD files stipulates that the order of any tag/value pairs shouldn't matter, 
but for sake of ease when reading ADD files manually, the .ADD-files have a certain inner structure
defined with various comments in [square brackets]. This new parameter, with the key 
“LBIC_SYSTEM_NR”  is placed in the “[measurement technique]” section.

This system number must also be present in the SMD-files, and so now the 10:th 32bit word in the 
file head (hitherto unused) is assigned to carry this number, as usual as a single precision IEEE-754 
floating point value.

In the future it might be called for to add some of the experimental parameters too, but in fact most 
of them are already in place. This as they mostly adhere to the lock-in amplifiers, which are already 
listed with all their relevant parameters.
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Appendix D.  The original initiation-, and regions-files
To remember lots of settings, calibrations, samples and regions, the LBIC software features an 
initiation file. Its name was set to be “LBIC.INI”. The grammar is described in detail in appendix F, 
but it deserves to notice that the file is a list of key-value pairs, where each key-value pair is located
on a new line and the keys always starts with a double hash-tag mark “##”. Text in [square brackets]
are comments, and such texts are ignored by the parser.

In the LBIC.INI file were originally stored the following facts:

• Directories of result files etc, and paths to protocol (debug) files

• Flags for existing samples in the sample holders A, B, and C, 
and all the details for each sample that exists in one of the holders

• A list of all regions to scan-line, and for each region all the scanning parameters for that 
region, like sample, and sample-holder, positions (both absolute and relative to the sample), 
resolution, thickness, etc...

• Some important numbers:

◦ next sample id number

◦ “system of coordinates” for the holders A, B and C

• Some important coordinates, for example the coordinates of the calibration detectors and 
reflectors.

• Settings of different kinds, like for example:

◦ Scanning modes: unidirectional/bidirectional and stepping/continuous modes

◦ Usage of standard resolution and its value, 

◦ Laser power modes

◦ Map presentation languages

◦ etc...

• Flags for the availability of instruments, foremost the Lock-in amplifiers

• A beam profile to be able to determine heights for different spot-sizes.

• A complete setup of calibration parameters for five different laser powers.
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Appendix D.2.  The regions file:
To explicitly store all the parameters of a set of regions, there was also functionalities to store and to
load a special file-type with the “.RGE”-extension. It also has the same grammar as the “.INI” and 
“.ADD”-files, described in appendix F.  It's set of keys are very similar to the region keys in the .INI
files.

##MEASUREMENT REGIONS FILE VERSION=1.1 

[units=µm] 

##REGION NUMBER=1 

##SAMPLE=june2 

##FILENAME=ghj2p01 

##X1=128478 

##Y1=189079 

##X2=120103 

##Y2=181079 

##RESOLUTION= 1.2500000000000000E+001 

##XR1=-10250 

##YR1=-44125 

##XR2=-18625 

##YR2=-52125 

##SAMPLE X DIAMETER=80629 

##SAMPLE Y DIAMETER=80811 

##SAMPLE THICKNESS=200 

##SAMPLEHOLDER=B 

##ORIENTATION=1234 

##USER DEFINED=NO 

New parameters that has been added in the new LBIC software:

• ##LBIC_SYSTEM_NR

• ##DELAYED_START

• ##LIA_TIME_CONSTANT

• ##SPOT_DIAM

• ##OPERATOR_COMMENT

• (and some purely experimental, like lock-in frequency, lock-in filter, tilt in X and Y etc.)
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Appendix E.  The new config file.
Very important parameters, like ball-screw pitches, stepper motors number of steps per revolution, 
the maximal movements of the measurement table in X, Y and Z axis, etc. should not be stored in a 
dynamic INI-file, so originally they were instead hard-coded into the LBIC software. As the new 
LBIC software shall be used for several different LBIC systems, these kinds of constants had to be 
moved out to a new kind of file called “config.cfg”. This file has the same key-value syntax as the 
“.ini” file. As they are only intended for reading constant values determined when the new LBIC 
system is set up, no writing function for this file exists. This will allow the config file to be write-
protected once the installation and tuning of the LBIC system is done, and hence the risk for 
unintended changing will be very low.

As the config file also incorporates the path and filename to the .INI file, changing and reloading 
the config file could be used to switch between the two different lasers present in the new setup, and
a function to perform this reloading was done without any major problems.

So far (dec 2018) the following parameters have been moved from being global constants, and out 
to the config file: (They are represented here as keys, with the values that were adequate for the 
experimental setup during development.)

• ##CONFIG_VERSION=1.1.1 
comment: this is an utmost important key while developing, not to use a stale file, or forgetting 
to make correct changes in the software too. It's compared w. a glob in the software.

• [Systemwide globals] 

• ##INI_FILE_PATH=./ 

• ##INI_FILE_NAME=LBIC2.ini 

• ##LBIC_SYS_NAME=LBIC 2 Blue 403nm 

• ##GLOB_LBIC_SYSTEM_NR=2 

• ##DEFAULT_REGIONS_FILENAME=/lbicdata/defaultRegions.rge 

• ##LINESCAN_N_AUTOFOCUS_PATH=/lbicdata/_linescan/ 

• ##LBICDATA_FS_INDICATOR_FILE=/lbicdata/readme.txt 

• [Laser and measurement system] 

• ##LASER_WAVELENGTH=403E-9 

• ##CALIB_DETECTOR_EQE=0.5516 

• ##CALIB_DETECTOR_REFL=0.42804 

• ##CALIBRATION DETECTOR X = 62500 

• ##CALIBRATION DETECTOR Y = 125500 

• ##CALIBRATION DETECTOR Z = 42000 

• ##CALIBRATION REFLECTOR X = 62500 

• ##CALIBRATION REFLECTOR Y = 125500 

• ##CALIBRATION REFLECTOR Z = 68000 

• ##CALIBRATION REFLECTOR Z LOWPOS = 30000 

• ##UPPER REFLECTION CORRETION FACTOR = 1.0000 

• ##LOWER REFLECTION CORRETION FACTOR = 1.0000 
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• ##NOISE_NR_OF_MEASUREMENTS=300 

• ##NOISE_MAX_MEASUREMENT_TIME=20 

• ##MEASURE_NR_OF_PROBES=3 

• ##MECH_REFLECTOR_X_POS=47500 

• ##MECH_REFLECTOR_Y_POS=9000 

• ##MECH_SPOT_DETECTOR_X_POS=20500 

• ##MECH_SPOT_DETECTOR_Y_POS=9000 

• [GPIB and LIAs] 

• ##GPIB_BOARD_NAME=lbicctrl 

•      [ liaType : enumLiaTypes = SR830, SR860, notDeterminedLia; ] 

• ##LIA_TYPE=SR860 

• ##LOCK-IN 1 EXIST=YES 

• ##LOCK-IN 2 EXIST=YES 

• ##LOCK-IN 3 EXIST=YES 

• ##LOCK-IN 4 EXIST=YES 

• ##LIA_MIN_TRIG_TIME=0.0005 

• ##MULTIMETER EXIST=YES 

• ##LOCK-IN OVERLOAD WAITTIME=800e-3 

• [Stepper motors, stepper controller, and mechanics] 

• ##SCREW_PITCH_XYZ=2500 

• ##STEP_USTEP_P_REV_XY=8000 

• ##STEP_USTEP_P_REV_Z=8000 

• ##STEP_IMCP_MAXSPEED=40000 

• ##STEP_IMCP_MINSPEED=20 

• ##MECH_MIN_X=0 

• ##MECH_MAX_X=213000 

• ##MECH_MIN_Y=0 

• ##MECH_MAX_Y=400000 

• ##MECH_MIN_Z=0 

• ##MECH_MAX_Z=150000 

• ##MECH_MAX_Z_VORNE=81500 

• ##MECH_MAX_X_VORNE=4900 

• ##MECH_Y_MIDDLE=200000 

• ##PROTECTIVE_MARGIN=500 

• ##MIN_GLOB_PROTECTIVE_HEIGHT=1500 

• ##MAX_SAMPLE_PROTECTIVE_HEIGHT=80000 

•   [Foundational focus height for whole sample table: all other z-values relate to this one] 

• ##SAMPLE_TABLE_FOCUS_Z_HEIGHT=73550 

• ##SAMPLE_A_CONTACT_X=174100 

• ##SAMPLE_A_CONTACT_Y=241100 
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• ##SAMPLE_B_CONTACT_X=174200 

• ##SAMPLE_B_CONTACT_Y=241200 

• ##SAMPLE_C_CONTACT_X=174300 

• ##SAMPLE_C_CONTACT_Y=241300 

• ##MECH_MINIMUM_MOVEMENT_OLD=2.5 

• ##MECH_MINIMUM_MOVEMENT_NEW=0.625 

• ##ENCMARGIN_STARTROW_CONST=25 

• ##ENCMARGIN_STARTROW_SPEEDFACT=0.01 

• ##ENCMARGIN_STARTROW_SPEEDSQRFACT=0.0000016 

• ##XCORR_MARGIN=5 

• ##XCORR_DECREASE_STEP=1 

• [Measurement and sample parameters default max/min values] 

• ##LIA_DEFAULT_TIME_CONST=5  

• ##LIA_DEFAULT_FREQUENCY=640.000 

• ##LIA_DEFAULT_FILTER=3 

• ##LIA_DEFAULT_MESSZEITFAKTOR=4.0 

• ##DEFAULT_SAMPLE_THICKNESS=200 

• ##MAX_SAMPLE_THICKNESS=15000 

• ##DEFAULT_LASER_POWER=1 

• ##DEFAULT_SPOT_DIAM=1 

• ##LIA_DEFAULT_PHASE_MEASURE=NO 

Some entries was also moved from the .INI file as they are purely configuration constants and never
changes:

• ##CALIBRATION DETECTOR X = 62500 

• ##CALIBRATION DETECTOR Y = 125500 

• ##CALIBRATION DETECTOR Z = 42000 

• ##CALIBRATION REFLECTOR X = 62500 

• ##CALIBRATION REFLECTOR Y = 125500 

• ##CALIBRATION REFLECTOR Z = 68000 

• ##CALIBRATION REFLECTOR Z LOWPOS = 30000 

• ##UPPER REFLECTION CORRETION FACTOR = 1.0000 

• ##LOWER REFLECTION CORRETION FACTOR = 1.0000 

• ##LOCK-IN 1 EXIST=YES 

• ##LOCK-IN 2 EXIST=YES 

• ##LOCK-IN 3 EXIST=YES 

• ##LOCK-IN 4 EXIST=YES 
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Appendix F.  eBNF grammar for .INI, .CFG, .ADD, and 
.RGE-files

M. Rinio and S. Riedel derived the format of the their meta-data .ADD-files (and then also the .INI-
and .RGE-files)  from the  JCamp DX file format used in spectroscopy, although the present .ADD-
file grammar seems not to follow this standard exactly. As the author has perceived it the grammar 
should be about the following, here described a bit loosely on the eBNF form:

INI-FILE  ::= STARTLINE + LINE*

STARTLINE ::= [A-Z, space]* + LINEEND 76

LINE      ::=  ( “##” + KEY-VALUE-PAIR  |  “[“ + COMMENT + “]”  |  ε )  +  LINEEND 

LINEEND   ::= “cr” + ”lf”

COMMENT   ::= arbitrary string of ASCII characters and space, with the 
only exception of “[“ and “]” 77 

KEY-VALUE-PAIR ::= KEY + “=” + VALUE

/*  As a KEY is accepted any of a certain set of allowed specific keys for 
.ADD , .INI , .RGE , or .CFG files respectively. Below the KEY non-terminal is thus
renamed to KEY_xxx to denote these categories without being too detailed about that
in this common grammar. */

KEY_xxx   ::=  [ A-Z 0-9 “_” “space” ]+ 78 79

VALUE     ::=  INTEGER |  FLOAT  |  DATE  |  TIME  |  BOOLEAN  |  STRINGVAL

INTEGER   ::=  [0-9]+ 

BOOLEAN   ::=  “YES”  |  “NO”

DATE      ::=  DD + ”.” + MoMo + ”.” + YY  |  DD + ”.” + MoMo + ”.” + YYYY 80

TIME      ::=  HH + ”:” + MiMi + ”:” + SS 

DD, MoMo, YY, 

HH, MiMi, SS  ::= [0-9][0-9]  81 

FLOAT     ::= [0-9]+ + “.” + [0-9]+ + (“e” + (“-”)? + [0-9]+)?  82

STRINGVAL ::= string of all acknowledge ASCII characters with the exceptions 

of “[“ and “]” and the line-ending characters.  83

76 This seems to indicate some sort of a headline for the file, although the LBIC code will ignore it totally.

77 The author is not certain if new-line is allowed within a comment, but the code seems to accept this though.

78 To clarify the characterset: Capital letters A-Z, numeric characters 0-9 and underscore and space.

79 The different files, .ADD , .INI , .RGE , and .CFG respective, has each got a set of allowed keys, which are not 
shown here in detail.

80 It seems as if both 2- and 4-figure year will work in the LBIC code, although this is not thoroughly tested.

81 The “DD” … “SS” nonterminals denominate 2 figure numbers for time/date as normally used.

82 That is, the same format as a normal float reading function would acknowledge.

83 The control characters should also be avoided both in string values and in comments.
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Appendix G.  Encoder-box communication protocol
This is the last official version of the protocol for the communication between the LBIC host 
computer and the Arduino-based encoder-box. It is here written by the coworker Anders Holmberg 
after the detailed specifications of the author. (With the exception of some simple formatting issues 
it is presented fully as-is without any alterations, additions, omissions, or permutations.)

/*************************************************************************************** 
 *  EncoderProtocol_AH02 
 *************************************************************************************** 
 * 
 * Notes: 
 * 
 * - Stoptoken for communication from PC to µC: \n 
 * - Stoptoken for communication from µC to PC: \r\n 
 * - All numerical arguments are signed int 32-bit 
 * - Commands and parameters are separated by one blank space, \s. 
 * 
 * 
 * Summary of commands with parameters: 
 * 
 * setPos         [axis] [pos] [axis] [pos] [axis] [pos]                               
 * getPos 
 * posAlert       [axis] [pos] 
 * clrPosAlert                                          
 * scanTrig       [axis] [startpos] [interval] [noOfTrigs]                             
 * getTrigs 
 * singleTrig2                                                 
 * singleTrig                                              
 * stopTrig 
 * echo           [anything] [you] [want] 
 * firmVers 

 * streamPos 
 * stopStream 
 * setStreamSpeed [speed] 
 * getStreamSpeed 
 
 ***************************************************************************************/ 

/*************************************************************************************** 
 * setPos [axis] [position] 
 *************************************************************************************** 
 * Description:  sets the pos on given axis(es) 
 *     
 * Command:      "setPos x -192"               // Sets single axis to .. 
 *                "setPos x 456 y 99"           // Sets x and y to.. 
 *               "setPos x 101 y 20 z 30"      // Sets all axises 
 *    
 * Returns:      "a pset 101 20 30"     
 * 
 ***************************************************************************************/ 

/*************************************************************************************** 
 * getPos 
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 *************************************************************************************** 
 * Description:  sends back present pos on axises 
 * 
 * Command:      "getPos" 
 * 
 * Returns:      "a pos 101 20 30"     
 *                           
 ***************************************************************************************/ 

/*************************************************************************************** 
 * posAlert [axis] [position] 
 *************************************************************************************** 
 * Description:  Sends serial response when position is reached 
 * 
 * Command:      "posAlert x 2000" 
 * 
 * Returns:      "a posAlert", and when reached: "s x 2000" 
 * 
 ***************************************************************************************/ 

/*************************************************************************************** 
 * clrPosAlert [axis] 
 *************************************************************************************** 
 * Description:  Canncels an ongoing Position alert 
 * 
 * Command:      "clrPosAlert"    
 * 
 * Returns:      "ack" 
 * Returns:      "a clrPosAlert" 
 *              
 ***************************************************************************************/ 

/*************************************************************************************** 
 * scanTrig [axis] [startpos] [interval] [no of trigs] 
 *************************************************************************************** 
 * Description: Sends triggerpulses at regular position intervalls 
 *      
 * Command:      "scanTrig x 35 67 100" 
 * 
 * Returns:      "a scanTrig" 
 *              
 ***************************************************************************************/ 

/*************************************************************************************** 
 * singleTrig 
 *************************************************************************************** 
 * Description:  Sends a single trigger pulse 
 * 
 * Command:      "singleTrig" 
 * 
 * Returns:      "a trig 32 2356 1237" 
 * 
 ***************************************************************************************/ 

/*************************************************************************************** 
 * tg 
 *************************************************************************************** 
 * Description:  Sends a single trigger pulse without any response over serial port 
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 * 
 * Command:      "tg" 
 * 
 * Returns:      - 
 * 
 ***************************************************************************************/ 

/*************************************************************************************** 
 * getTrigs 
 *************************************************************************************** 
 * Description:  Returns number of trigs since last time or scantrig started 
 * 
 * Command:      "getTrigs" 
 *   
 * Returns:      "a nrtrig 28374"   
 *              
 ***************************************************************************************/ 

/*************************************************************************************** 
 * stopTrig 
 *************************************************************************************** 
 * Description:  Stops an ongoing scanTrig or timeTrig 
 * 
 * Command:      "stopTrig" 
 *       
 * Returns:      "a stopTrig"     
 *              
 ***************************************************************************************/ 

/*************************************************************************************** 
 * koko 
 *************************************************************************************** 
 * Description:  Returns the sent string. 
 * 
 * Command:      "koko Any thing You Want" 
 * 
 * Returns:      "koko Any thing You Want" 
 *              
 ***************************************************************************************/ 

/*************************************************************************************** 
 * firmVers 
 *************************************************************************************** 
 * Description:  Returns firmware name string 
 * 
 * Command:      "firmVers"   
 * 
 * Returns:      "a LBICencoder 12" 
 *              
 ***************************************************************************************/ 

/*************************************************************************************** 
 * streamPos 
 *************************************************************************************** 
 * Description:  streams the position by the rate set by setStreamSpeed (default 250 ms) 
 * 
 * Command:      "streamPos"       
 * 
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 * Returns:      "a streamPos", and then the stream "p 645 3636 92" 
 *              
 ***************************************************************************************/ 

 
/*************************************************************************************** 
 * stopStream 
 *************************************************************************************** 
 * Description:  stops the stream of position values 
 * 
 * Command:      "stopStream" 
 * 
 * Returns:      "a stopStream" 
 *              
 ***************************************************************************************/ 

/*************************************************************************************** 
 * setStreamSpeed [speed] 
 *************************************************************************************** 
 * Description:  set the stream speed. Value in milliseconds. 
 * 
 * Command:      "setStreamSpeed 100" 
 * 
 * Returns:      "a setStreamSpeed" 
 *              
 ***************************************************************************************/ 

/*************************************************************************************** 
 * getStreamSpeed 
 *************************************************************************************** 
 * Description:  returns the current stream speed 
 * 
 * Command:      "getStreamSpeed"    
 * 
 * Returns:      "a strSp 250" 
 *              
 ***************************************************************************************/ 

other commands: 

Returns: "eUnknownCmd: <cmd>" 
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Appendix H.  The API of the old GPIB Pascal wrapper
The interface part of the Pascal wrapping unit to the GPIB controller board originally supplied by a 
now unknown company called “Capital Equipment Corp.”. (The implementation is not important, 
and should be left out due to copyright.)  (The new Linux-GPIB API is presented in Appendix I)

UNIT ieeepas;

{$mode tp}{$H+}
{
        Turbo Pascal UNIT to interface IEEE-488 subroutines

        Copyright (C) 1989 Capital Equipment Corp.
}

{----------------------------------------------------------------------}
INTERFACE
{----------------------------------------------------------------------}

procedure initialize (addr,level : integer);
procedure transmit (cmd : string; var status : integer);
procedure receive (var s : string; maxlen : word; var len : word;
                   var status : integer);
procedure send (addr : integer; s : string; var status : integer);
procedure enter (var s : string; maxlen : word; var len : word;
                 addr : integer; var status : integer);
procedure spoll (addr : integer; var poll : byte; var status : integer);
procedure ppoll (var poll : byte);
procedure tarray (var d; count : word; eoi : boolean; var status : integer);
procedure rarray (var d; count : word; var len : word; var status : integer);

function srq : boolean;

procedure setport (boardnum : integer; ioaddr : word);
procedure boardselect (boardnum : integer);
procedure dmachannel (c : integer);
procedure settimeout (t : word);
procedure setoutputEOS (eos1,eos2 : byte);
procedure setinputEOS (eos : byte);

procedure ieeecommands (var cmds; count : word;var status : integer);
procedure ieeeatn (atn : boolean; var status : integer);
procedure ieeeren (ren : boolean);
procedure ieeeoutp (reg : word;value : byte);
function ieeeinp (reg : word) : byte;
procedure enable_488ex (enable : boolean);
procedure enable_488sd (enable : boolean; timing : integer);
function listener_present (addr : integer) : boolean;
function gpib_board_present : byte;

{----------------------------------------------------------------------}
IMPLEMENTATION
{----------------------------------------------------------------------}
. . . 
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Appendix I. The Linux-GPIB clone of the NI GPIB API
For comparision, the header file for the Linux-GPIB driver package for NI-compatible GPIB 
controller cards is presented here. (The old GPIB API is presented in Appendix J)

/***************************************************************************
                          ib.h  -  header file for gpib library
                             -------------------

    copyright            : (C) 2002 by Frank Mori Hess
    email                : fmhess@users.sourceforge.net
 ***************************************************************************/

/***************************************************************************
 *                                                                         *
 *   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify  *
 *   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by  *
 *   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or     *
 *   (at your option) any later version.                                   *
 *                                                                         *
 ***************************************************************************/

#ifndef _PUBLIC_GPIB_H
#define _PUBLIC_GPIB_H

#ifdef __cplusplus
extern "C" {
#endif

#include <stdint.h>
#include "gpib_user.h"

typedef uint16_t Addr4882_t;
static const Addr4882_t NOADDR = (Addr4882_t)-1;

/* tells RcvRespMsg() to stop on EOI */
static const int STOPend = 0x100;

enum sad_special_address
{

NO_SAD = 0,
ALL_SAD = -1

};

enum send_eotmode
{

NULLend = 0,
DABend = 1,
NLend = 2

};

extern volatile int ibsta, ibcnt, iberr;
extern volatile long ibcntl;

extern void AllSPoll( int board_desc, const Addr4882_t addressList[], short resultList[] );
extern void AllSpoll( int board_desc, const Addr4882_t addressList[], short resultList[] );
extern void DevClear( int board_desc, Addr4882_t address );
extern void DevClearList( int board_desc, const Addr4882_t addressList[] );
extern void EnableLocal( int board_desc, const Addr4882_t addressList[] );
extern void EnableRemote( int board_desc, const Addr4882_t addressList[] );
extern void FindLstn( int board_desc, const Addr4882_t padList[],

Addr4882_t resultList[], int maxNumResults );
extern void FindRQS( int board_desc, const Addr4882_t addressList[], short *result );
extern void PassControl( int board_desc, Addr4882_t address );
extern void PPoll( int board_desc, short *result );
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extern void PPollConfig( int board_desc, Addr4882_t address, int dataLine, int lineSense );
extern void PPollUnconfig( int board_desc, const Addr4882_t addressList[] );
extern void RcvRespMsg( int board_desc, void *buffer, long count, int termination );
extern void ReadStatusByte( int board_desc, Addr4882_t address, short *result );
extern void Receive( int board_desc, Addr4882_t address,

void *buffer, long count, int termination );
extern void ReceiveSetup( int board_desc, Addr4882_t address );
extern void ResetSys( int board_desc, const Addr4882_t addressList[] );
extern void Send( int board_desc, Addr4882_t address, const void *buffer,

long count, int eot_mode );
extern void SendCmds( int board_desc, const void *cmds, long count );
extern void SendDataBytes( int board_desc, const void *buffer,

long count, int eotmode );
extern void SendIFC( int board_desc );
extern void SendLLO( int board_desc );
extern void SendList( int board_desc, const Addr4882_t addressList[], const void *buffer,

long count, int eotmode );
extern void SendSetup( int board_desc, const Addr4882_t addressList[] );
extern void SetRWLS( int board_desc, const Addr4882_t addressList[] );
extern void TestSRQ( int board_desc, short *result );
extern void TestSys( int board_desc, const Addr4882_t addressList[],

short resultList[] );
extern int ThreadIbsta( void );
extern int ThreadIberr( void );
extern int ThreadIbcnt( void );
extern long ThreadIbcntl( void );
extern void Trigger( int board_desc, Addr4882_t address );
extern void TriggerList( int board_desc, const Addr4882_t addressList[] );
extern void WaitSRQ( int board_desc, short *result );
extern int ibask( int ud, int option, int *value );
extern int ibbna( int ud, char *board_name );
extern int ibcac( int ud, int synchronous );
extern int ibclr( int ud );
extern int ibcmd( int ud, const void *cmd, long cnt );
extern int ibcmda( int ud, const void *cmd, long cnt );
extern int ibconfig( int ud, int option, int value );
extern int ibdev( int board_index, int pad, int sad, int timo, int send_eoi, int eosmode );
extern int ibdma( int ud, int v );
extern int ibeot( int ud, int v );
extern int ibeos( int ud, int v );
extern int ibevent( int ud, short *event );
extern int ibfind( const char *dev );
extern int ibgts(int ud, int shadow_handshake);
extern int ibist( int ud, int ist );
extern int iblines( int ud, short *line_status );
extern int ibln( int ud, int pad, int sad, short *found_listener );
extern int ibloc( int ud );
extern int ibonl( int ud, int onl );
extern int ibpad( int ud, int v );
extern int ibpct( int ud );
extern int ibppc( int ud, int v );
extern int ibrd( int ud, void *buf, long count );
extern int ibrda( int ud, void *buf, long count );
extern int ibrdf( int ud, const char *file_path );
extern int ibrpp( int ud, char *ppr );
extern int ibrsc( int ud, int v );
extern int ibrsp( int ud, char *spr );
extern int ibrsv( int ud, int v );
extern int ibsad( int ud, int v );
extern int ibsic( int ud );
extern int ibsre( int ud, int v );
extern int ibstop( int ud );
extern int ibtmo( int ud, int v );
extern int ibtrg( int ud );
extern void ibvers( char **version); 
extern int ibwait( int ud, int mask );
extern int ibwrt( int ud, const void *buf, long count );
extern int ibwrta( int ud, const void *buf, long count );
extern int ibwrtf( int ud, const char *file_path );
extern const char* gpib_error_string( int iberr );
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static __inline__ Addr4882_t MakeAddr( unsigned int pad, unsigned int sad )
{

Addr4882_t address;

address = ( pad & 0xff );
address |= ( sad << 8 ) & 0xff00;
return address;

}

static __inline__ unsigned int GetPAD( Addr4882_t address )
{

return address & 0xff;
}

static __inline__ unsigned int GetSAD( Addr4882_t address )
{

return ( address >> 8 ) & 0xff;
}

#ifdef __cplusplus
}
#endif

#endif /* _PUBLIC_GPIB_H */
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Appendix J.  The “ghTinyQueue” object based static 
queue

The author had previously (2015) for other reasons written a very small array based static length 
queue library in the C programming language. Due to its properties of not being able to expand the 
internal array length once an instance of the queue is created, and due to 32 bit applications to 
always perform integer and pointer read/write-operations atomically, this queue could have en-
queuing and de- queuing done from different threads without semaphores. In other words, different 
actors can put in and take out objects at the same time as long as only one part tries en-queuing, and
one part de-queuing. 

This library84 was rather easily rewritten in Pascal with minor differences, and adopted for the LBIC
project. Its API is shown below:

interface

type pPtr = ^pointer;

type TghQueue = record
    arrLen : integer;
    ppArr : pPtr;

addPos : integer;
remPos : integer;

end;

type PTghQueue = ^TghQueue;

  function ghqMakeQueue(size : integer) : PTghQueue; 
  function ghqPushElem(pQobj : PTghQueue; valPtr : pointer) : integer; 
  function ghqPopElem(pQobj : PTghQueue; var valPtr : pointer) : integer; 
  function ghqPeek(pQobj : PTghQueue; var valPtr : pointer) : integer; 
  function ghqPeekPos(pQobj : PTghQueue; pos: integer; valPtr : pointer) : integer; 
  function ghqCard(pQobj : PTghQueue) : integer;
  function ghqIsEmpty(pQobj : PTghQueue) : boolean;
  function ghqIsFull(pQobj : PTghQueue) : boolean;
  function ghqCapacity(pQobj : PTghQueue) : integer;
  procedure ghqRemoveQueue(pQobj : PTghQueue);

84 Due to that this library was developed in conjunction with a stack with very similar technique and properties, the 
en-queuing and de-queuing methods still bear name after the stacks push and pop operations. The semantics of the 
methods should however be reasonably clear
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Appendix K.  The measurements of the ISEL ICM-P-3 
stepper motor controller

The new stepper motor controller communicates with the computer by means of an RS-232 serial 
connection and a proprietary command language. To get acquainted with it a small console program
was written in the C programming language. The documentation of the command interface was 
certainly not meant for customers to write their own controlling software but rather to be a 
complementary documentation, while using the proprietary PalPC software from Isel automation. 
Neither did we get any decent support from them regarding writing our own software.

As the original plan was to issue trig pulses on “dead reckoning” the speed and acceleration of the 
motors needed to be very accurately measured. In order to do this a simple stroboscope was 
constructed, and a patterned disc was prepared and attached to the motor shafts (see illustration 29 
and 30). Later an encoder was attached to the motor shaft, and a very detailed measurement of the 
speed response could be done, see illustration 31.

A very simple stroboscope made by two transistors 
in a typical Darlington circuit. The small signal 
transistor is a 2N4401, and the final transistor is the 
classical 2N3055 in a TO-220 casing. A suitable 
LED lamp should be connected to the upper right 
connection block.  Its input is well suited for TTL 
level signals, and it was excited from a short pulse 
from the host computers parallel port. It can be 
excited from any signal above approx 1.55 Volts, and
for exact verification of the speeds a digital signal 
generator outputting triangular waves was used.

Illustration 29: A patterned disc (36 bars/rev) 
was attached to the motor shaft, and illuminated 
by LEDs coupled to a stroboscope. This was used
both for evaluation of the dead reckoning and for 
the exact verification of the motor speeds.

Illustration 30: A very 
simple stroboscope
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Illustration 31: The very fine-grained measurement of the speed response of the Isel iMC-P 
stepper motor controller. Measurement was done with an encoder on the motor shaft, read 
by an Arduino Mega. The measurements were then reported back to the same host computer
that commanded the motor controller.
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Appendix L.  The experimental setup for the new LBIC
In the first months of 2018, when all other equipment for a new LBIC system was procured, an 
experimental setup was made to be able to test while developing. This setup, which by the way 
features the blue laser, is depicted in the illustrations 32 – 33 below. The mechanics and the optics 
assembly was done by the new coworker, Anders Holmberg. He also made the new trans-impedance
amplifiers.

At first the laser optics was made moving while the sample was fixed on the flatbed. This proved 
however not to be optimal for testing and developing the software, as it made all coordinates 
inverted, and also forced the optical fiber cable (from the attenuator to the fiber-collimator) to bend,
thereby changing polarization and causing variations in the beam-splitter reflection. 

A new setup was later made, where the sample table was moving while the optics was fixed. This 
setup can be seen in illustrations 34 and 35. Using a moving sample instead of a moving laser eased 
the development and debugging. In the beginning no trans-impedance amplifiers was present85, but 
in august 2018, four experimental trans-impedance amps was added.

It was found in September 2018 that the pictures were not as sharp as they should have been, but 
that instead the image seemed to consist of two superimposed images, separated by approximately 
12µm. This phenomenon was identified to adhere in some way from the beam-splitter, and after 
another week of investigations and research it was found that it was the beam-splitter glass body 
that induced an optical aberration when forced to transmit a converting light-beam. This prompted 
the change of the beam-splitter configuration that directly reflected the primary light beam, instead 
of transmitting it. When this was done, much higher sharpness was obtained.

The LBIC scans described in this thesis, that are not explicitly said to have been made in the old 
LBIC, are done with this experimental LBIC in moving sample mode.

85 The fact that the setup was used without trans-impedance amplifiers led to that the setup was an LBIV rather than 
an LBIC. This had no implication on the software development in any way, but the advent of trans-impedance 
amplifiers led to better images, and faster testing.
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Illustration 32: First experimental configuration.
To get something working without too much of 
work, the laser-optics was made moving while 
the sample was fixated on the flatbed.

Illustration 33: A closeup of the optics system. The 
fiber collimator could be seen as the vertical tube 
right over the beam-splitter. The laser power 
detector is placed at the right of the beam-splitter, 
while the detector for the directly reflected light is at
the right of the beam-splitter. The rear side of the 
lower reflection detector with its hole could be seen 
right under the beam-splitter.

Illustration 34: The new test setup where the
optics is fixed, while the sample is moving 
underneath. Here the new experimental 
trans-impedance amplifiers could be seen. 
They were not in place until august 2018

Illustration 35: A closeup, where the configuration 
of the optics and beam-splitter has been changed. 
The main converging beam from the optics is 
directly reflected by the beam-splitter instead of 
transmitted. The sample table is clearly visible, 
here with a lithographic mask placed over the 
sample. The calibration cell and its holder is in the 
foreground.
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